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I present a derivation of the nondispersive elastic moduli for the vortex lattice

within the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model. I derive an extension of the virial

theorem for superconductivity for anisotropic superconductors, with the anisotropy

arising from s-d mixing or an anisotropic Fermi surface. The structural transition

from rhombic to square vortex lattice is studied within this model along with the

effects of thermal fluctuations on the structural transition. The reentrant transition

from square to rhombic vortex lattice for high fields and the instability with respect

to rigid rotations of the vortex lattice, predicted by calculations within the nonlocal

London model, are also present in the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model.

I also study the fingering of an electron droplet in a special Quantum Hall

regime, where electrostatic forces are weak. Performing Monte Carlo simulations I

study the growth and fingering of the electron droplet in an inhomogeneous magnetic

field as the number of electrons is increased. I expand on recent theoretical results

and find excellent agreement between my simulations and the theoretical predictions.
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CHAPTER 1
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

The fascinating phenomenon of superconductivity, although discovered in 1911

by H. Kamerlingh Onnes, has in the last two decades begun to play a very impor-

tant role in everyday life through technology. This technological revolution was even

more apparent to scientists and laymen alike after the discovery of high temperature

superconductors (HTSCs) by Bednorz and Müller in 1986.

The theory of conventional superconductivity is well understood today. There

exists an accepted microscopic theory, the so called BCS theory, which explains ad-

equately the behavior of conventional or isotropic, low temperature superconductors

like Pb, Al, Nb, Nb3Sn. However, HTSCs have been proven difficult beasts to tame.

No microscopic theory with the degree of success of BCS in describing the relevant

phenomena exists as of today. There are many phenomenological models that describe

the phenomena in both kinds of superconductors with various degrees of success.

One very complicated and extremely important issue for technological applica-

tions is the morphology and properties of the vortex lattice in type-II superconductors.

The vortex lattice is an arrangement of magnetic filaments inside the bulk of the su-

perconductor which enter under certain conditions when the superconductor is placed

inside a magnetic field. The distinction between type-I and type-II superconductors

will be clarified later in this introductory survey.

In this work I will use one particular phenomenological model, the Ginzburg-

Landau theory, to study the elastic properties of the vortex lattice in anisotropic

superconductors—in other words, the response of the vortex lattice to deformations.

I also address the issue of structural phase transitions of the vortex lattice and the

effects of thermal fluctuations.

1
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The survey of superconductivity that follows will attempt to define and ex-

plain the basic concepts required and thus provide the theoretical background for the

understanding of the main body of the research that is reported here. For a more

detailed introduction to superconductivity, the reader can refer to various sources on

the subject [1–3].

1.1 Conventional Superconductivity

The two distinctive phenomena associated with superconductivity are the dis-

appearance of resistance at some critical temperature Tc (perfect conductivity) and

the expulsion of magnetic fields from the bulk of a metal once it enters the supercon-

ducting phase (perfect diamagnetism or Meissner effect). Conversely, the application

of a sufficiently strong magnetic field is found to destroy superconductivity.

There exists a classification scheme for superconductors according to their be-

havior when an external magnetic field is applied. For type-I superconductors, the

magnetic field cannot enter the bulk of the material until the so-called thermody-

namic critical field Hc(T ) is applied. The thermodynamic critical magnetic field

is related to the free energy difference between the normal and the superconduct-

ing phases. For type-II superconductors the magnetic field penetration begins at a

stronger field, called Hc2(T ), and persists down to a smaller critical field, Hc1(T ), with

Hc2 > Hc > Hc1. The characteristic behavior of each type of superconductor when a

magnetic field is applied is illustrated in figure (1.1).

Type-II superconductors and especially the intermediate phase, also called the

mixed phase or Shubnikov phase, are of interest to me. In the mixed phase the

magnetic field enters the bulk of the material in the form of flux tubes, each carrying

a quantum of magnetic flux

Φ0 =
hc

2e
= 2.07 × 10−7 gauss-cm2. (1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Flux penetration behavior for type-I and type-II superconductors with
the same thermodynamic critical field Hc.

For most of the region between the two critical fields Hc1(T ) and Hc2(T ), the flux

tubes form a regular array that in a sense resembles the crystal lattice of ordinary

crystals. The major difference is that the vortex lattice is essentially two dimensional

as the flux tubes can be considered as straight lines which, however, can bend and

deform.

The existence of magnetic fields inside the superconductor and superconductiv-

ity may at first seem to be two mutually exclusive events. However, the magnetic

tubes have a vortex of supercurrent swirling around them which screens the magnetic

field from the rest of the bulk. Superconductivity is completely destroyed in the core

of the magnetic flux tube where the magnetic field attains its largest value.

The interactions between the vortex lines are repulsive. This interaction, bal-

anced by the external magnetic field pressure, stabilizes the vortex lattice. Alexei
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Abrikosov, in a seminal work [4], first studied and predicted the existence of the

vortex lattice in conventional, type-II superconductors.

There are two very important length scales associated with superconductivity.

The penetration length λ determines the electromagnetic response of the supercon-

ductor providing a measure of the spatial extent of the magnetic field in the bulk of

the material. The coherence length ξ provides a measure of the size of the normal

core. The coherence length, ξ is also the characteristic lengthscale associated with

variations of the superconducting phase in more general situations. It can be shown

that Hc1 ' Φ0/4πλ
2 and Hc2 ' Φ0/2πξ

2. In addition, κ = λ/ξ is a dimensionless

quantity, approximately independent of temperature, called the Ginzburg-Landau pa-

rameter. For a typical elemental superconductor λ ' 500 Å and ξ ' 3000 Å which

gives a Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ� 1.

The value of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter facilitates the characterization of

a material as type-I or type-II. Actually, κ = 1/
√

2 serves as the boundary value

between the two regimes. For smaller values one has a type-I superconductor while

for larger values a type-II. Typical HTSCs are extreme type-II superconductors with

κ of the order of 102.

There are several methods that one can use to observe and study the static

properties and the morphology of the vortex lattice. Small angle neutron scattering

(SANS) [5–14], Bitter decoration [15, 16], scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [17,

18], magneto-optical methods [19] and muon spin rotation methods (µSR) [20] are

the ones widely used.

Of all these methods, small angle neutron scattering stands out as the most

useful to make bulk measurements as the majority of the mentioned methods are

limited to imaging the flux lines at the surface of the superconductor.1 In short,

the SANS method takes advantage of the weak interaction of neutrons with mat-

1One can probe the bulk of the superconductor using µSR. However, sophisticated modeling is
necessary to interpret the data.
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ter through short range nuclear forces and dipole interactions with spatially varying

magnetic fields. The neutrons are scattered from the bulk of the material revealing

information about crystal structure, the vortex lattice and magnetic ordering. More

specifically, from the diffraction pattern one can deduce the symmetry of the vortex

lattice. Measuring the scattered intensity enables one to determine the characteristic

length scales λ and ξ and the field profile around the flux lines, which in turn allows

the determination of the critical fields. Also, from the width of the diffraction peaks

one can estimate the vortex lattice correlation lengths.

The existence of this new superconducting phase and the phase transition which

accompanies it leads naturally to the idea of the order parameter. Although proposed

by Ginzburg and Landau [21] before the discovery of the BCS theory, the order pa-

rameter can be thought of as the wavefunction for the center of mass motion of the

Cooper pairs. I will devote a separate section to the study of the Ginzburg-Landau

theory.

For type-II superconductors the mean field H–T phase diagram is rather simple,

as illustrated in figure (1.2). The characterization “mean field” implies that fluctua-

tion effects are not considered, which is a drastic simplification.

Although this dissertation deals with mainly static properties of the vortex

lattice, I will address here some of the dynamic properties of the vortex system to

unveil the complexity that emerges once one chooses to depart from the simple (but

nonetheless important) approach of mean field theory. For an excellent extensive

review the interested reader might refer to the classic work of Blatter and others [22].

For a more pedagogical introduction two other nice reviews are available [23, 24]

When an external current density is applied to the vortex system, the flux

lines will start to move under the influence of the Lorentz force F = j × B/c. In

a homogeneous system the only resistance to the motion is provided by the friction

force, which is proportional to the steady state velocity v of the vortex system. The
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Figure 1.2: The H–T phase diagram of a type-II superconductor. At high fields and
temperatures the material is in the normal metallic phase. At low temperatures and
fields the material is in the Meissner phase while for intermediate temperatures and
fields the material is in the mixed phase.

steady state velocity will then be: v = j × B/µc, where µ is a generalized friction

coefficient. However, as the flux tubes move, an electric field E = B × v/c appears

parallel to the external current density. With the current density j and the electric E

in parallel there is power dissipated in the system which implies that the fundamental

property of dissipation-free current flow in a superconductor is lost. Disorder comes

to the rescue, pinning the flux lines and restoring dissipation-free current flow. Of

course there is a critical depinning current density jc which is always bounded above

by the depairing current density j0. The implications in a technological context are

obvious.
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Another kind of disorder is thermal fluctuations. Quenched disorder as de-

scribed above is static while thermal fluctuations are dynamic. Considering thermal

fluctuations opens up the possibility for melting of the vortex solid into a vortex liq-

uid or the emergence of a glass phase. It is apparent that quenched disorder and

thermal fluctuations are competing forms of disorder. Thermally activated jumps

over the pinning barriers can cause the vortices to move, a phenomenon called flux

creep, while thermal fluctuations of a single vortex line lead to a dynamical sampling

and averaging of the confining potential arising from disorder, which in turn reduce

the critical current density jc. All these effects modify the mean field phase diagram

considerably and at the same time enrich and complicate the physics involved.

In high temperature superconductors the effects of the fluctuations are more pro-

nounced, due to weaker pinning of the vortices and enhanced thermal fluctuations.

This becomes immediately apparent since the typical elemental superconductor has

a critical temperature Tc ' 10 ◦K compared to Tc ' 100 ◦K of a HTSC. As a conse-

quence larger parts of the phase diagram contain melted or depinned vortex lattice,

and also new exotic phases, such as entangled or disentangled vortex liquids, along

with a zoo of vortex glasses, are possible.

As the reader can infer from this limited introduction, the physics associated

with the study of superconductivity and the multitude of effects and phenomena it

encompasses is difficult but the research is extremely fascinating and rewarding at the

same time.

1.2 Ginzburg-Landau Theory

The Ginzburg-Landau theory for superconductivity [21] is an extension of Lan-

dau’s theory of second order phase transitions to a spatially varying complex order

parameter Ψ(r). Originally proposed well before the discovery of BCS theory it has

been proven an indispensable tool for the phenomenological treatment of a variety
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of problems in many fields. Although conceptually simple, it is an elegant theory of

considerable predictive power.

The Ginzburg-Landau theory has initially a somewhat limited region of applica-

bility. It is valid near the transition temperature Tc. However, this restriction can be

relaxed using various arguments or techniques, or even ignored for the sake of making

qualitative predictions.

Two fields are necessary for the formulation of the theory. One is the complex

order parameter Ψ(r) = f(r)eiφ(r) and the other is the vector potential A(r), related

to the local magnetic field B(r) = ∇ × A(r). The order parameter is zero at the

transition point and has a nonzero value when the material is in the superconducting

state. Based on the continuity of the change of state in a phase transition of the second

kind, an expansion of the free energy in terms of the order parameter is feasible.

The Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional F [Ψ,A] is built using symmetry

arguments. Odd powers of Ψ are immediately excluded as the free energy density

(an observable) should be invariant under a transformation of the form Ψ → eiα(x)Ψ.

Another simplification one makes is the assumption that the crystal has cubic sym-

metry. The spatial variation of the order parameter then dictates the inclusion of

gradient terms in the free energy functional. First order derivatives and second order

derivatives of the form ∂2/∂xi∂xk are excluded because these are essentially surface

terms. The lowest order acceptable gradient term is of the form |∇Ψ|2, which has

to be made gauge invariant by combining it with the vector potential resulting in

|ΠΨ|2 = |(−i∇ − e∗A/
�
c)Ψ|2. Taking into account the above considerations, the

Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional can be written now in the following form:

F [Ψ,A] = Fn +

∫

d3x

{

a|Ψ2| + b

2
|Ψ|4 +

� 2

2m∗ |ΠΨ|2 +
B2

8π

}

. (1.2)
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Here Fn denotes the free energy of the normal state and b is a positive coefficient

without any temperature dependence. On the other hand a is a function of the

temperature given by

a = a0(T − Tc), (1.3)

with the constant a0 being positive. The constants e∗ and m∗ can be identified with

the charge and the mass of a Cooper pair, namely e∗ = 2e and m∗ = 2m, where e and

m are respectively the charge and the mass of the bare electron.

To elucidate a few fundamental concepts I consider first the case of a homoge-

neous superconductor with no external field. The order parameter is then independent

of the coordinates. The minimum of the free energy density occurs when

|Ψ|2 =
a0

b
(Tc − T ). (1.4)

One sees that the square of the order parameter, which is proportional to the super-

conducting electron density, decreases linearly to zero at the transition point. The

difference in the free energies of the superconductor and normal metal is found to be

Fs − Fn = −V a
2
0

2b
(Tc − T )2. (1.5)

The difference in the energies can be equated to −V H2
c /8π, which is the energy density

for the critical magnetic field. This immediately yields the temperature dependence

of the critical field near the transition point

Hc =

(
4πa2

0

b

) 1
2

(Tc − T ). (1.6)

Differentiating the difference of the free energies with respect to the temperature one

obtains the difference in the entropies and finally the jump of the specific heat at the
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transition point

Cs − Cn = V
a2

0Tc

b
. (1.7)

The reader should be cautioned that such trivial manipulations are only possible

in the simplest of cases. The solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations, the equations

of motion derived from the Ginzburg-Landau free energy, is a difficult task as will be

made apparent shortly.

An interesting observation is that only the modulus of the order parameter

f(r) = |Ψ(r)| and the gauge invariant supervelocity Q = (
�
Φ0/2πm

∗)∇φ(r) −

e∗A(r)/m∗c enter the Ginzburg-Landau theory, but not Ψ and A separately [25].

There is a completely equivalent formulation of the Ginzburg-Landau in terms of

Q and f , implying that since only real and gauge invariant quantities are involved,

any calculations and results (even approximations) should contain gauge invariant

equations.

One can derive the equations of motion for the two fields Ψ and A minimizing

the Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional with respect to Ψ∗ and A. One obtains

� 2

2m∗

(

− i∇ − e∗
�
c
A

)2

Ψ + aΨ + b|Ψ|2Ψ = 0 (1.8)

j =
−ie �

2m∗ (Ψ∗
∇Ψ − Ψ∇Ψ∗). (1.9)

In the process of deriving the equations of motion a boundary condition has to be

imposed to ensure that the surface integrals in the variation δF are zero. With n

being the normal vector to the surface of the superconductor the boundary condition

has the form

n ·
(

− i∇Ψ − e∗
�
c
AΨ

)

= 0. (1.10)
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An immediate result is that the normal component of the supercurrent vanishes at

the boundary as expected: n · j = 0, since one assumes that no current is fed into the

material.

It can be shown that the characteristic lengths ξ and λ have the following forms

within the Ginzburg-Landau theory:

ξ(T ) =

�

m∗a0

(Tc − T )
1
2 , (1.11)

λ(T ) =

[
m∗c2b

4πe∗2a0

(Tc − T )

] 1
2

. (1.12)

In addition, quite generally, one can include an electric field and time dependence

through the assumption
(
∂

∂t
+
ie∗

� Φ

)

Ψ = −γ δF
δΨ∗ , (1.13)

with Φ being the scalar potential and γ being a constant [26–28]. One then obtains the

so called time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations. At this point I have to stress

that the validity criteria for the time dependent version are different from the simple

Ginzburg-Landau equations. The interested reader should consult the appropriate

literature on the subject.

The theory can also be extended to superconductors with crystal symmetry

other than cubic with the introduction of an anisotropic effective mass tensor that

multiplies the gradient term in the free energy density [29, 30]. This subject will be

discussed extensively along with other ways to account for anisotropy later in this

work.

The full solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations, except in trivial cases, is

possible only with the use of numerical methods [31–34] since it is a nonlinear differ-

ential equation. However, useful approximations can be made which produce valuable

and accurate results. One frequently employed is the assumption that the nonlinear
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term Ψ|Ψ|2 in the first Ginzburg-Landau equation is small enough to be neglected.

This assumption works well in many cases but should be used with appropriate care.

One case for which this term requires special treatment is in the calculation of the

dispersive elastic moduli of the vortex lattice, c11 and c44, where it introduces un-

physical divergences that are removed as soon as this term is included and properly

treated [35, 36].

A well behaved solution, in the symmetric gauge, that represents the vortex

lattice near Hc2 with one flux quantum per flux line was found by Brandt [35–40]:

Ψ(x, y) = (constant) exp

[

− πB

2Φo
(x2 + y2)

]
∏

ν

[

(x− xν) + i(y − yν)

]

. (1.14)

Here the product is over the (periodic) flux line positions (xν , yν). Notice the similarity

with the Laughlin wavefunction for a filled (ν = 1) Landau level within the context of

the Quantum Hall effect (see Chapter 6 later in this thesis). This particular solution

can be used to calculate the energy of structural defects in the vortex lattice [39–41]

and also the elastic moduli [25, 35–38, 42] of the vortex lattice.

One needs to define one very important parameter here, the Abrikosov param-

eter βA. It is the ratio

βA =
〈|Ψ|4〉
〈|Ψ|2〉2 , (1.15)

where the brackets denote spatial averaging. By means of the Schwartz inequality the

range of the Abrikosov parameter is [1,∞). In the mixed phase the Abrikosov param-

eter is a geometrical constant, attaining different values for different types of vortex

lattices. It is easily shown that for an isotropic superconductor the minimization of

the Ginzburg-Landau free energy is equivalent to the minimization of the Abrikosov

parameter βA. For example, for a triangular lattice βA ' 1.1659, while for a square

lattice βA ' 1.1803, thus making the triangular lattice the lowest energy configura-

tion of the vortices in an isotropic superconductor. One notable detail is the small
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difference of the two values. Initially Abrikosov obtained the incorrect result, namely

the square lattice being the equilibrium configuration. This small difference makes

the existence of structural transitions very plausible.

For an anisotropic superconductor the situation is more complicated and more

interesting because the anisotropy opens up the possibility of phase transitions from

the triangular phase to even more general rhombic phases and eventually to the square

phase under certain conditions.

1.3 London Model

The Ginzburg-Landau theory, being an expansion in powers of the order param-

eter which is assumed to be of small magnitude, is valid near Hc2. Near Hc1 on the

other hand, where the vortex core overlap is not significant one can put |Ψ(r)| = 1

outside the vortex core. This is the starting point for the formulation of the London

theory. Either starting from the simplified Ginzburg-Landau free energy density, or

from first principles one obtains the free energy functional of the London theory

F [B] =
1

8π

∫

d3x

[

B2 + λ2(∇ × B)2

]

. (1.16)

Here λ = [m∗c2/4πnSe
∗2]

1
2 is the London penetration depth, with nS being the density

of the superconducting electrons. In this section B ≡ B(r) is the local magnetic field.

Minimizing (1.16) with respect to the local magnetic field B(r) using the fun-

damental relation ∇ · B = 0 and also adding the contribution of the vortex core in

the form of δ function singularities one obtains the London equation for an isolated

vortex

−λ2
∇

2B + B = Φ0δ(r). (1.17)

Here Φ0 is a unit vector along the flux line direction. The δ function approximates the

core region which is of finite extent (of the order of ξ). The solution of the equation
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is easy to obtain for a field directed along the z axis,

B =
Φ0

2πλ2
K0

(
r

λ

)

, (1.18)

where K0(r/λ) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of an imaginary argument.

The asymptotic forms of the solution are more useful:

• B =
Φ0

2πλ2

[

ln

(
r

λ

)

+ (constant)

]

, for ξ < r � λ,

• B =
Φ0

2πλ2

√

πλ

2r
e−r/λ , for r � λ.

The same method can be used for two parallel vortices directed along the z axis.

One simply adds one more singularity in the right hand side of equation (1.17) and

the solution is obtained in a similar manner as before. One obtains for the magnetic

field of the i-th vortex

Bi =
Φ0

2πλ2
K0

(
r − ri

λ

)

, (1.19)

where ri is the position of the i-th vortex. Substituting back in the London free energy

density (1.16) after a short calculation one finds for the interaction energy per length

of the two vortices Uint = Φ0B12/4π, where B12 is given by

B12 =
Φ0

2πλ2
K0

(
r1 − r2
λ

)

. (1.20)

Thus the interaction between two vortices is repulsive. It decreases exponentially at

large distances and diverges logarithmically at short distances.

The London theory has been successfully used in the investigation of the prop-

erties of the vortex lattice. Actually it is relatively easier to obtain the elastic moduli

in the London limit than it is using the Ginzburg-Landau theory. What is usually

done is that some property is calculated in the high field limit and in the low field
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limit and finally the appropriate matching is done in the intermediate region in which

both London and Ginzburg-Landau theory fail.

Although in this work the Ginzburg-Landau theory is the main tool used in the

investigation, I use many results obtained from the London theory.

1.4 Anisotropy and Structural Phase Transitions

There are many sources of anisotropy; all are found to modify fundamental

properties such as the shape of the vortex cores, the interactions between the vortices,

the elastic response and also the symmetry of the vortex lattice. The mechanisms are

complicated and sometimes lead to significant deviations from the behavior of the

isotropic superconductor.

The effect that this work is mainly focused on is the structural transitions of the

vortex lattice. The familiar arrangement of the vortices in a hexagonal lattice is not

unique, as experiments have shown. Distorted rhombic and square lattices are pos-

sible. The possibility for alternate arrangements becomes apparent once one realizes

that the reason behind the formation of the hexagonal lattice 2 is the isotropic inter-

action between the vortices. An additional indication would be the small difference

in energy between the square and hexagonal lattice.

One source of anisotropy is that which arises from the existence of an under-

lying crystal lattice of different symmetry than the one usually assumed, namely

cubic. This condition is met in the cuprate family, which are layered, extreme type-II

HTSCs. They exhibit uniaxial crystal symmetry. A way to account for that is to

introduce a different effective mass along one direction (uniaxial symmetry). In that

case the superconductor is characterized by two penetration lengths, λab for the a–b

(or basal) plane and λc along the c-axis, and also two coherence lengths ξab and ξc.
3

The anisotropy ratio Γ = λc/λab = ξab/ξc quantifies the strength of the anisotropy.

2For a fixed area (density), vortices on a hexagonal lattice are placed the farthest apart possible
from each other.

3In many materials the situations is even more complicated, with λa 6= λb.
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Figure 1.3: Vortex profiles for applied field along the z and b axis respectively.

Typical values for a HTSC are Γ � 1 and λab ' 1000Å. The Ginzburg-Landau pa-

rameter is defined as κ = λab/ξab. An immediate consequence is that the profiles of

the vortices are different for fields along the z axis and along the a–b plane, see figure

(1.3). Also, the critical fields Hc1 and Hc2 become functions of the angle between

the applied field and the c-axis of the material. The analysis in general is difficult

but there exists a scaling scheme that reduces the anisotropic problem to an isotropic

one at the initial level of Ginzburg-Landau theory or London model [43]. Using that

method, one essentially generalizes isotropic results to the anisotropic case.

The flux line lattice in anisotropic materials can be distorted and depending

on the presence of pinning, defects and other factors one may see the formation of

domains of different flux line configuration and also transitions from one lattice sym-

metry to another. Structural phase transitions can be studied with the same method,

by promoting the mass m∗ to a mass tensor, thus incorporating the anisotropy in the

model. However, a significant failure of this approach is that cubic materials (e.g.

V3Si) would not exhibit structural phase transitions, a fact which contradicts experi-
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ments. The results of the research presented in this work can easily be generalized to

an anisotropic mass tensor using the scaling scheme [43].

Another source of anisotropy is an anisotropic Fermi surface. This is typical

in the borocarbide family (RNi2B2C, with R=Y, Lu, Tm, Er, Ho, Dy), which are

most likely conventional but highly anisotropic s-wave superconductors [44]. The

anisotropic Fermi surface affects strongly the electromagnetic interactions in the su-

perconductor [45].

To account for an anisotropic Fermi surface, the London model has to be

amended in order to include nonlocal corrections via the relation between the cur-

rent density j and the vector potential A. For tetragonal superconductors like the

borocarbides the corrections (in Fourier space) have the following form [46]:

4π

c
ji = − 1

λ2
(m−1

ij − λ2nijlmklkm)aj. (1.21)

Here aj = Aj + Φ0∂jθ/2π, with θ the phase of the order parameter and A the vector

potential. The inverse mass tensor m−1
ij and the fourth rank tensor nijlm which cou-

ples supercurrents with the crystal are evaluated as particular averages of the Fermi

velocity over the Fermi surface and in that way are strongly dependent on the shape

of the Fermi surface. More importantly, the coupling persists even for cubic materi-

als [47]. A qualitative explanation of the importance of nonlocality is that the current

response of the superconductor must be averaged over the finite size of the Cooper

pair, which is of order ξ, in contrast to the usual local electrodynamics.

The London model is both successful and convenient, due to its simplicity.

Among the goals of this work is to show that one obtains identical results employ-

ing the Ginzburg-Landau theory with the inclusion of an anisotropic term. For the

description of conventional superconductors with anisotropic Fermi surface the addi-

tional term is purely phenomenological. For the anisotropy that arises from an un-
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conventional coupling the additional term will be derived from a more general model

in subhead 2.1.

The anisotropy that is of particular interest to me is the one arising from the

existence of an unconventional pairing or a multicomponent order parameter. It has

been established that the pairing mechanism in the cuprates is of d wave nature [48–

50], which results in a fourfold anisotropy of the gap and anisotropic vortex cores.

The first direct observation of a well ordered square vortex lattice in a HTSC was

achieved very recently [51].

Even more exotic systems have been investigated such as Sr2RuO4 with an un-

conventional two component order parameter [52]. Coexistence of phases of different

pairing symmetry and related phase transitions have been observed for the heavy

Fermion superconductors UPt3 and U1−xThxBe13. The interested reader can consult

the nice review by Sigrist and Ueda [53] and also the review by Joynt and Taillefer [54].

A very recent work by Agterberg and Dodgson [55] generalizes the London model

to unconventional superconductors with multiple superconducting phase transitions.

Although the main body of this dissertation deals with the investigation of the effects

of dx2−y2 pairing with an small admixture of s wave pairs in the condensate, it is

reasonable to expect that similar results can be obtained with the same methodology

for other pairing symmetries. In each case it would be necessary to find the form of

the appropriate term that couples the coexisting order parameters.

1.5 Elasticity and Melting of the Vortex Lattice

The structural phase transitions of the vortex lattice are closely connected to its

elastic properties. The elastic response of the vortex lattice, quantified by the appro-

priate elastic moduli, is of great significance for the phase diagram of the superconduc-

tor. The theory of elasticity for the vortex lattice in an isotropic superconductor was

derived by Brandt [35–38] using the Ginzburg-Landau theory for the high-induction
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regime and the London model for low inductions. The theory was later confirmed by

the results of Larkin and Ovchinnikov [56], who used the microscopic theory as their

starting point. The theory has been generalized to anisotropic superconductors with

much effort [42, 57–61]. In these works the anisotropy was incorporated in the mass

tensor.

The elasticity and the structural phase transitions are relevant for the extremely

interesting subject of the melting of the vortex lattice. Especially in HTSCs, with the

enhanced role of the thermal fluctuations and the softness of the elastic moduli, the

region over which a melted vortex lattice is expected is significant.

One can define melting as the loss of long range correlations between the vor-

tices. The melted vortex lattice consists of highly mobile and flexible vortex lines. A

fundamental difference in the behavior of HTSCs compared to conventional, low-Tc

superconductors is that at high fields, the well defined and sharp superconducting-

normal transition is replaced by a smooth crossover between the vortex liquid phase

and the normal metallic phase. One criterion used to define the onset of melting

is the so-called Lindemann criterion, according to which melting of the vortex lat-

tice is expected once the mean squared amplitude of the thermal displacement of the

vortex lattice becomes comparable to the inter-vortex spacing (the lattice constant).

Although this criterion is not rigorous, it provides a simple and adequate tool for

the investigation of melting and the determination of the melting curve Bm(T ). The

elasticity enters in the calculation of the mean squared displacement 〈u2〉. For an

excellent discussion of the issues pertaining to the melting of the vortex lattice and

the relevant theory, the reader can consult the review by Blatter and others [22].



CHAPTER 2
GINZBURG-LANDAU THEORY

2.1 Anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau Theory

The isotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory has been used extensively in the study

of isotropic, or s-wave superconductors. However, once it was realized that alternate

pairing mechanisms could exist, new extended Ginzburg-Landau theories were pro-

posed and studied in the context of high-Tc superconductivity [62–69]. Although the

latter are built using symmetry arguments, microscopic derivations do exist [70].

For the high-Tc cuprates it is established that the major pairing channel is

the dx2−y2 pairing. The dominant pairing mechanism is of d-wave nature with a

subdominant s-wave order parameter being induced by gradients of the d-wave as will

be shown promptly. The generalization of the Ginzburg-Landau theory to anisotropic

superconductors in which the anisotropy is due to s and d wave mixing contains two

fields, or order parameters. The corresponding Ginzburg-Landau free energy can be

written in the following form, which includes an anisotropic term with the appropriate

symmetry [54, 66, 67]:

fGL =

〈

αs|s|2 + αd|d|2 + β1|s|4 + β2|d|4 + β3|s|2|d|2 + β4(s
∗2d2 + s2d∗2) +

B2

8π

+ γs(Πs)(Πs)
∗ + γd(Πd)(Πd)

∗ + γv[(Πys)
∗(Πyd) − (Πxs)

∗(Πxd) + cc]

〉

,

(2.1)

where the brackets denote spatial averaging. Also I have defined the parameters

γi =
� 2/2m∗

i , i = s, d, v and Π = ∇/i − e∗A/
�
c is the covariant derivative as usual.

From here on I set
�

= c = 1.

20
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The critical parameter is αd and it is generally assumed that Ts � Td, meaning

that d is the dominant order parameter. The later treatment of s as a small correction

arising from gradients of d is based on this assumption.

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion are obtained from equation (2.1) by

minimizing with respect to d∗ and s∗. One obtains

(γdΠ
2 + αd)d+ 2β2|d|2d+ β3|s|2d+ 2β4s

2d∗ + γv(Π
2
y − Π2

x)s = 0, (2.2)

(γsΠ
2 + αs)s+ 2β1|s|2s+ β3|d|2s+ 2β4d

2s∗ + γv(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d = 0. (2.3)

The boundary conditions obtained during the derivation of the first and second equa-

tion of motion are given by the formulas

n · {γd(Πd) + γv[y(Πys) − x(Πxs)]} = 0, (2.4)

n · {γs(Πs) + γv[y(Πyd) − x(Πxd)]} = 0, (2.5)

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface of the superconductor.

The second Ginzburg-Landau equation, which is the equation for the current, is

obtained by minimizing the Ginzburg-Landau free energy with respect to the vector

potential A. After a short calculation one obtains

j = e∗
{

γs[s
∗(Πs) + s(Πs)∗] + γd[d

∗(Πd) + d(Πd)∗] + yγv[s
∗(Πyd) + d(Πys)

∗]

− xγv[s
∗(Πxd) + d(Πxs)

∗] + cc

}

.

(2.6)

The solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations is a very complicated problem

even for the isotropic superconductor which can be described in terms of only one

order parameter. The additional complications of having two order parameters can

be avoided with a drastic simplification: the reduction of the two-field theory to an

effective one-field theory. In order to derive the single component free energy I will
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follow Affleck and others [71] and integrate out the s field. This task is achieved by

making the substitution

s ' − (γv/αs)
(
Π2

y − Π2
x

)
d. (2.7)

This approximate equation is derived from the equation of motion for the s field

upon neglecting higher order terms. It is a reasonable approximation, based on the

smallness in magnitude of the s component when compared to the d component. This

approach is useful, for one is interested primarily in the linearized equations which are

easier to solve. It will be shown that the anisotropic term added to the first Ginzburg-

Landau equation by this procedure is sufficient to capture the essential physics of the

problem. After all the substitutions, the linearized first Ginzburg-Landau equation

takes the form

(γdΠ
2 + αd)d−

γ2
v

αs
(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2d = 0, (2.8)

which is the central equation and the starting point in my study. For the sake of

completeness the second Ginzburg-Landau equation is

j

e∗
= γd [d∗(Πd) + d(Πd)∗] − γ2

v

αs

{

y

[

(Πyd)[(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d]
∗ + d[Πy(Π

2
y − Π2

x)d]
∗
]

− x

[

(Πxd)[(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d]
∗ + d[Πx(Π

2
y − Π2

x)d]
∗
]

+ cc

}

.

(2.9)

The boundary condition for the d-wave order parameter (2.4) can now be written as

n ·
{

γd(Πd) −
γ2

v

αs

[

yΠy(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d− xΠx(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d

]}

= 0, (2.10)

which enforces the vanishing of the normal component of the supercurrent on the

surface of the superconductor. This boundary condition would be correct for a

superconductor-insulator interface, but for an interface between a superconductor and
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a normal metal it has to be modified. The modification can be found by imposing the

condition n · j = 0 on the current equation (2.9).

It is convenient to switch to dimensionless quantities using the unit conventions

that are frequently used in the literature

r → λr, (2.11)

d→ d0d, |d0|2 = |αd|/β2, (2.12)

A → (
�
c/ξe∗)A, (2.13)

H → (
�
c/ξλe∗)H. (2.14)

The above equations define the natural lengthscales of the various quantities involved.

The Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ is defined κ = λ/ξ with the penetration depth λ

and the coherence length ξ given by

λ2 = (m∗c2/4πe∗2)(β2/|αd|), (2.15)

ξ2 =
� 2/2m∗|αd|. (2.16)

The dimensionless Ginzburg Landau equations obtain a much simpler form using these

unit conventions. The first equation is simply

Π2d− d− ε(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2d = 0, (2.17)

while the second Ginzburg-Landau equation, using the vector potential instead of the

supercurrent, has the form

∇ × ∇ × A = −A|d|2 +
i

2κ
(d∇d∗ − d∗∇d) − ε

2

{

x

[

(Πxd)[(Π
2
x − Π2

y)d]
∗

+d[Πx(Π
2
x − Π2

y)d]
∗
]

− y

[

(Πyd)[(Π
2
x − Π2

y)d]
∗ + d[Πy(Π

2
x − Π2

y)d]
∗
]

+ cc

}

,

(2.18)
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where ε is the dimensionless anisotropy parameter, defined as ε = (γ2
v |αd|/γ2

dαs).

Setting the anisotropy parameter ε equal to zero one can immediately obtain the

linearized Ginzburg-Landau equations for an isotropic superconductor.

From now on I switch to the usual symbol Ψ for the order parameter instead of

d since I eliminated s. I also need to rotate the vortex lattice by an arbitrary angle

φ about the direction of the applied field. This is required because the free energy

is no longer invariant under rotations about the direction of the applied field, due to

the presence of the symmetry breaking anisotropic term. The preferred orientation of

the vortex lattice will be determined by the minimum of the free energy—it will no

longer be arbitrary. This crucial point was missed in some of the previous theoretical

treatments of this problem [72]. The anisotropic term provides the effective coupling

to the crystal lattice, thereby making structural transitions possible. Without this

coupling, the vortex repulsion is isotropic for cubic or tetragonal materials resulting

always in a hexagonal vortex lattice. Although the anisotropic term was derived from

the two component Ginzburg-Landau theory appropriate for high-Tc superconductors

with dx2−y2 pairing it can serve as a phenomenological term for the investigation of

anisotropy effects in tetragonal materials like the family of the borocarbides.

A useful transformation of the first Ginzburg-Landau equation is effected by

introducing creation and annihilation operators through the following relations Π± =

Πx ∓ iΠy, with i[Πx,Πy] = −h/κ. Π+(Π−) is the creation (annihilation) operator.

The transformation of these operators under rotations is shown below. The primed

quantities correspond to quantities in the rotated system.

Π′
x = Πx cosφ+ Πy sinφ, (2.19)

Π′
y = −Πx sin φ+ Πy cosφ, (2.20)

Π′
x
2 − Π′

y
2

=
1

2

[
e2iφΠ2

+ + e−2iφΠ2
−
]
. (2.21)
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Substituting in the first Ginzburg-Landau equation and subsequently dropping the

primes I obtain

Π2Ψ − Ψ − ε

4

[
e2iφΠ2

+ + e−2iφΠ2
−
]2

Ψ = 0, (2.22)

an equation which can be reduced to the equation for an one dimensional harmonic

oscillator with an appropriate perturbation.

The same transformation of coordinates for the second Ginzburg-Landau equa-

tion yields a complicated result which after some manipulation can be cast in the

following form

∇ × ∇ × A = −A|Ψ|2 +
i

2κ
(Ψ∇Ψ∗ − Ψ∗

∇Ψ) +
εb3κ3

4
|Ψ0|2

{
1

4
(z× ∇∆)

+ (z× r)

(

r2 +
8

bκ2

)}

,

(2.23)

where Ψ0 is the zeroth order in ε approximation to the solution of equation (2.22),

b = B/Hc2 is the reduced magnetic induction and the function ∆ is defined as

∆(x, y, φ) = cos (4φ)(x4 + y4 − 6x2y2) + 4 sin (4φ)xy(x2 − y2). (2.24)

2.2 Virial Theorem

In this section I will present an alternative method to derive a compact and use-

ful form of the free energy for the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model. The method

is based on the virial theorem for superconductivity discovered recently by Doria and

others [73]. In Appendix A I derive in detail the generalization of the isotropic result.

The virial theorem for an anisotropic superconductor has the following simple form

H · B
4π

= Fkinetic + 2Ffield + 2Fanisotropic, (2.25)
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or the following equivalent form, with the free energy components expanded

H · B
4π

=

〈 |ΠΨ(x)|2
2m∗ +

B2(x)

4π
+

2γ2
v

αs

{

[ΠyΨ(x)][Πy(Πx
2 − Πy

2)Ψ(x)]∗

− [ΠxΨ(x)][Πx(Πx
2 − Πy

2)Ψ(x)]∗ + cc

}〉

,

(2.26)

where ∇ × A(x) = B(x) is the microscopic magnetic field. The magnetic induction

is defined B =
∫

d3xB(x)/V and the homogeneous applied field is denoted by H.

Using this extension of the virial theorem, as I show in detail in Appendix A,

one can cast the free energy in the following form

F = b2 − (1 − b)2

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

}

, (2.27)

where b is the reduced magnetic induction, βA is the Abrikosov parameter and Γ is

the correction to the isotropic result, which has the following form

Γ = 4ε

{
Re〈|Ψ|2Ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2Ψ〉
〈|Ψ|2〉2 + βA(2κ2 − 1)

Re〈Ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2Ψ〉

〈|Ψ|2〉

}

. (2.28)

It is straightforward to check that if one sets the anisotropy parameter ε equal to zero

one obtains the familiar isotropic result.

The above expressions seem to suggest that for hard, high-κ, superconductors

the effects of the anisotropy ε are diminished. However, it will be shown in the

subsequent analysis that even small deviations from isotropy produce observable and

significant effects on the structure and the properties of the vortex lattice.

This extension of the virial theorem allows one to easily generalize results

obtained for the isotropic case. I show below the form of the Gibbs free energy

G = F − HB/4π, the magnetization M = (B − H)/4π and the magnetic induction
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B for the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory

G = − (κ−H)2

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA

}

, (2.29)

M = − 1

4π

κ−H

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA

}

, (2.30)

B = H − κ−H

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA

}

. (2.31)

The generalization of the second Abrikosov identity [4] is easily obtained in the process

of deriving the above relations. It reads

(
κ−H

κ

) {

〈|Ψ|2〉 − 2εRe〈Ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2Ψ〉

}

=

(
1

2κ2
− 1

)

〈|Ψ|4〉

+
2ε

κ2
Re〈|Ψ|2Ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2Ψ〉.
(2.32)

All the above results are invaluable for the simplification of the calculations

that are going to follow. By itself, this generalization of the virial theorem can be

used in numerical investigations of anisotropic superconductors presumably with the

same success in reducing the overall computational complexity of the problem as the

virial theorem had for conventional superconductors. The original virial theorem has

inspired a significant amount of work. See for example [32, 73–77], and references

therein.



CHAPTER 3
MEAN FIELD THEORY

In order to investigate the structure of the vortex lattice one can start at the

mean field theory level. Although a simplified approach, it provides useful insight

about the problem and not surprisingly, many theoretical predictions which are in

turn validated by experiment.

3.1 Solution of the First Ginzburg-Landau Equation

In this section I will present the calculation of the Abrikosov parameter βA and

the calculation of the correction Γ to the free energy (2.27). To that effect I will solve

the first Ginzburg-Landau equation (2.22) perturbatively in the anisotropic term. It

has the form (in dimensionless units)

(
1

iκ
∇ − A

)2

Ψ − ε(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2Ψ = (1 − |Ψ|2)Ψ. (3.1)

Rotating by an angle φ about the z axis (the direction of the applied field) and by

introducing creation and annihilation operators a† = −iΠ+/
√

2b, a = iΠ−/
√

2b, with

Π± = Πx ∓ iΠy, one can write the first linearized Ginzburg-Landau equation in the

following form

a†aΨ − εb

2
[e2iφa†

2 − e−2iφa2]2Ψ = 0, (3.2)

without specifying a particular gauge yet.

The rotation about the z axis is necessary to account for the orientation of the

vortex lattice which is no longer arbitrary due to the four fold symmetric term that

breaks rotational symmetry about the direction of the applied magnetic field. Notice

that the term Ψ was grouped with the higher order term |Ψ|2Ψ in the right hand side

28
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of equation (3.1). This way, the linearization of the first Ginzburg-Landau equation

is done in a consistent manner, as pointed out by Kogan [78].

To proceed with the solution it is helpful to decide on a particular gauge. Two

choices are useful in this problem, the Landau gauge A = (0, bκx, 0) and the sym-

metric gauge A = (−bκy/2, bκx/2, 0). I will show the results of the solution in two

separate sections. The total wavefunction will be built by superposition, using appro-

priate linear combinations to achieve the desired periodicity of the observable (from

a quantum mechanical point of view) |Ψ(x)|2. The wavefunction itself is neither

periodic, nor gauge invariant.

3.1.1 Landau Gauge

Throughout this section I will use the Landau gauge A = (0, bκx, 0), which

makes the perturbation theory calculation easy, as it involves only one dimension. In

fact, all the gauge sensitive calculations that are presented in this work are done with

this particular choice of gauge.

I use standard perturbation theory to obtain the wavefunction up to second

order in the anisotropy parameter ε. The relevant matrix elements are easy to calcu-

late realizing that the underlying theory is that of the very familiar one dimensional

harmonic oscillator. I obtain

Ψ(x) = Ψ0(x)

{

1 +
εbe4iφ

32
H4(

√
bκ2x) +

(εb)2

32

[
e8iφ

64
H8(

√
bκ2x) (3.3)

+ 5e4iφH4(
√
bκ2x)

]

+O(ε3)

}

, (3.4)

where Hn is the Hermite polynomial of the n-th rank and

Ψ0(x) =

(
bκ2

π

) 1
4

exp

{

−bκ
2x2

2

}

(3.5)
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Figure 3.1: The geometry of the system: the vortex lattice (VL) is rotated by an
angle −φ about the c-axis with respect to the crystal lattice (CL). The apex angle is
defined as the angle θ between the two basis vectors ā and b̄.

is the unperturbed solution. Notice the explicit appearance of the orientation angle

φ in the expansion of the order parameter.

The periodic solution is constructed following Chang and others [79]. One can

choose one basis vector, ā, to lie on the y axis and the second basis vector b̄ forming an

angle θ with ā. The geometry is illustrated in figure (3.1). The averages 〈|Ψ|2〉 and

〈|Ψ|4〉, necessary for the calculation of the Abrikosov parameter βA and the correction

to the free energy Γ, are calculated using the methodology presented in the work of

Chang and others [79]. Along with the known first order results, I present below the

results to second order in the anisotropy parameter (the details of the calculations
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can be found in Appendix B):

βA = β0 + εbβ1 + (εb)2

[

γ1 + γ2 + 5β1 −
3

4
β0

]

, (3.6)

Γ = 8εb2
{

βA(2κ2 − 1)[1 + 3εb] + β0

[

1 +
3εb

2

]

+ β1[1 + 6εb] + 2εb(γ1 + γ2)

}

. (3.7)

The various quantities that appear in the above expressions are rapidly converging

functions of three variables ρ, σ, φ, which are introduced employing the convenient

parameterization ρ+ iσ = (b̄/ā) exp (iθ) [1]. The functions β0, β1, γ1, γ2 are periodic

in ρ with period 1, and have a rich structure for σ ∼ 1. Their explicit forms are

β0 =
∑

nm

′
Anm, (3.8)

β1 = Re

{

e4iφ
∑

nm

′
Anm

[

8π2σ2n4 − 6πσn2 +
3

8

] }

, (3.9)

γ1 = Re

{

e8iφ
∑

nm

′
Anm

[

16π4σ4n8 − 12π3σ3n6 +
3

4
π2σ2n4 − 45

16
πσn2 +

105

256

]}

, (3.10)

γ2 =
∑

nm

′
Anm

[

16π4σ4n4m4 − 12π3σ3n2m2(n2 +m2) +
3

4
π2σ2(n4 +m4

+ 36n2m2) − 45

16
πσ(n2 +m2) +

105

256

]

,

(3.11)

where Anm =
√
σe2iπρ(n2−m2)e−2πσ(n2+m2). The prime implies that there are two

summations—the one shown, over n, m and the other with n and m replaced by

(n + 1/2) and (m+ 1/2) respectively.

3.1.2 Symmetric Gauge

This is considered a more “natural” gauge, with no preferential treatment of one

direction in space over another. It unfortunately comes with the disadvantage that

for this particular problem it is difficult to construct the periodic order parameter, in

sharp contrast with the Landau gauge which readily allows the construction of the

order parameter with its desired periodicity. However, this gauge choice being phys-
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ically more transparent results in an order parameter whose form has an interesting

interpretation.

The solution of the unperturbed first Ginzburg-Landau equation in the sym-

metric gauge reads

Ψ0(x, y) =

√

bκ2

2π
exp

{

−bκ
2

4
(x2 + y2)

}

. (3.12)

The correction to first order in ε is easily obtained using the method of the previous

section. I obtain

Ψ(x, y) = Ψ0(x, y)

{

1 +
εb3κ4

32
e4iφz̄4

}

, (3.13)

where z = x+ iy. The second order correction is easy to calculate but it does not add

anything to the physical point I am trying to make.

Although the periodic order parameter is difficult to construct, one can postulate

an amendment of the isotropic equation (1.14) to account for the anisotropy. The form

of the perturbative result leads one to propose the following form for the solution which

accounts for fourfold anisotropy

Ψ(x, y) = exp

[

− bκ2

4
(x2 + y2)

]
∏

ν

(z − zν)

{

1 + ε(z − zν + γ1)(z − zν − γ1)

× (z − zν + γ2)(z − zν − γ2)

}

,

(3.14)

with γ1 = γR+iγI = |γ|eiω and γ2 = −γI +iγR = |γ|eiω+ π
2 and ν denoting the position

of the vortices—in other words zν are the zeroes of the unperturbed order parameter.

The physical interpretation becomes apparent once one is familiarized with the

strange form of the solution. The ε term provides the four additional zeros of the in-

duced s-wave order parameter, around the central node of the d wave order parameter.

The positions of the nodes are controlled by the γ terms and they can accommodate

various symmetries.
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I have attempted to obtain the compression (c11) and tilt (c44) elastic moduli

using the solution (3.14) according to Brandt’s prescription [35–38] without success.

The complexity unfortunately increases rapidly with each successive step. However,

there are some interesting results that were obtained that are worth mentioning here.

I first need to define two functions Λν(x, y) and Mν(x, y) through

Λν(x, y) = X4 + Y 4 − 6X2Y 2 − |γ|4 cos(4ω), (3.15)

Mν(x, y) = 4XY (X2 − Y 2) − |γ|4 sin(4ω), (3.16)

where X = x− xν and Y = y − yν with ν denoting the ν-th vortex. The modulus of

the order parameter can be reduced to the following form

f 2 = f 2
isotropic(1 + 2εg), (3.17)

where g is the correction due to the anisotropy and it is defined as g =
∏

ν Λν. It is

easy to show that the supervelocity and the quantity u = ∇f/κf have the form

Q = Qisotropic +
ε

κ
∇g × z, (3.18)

u = uisotropic +
ε

κ
∇g. (3.19)

The equation Q = u × z still holds. Other useful identities that have a straightfor-

ward generalization in the anisotropic case are those first discovered by Brandt [35, 37]

when deriving the elastic moduli of the isotropic superconductors. I obtain for the

supervelocity of the Abrikosov solution (momentarily I am following Brandt’s nota-

tion)

QB = A − 1

κ
z ×

∑

ν

{
r − rν

|r − rν|2
+ 4ε

[
(X3 − 3XY 2)x + (Y 3 − 3X2Y )y)

]
}

. (3.20)
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The following central identity remains unchanged:

(∇ω)2 = 2κBω2
l + ωl∇2ωl. (3.21)

Note that ωl is the linearized order parameter, obtained from the Abrikosov solution

for the undisplaced vortex lattice ω0, upon substitution of the displaced coordinates rν

and subsequent expansion in the displacement sν to linear order. The general vortex

lattice is defined by the loci of the zeros of the order parameter given by:

rν(z) = Rν + sν(z). (3.22)

Another very interesting, from a physical point of view, result is that an ar-

bitrary displacement sν of a vortex line and the anisotropy appear to modify the

linearized order parameter in a similar manner. I obtain

ωl(x, y) = ω0(x, y)

[

1 +
1

2
η

]2

, (3.23)

with ω0(x, y) the solution for the undisplaced vortex lattice. The generalized displace-

ment term η, which in the isotropic theory accounts for the displacement only of the

vortex lattice, now has the form

η(r) = −2
∑

ν

sν
(r − rν) + ε∇W

|r − rν|2
, (3.24)

W = X6 + Y 6 − 5X2Y 2(X2 + Y 2) − |γ|4[(X2 + Y 2) cos(4ω) +XY sin(4ω)].

(3.25)

The complexity is significant but the calculations are tractable so far. What hinders

further progress is my inability to find the appropriate generalization of the free energy

which serves as the starting point of the derivation of the dispersive elastic moduli c11
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and c44. In the isotropic theory it has the form [35, 37]

f = 〈−ω +
ω2

2
+

(∇ω)2

4κ2ω
+ ωQ2

B − hBh〉 +B2. (3.26)

3.2 Structure of the Vortex Lattice and Minimization of the Free Energy

In order to obtain the mean field phase diagram and study the structural phase

transitions formally, one has to minimize the Gibbs free energy (2.29), which is the

proper free energy to minimize under the constraint of a constant external field.

I found that the minimization of the Gibbs free energy 1 G = F − HB/4π, and

the minimization of the Helmholtz free energy, equation (2.27), give identical phase

diagrams. I choose to work with the Helmholtz free energy, from which one obtains

the elastic moduli, as shown in Chapter 4.

The particular form of the free energy (2.27) allows one to obtain the phase

diagram in a direct way instead of minimizing only the Abrikosov parameter βA as

was done by other workers [72, 79–81]. However, for the sake of comparison and as a

consistency check to my algorithm, I minimized the Abrikosov parameter βA in order

to obtain the phase diagram as a function of the anisotropy. The results are shown in

figure (3.2). To first order I find the transition point at εc1 = 0.0240, in agreement

with Chang et al. [79] who find εc1 = 0.0235. The result of the numerical solution

for the phase boundary of Park and Huse [72] cannot be compared with the previous

results . By solving for the phase boundary numerically they find εc1 = 0.0367.2

However, in their work the vortex lattice was not allowed to rotate, thus omitting φ

from the calculation, an essential degree of freedom. The second order correction to

the Abrikosov parameter βA moves the critical anisotropy to εc2 = 0.0284 , a relatively

small correction which justifies the use of perturbation theory.

1After one modifies G to be a function of the reduced field b.
2The reported result, εc1 = 0.0734, needs to be divided by 2 due to different conventions for the

anisotropy parameter.
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Figure 3.2: Minimization of the Abrikosov parameter βA as a consistency check for
the computer code. The apex angle θ of the unit cell and the orientation angle φ of
the vortex lattice as a function of the anisotropy parameter ε. The critical points to
first and second order approximation in the anisotropy parameter ε are εc1 = 0.0235
and εc1 = 0.0284. Notice the reorientation transition in the inset panel which appears
only to second order in the anisotropy parameter at εr = 0.0492.

The most interesting and unanticipated fact was the observation of another

phase transition at a still higher value of the anisotropy εr = 0.0492, which turns

out to be connected with the vanishing of the rotational modulus as will be shown

in Chapter 4. In particular, at this second transition point, the orientation of the

square lattice changes continuously from the [110] direction, with φ = π/4 now a

local maximum and two degenerate minima on higher and lower angles. The vortex

lattice retains its square symmetry.

The minimization of the free energy shares the complications of the minimization

process for the Abrikosov parameter βA. There exist many local minima that have to
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be avoided in the search of the global minimum and also there are many equivalent

minima which correspond to the same lattice structure, with different values for the

three parameters ρ, σ, φ which determine the structure of the vortex lattice. This

problem can be solved realizing that for the two subsets ρ ∈ [0, 1/2], ρ ∈ [1/2, 1], one

obtains equivalent lattices. I chose to work in the first subset. The minimization was

carried out using the fmincon function for constrained minimization included in the

optimization package of Matlab. A program was written for the evaluation of the free

energy, the calculation of the gradient and the Hessian. A driver was then used to

automate the minimization for different values of the parameters of the problem. The

interested reader will find the code in Appendix D. The results of the minimization

of the free energy for ε = 0.11, κ = 5 are shown in figure (3.3).

The difference of my results compared to previous theoretical predictions [79, 80]

obtained from the minimization of the Abrikosov parameter βA is that the structure

of the vortex lattice is now obtained as a function of the reduced field b, allowing the

comparison with experiment. All the main features of the second order structural

phase transition are there, along with the reorientation transition in the region close

to the upper critical field. In order to check the results and the minimization algo-

rithm I calculated the correction Γ to second order in the anisotropy parameter. The

difference between the first and second order in the anisotropy parameter results is

not significant, as it can be seen in figure (3.3).

For larger values of the anisotropy parameter the transition occurs at a smaller

critical field, while for smaller anisotropy the transitions occurs closer to b = 1. I

chose the particular value to show the reorientation transition clearly.

The predictions of the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model are at variance with

the predictions of the nonlocal London model, with regard to the reorientation of

the vortex lattice at low fields. The nonlocal London model predicts [46, 82] that

the reorientation happens at a low field H1, with the orientation angle being π/4
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Figure 3.3: The apex angle θ of the unit cell, the orientation angle φ, the Abrikosov
parameter βA and the dimensionless Helmholtz free energy F/κ2 as a function of the
reduced field b for ε = 0.11 and κ = 5. In the first panel on the top I include the
second order result for the apex angle. The reorientation transition is evident in the
second panel on the top.

throughout the rhombic to square transition. This has been recently verified by

experiment on annealed LuNi2B2C crystals [15]. In my model the reorientation of

the vortex lattice is continuous and is completed at the transition point. This is

not strange, as any expectation of a quantitative agreement between the two theories

at low fields (the natural region of applicability of the London theory) would be

unreasonable.



CHAPTER 4
ELASTICITY THEORY FOR THE VORTEX LATTICE

In this section I will derive the elastic moduli of the vortex lattice. This deriva-

tion is independent of the particular model (Ginzburg-Landau theory or London

model) that will be used to evaluate the elastic moduli. As is done for the stan-

dard theory of elasticity for crystals, one can introduce the displacement vector u of

a vortex line from its equilibrium position and upon expanding the elastic energy in

terms of derivatives of the displacement ui,k ≡ ∂kui, one obtains the various elastic

moduli. In principle the derivation is the same, however one has to consider carefully

the fundamental differences between the usual crystal and the vortex lattice. Before

proceeding with the derivation a few comments are in order. The full calculation of

the elastic response of the vortex lattice is a complicated task. I will consider only

the simplest part of that, namely straight and parallel vortices, thereby reducing the

complexity of the problem from three dimensional to the simpler two dimensional

case. A further simplification is the so called incompressible limit, in which one con-

siders deformations that conserve the density of the vortices. This puts the following

constraint on the displacement field: ∇ ·u ≡ ui,i = 0. For the shear moduli calculated

in this fashion it has been proven that they are essentially nondispersive [25]. One

then has to consider only uniform deformations.

The vortices are inhabiting the superconductor and are thus influenced by the

symmetry of the underlying crystal lattice. Moreover, rigid rotations of the vortex

lattice with respect to the crystal lattice have an energy cost associated with them, a

strange property never encountered in ordinary solids which live in an isotropic space.

The immediate consequence is that the usual decomposition of the elastic energy in

terms of strains and rotations is no longer convenient. A more useful form for the

39
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elastic energy has been proposed by Miranović and Kogan [83]. I will adopt that form

and present here, in detail, the derivation of the elastic moduli for the vortex lattice.

The form of the elastic energy density in terms of a general fourth rank strain

tensor can be written

E =
1

2
γiklmui,kul,m. (4.1)

The tensor γiklm is not symmetric under the exchange of i ↔ k or l ↔ m, which

would permit a decomposition into a symmetric and an antisymmetric part. In fact

the only symmetries that γiklm possesses are those of the crystal lattice and of the

equilibrium vortex lattice along with the obvious γiklm = γlmik.

I will deal with the more symmetric case first, the square vortex lattice. The

energy should be invariant under an exchange of x and y coordinates. Thus, x and y

appear in even numbers in the elastic energy. Under the constraint of incompressibility

the elastic energy reads

Es =
1

2
[γ1su

2
x,x + γ2s(u

2
x,y + u2

y,x) + 2γ3sux,yuy,x], (4.2)

with γ1s = 2(γxxxx − γxxyy), γ2s = γxyxy and γ3s = γxyyx.

Similar considerations for the hexagonal vortex lattice lead to an elastic energy

of the form

Eh =
1

2
[γ1hu

2
x,x + γ2hu

2
x,y + γ3hu

2
y,x + 2γ4hux,yuy,x], (4.3)

with γ1h = (γxxxx + γyyyy − 2γxxyy), γ2h = γxyxy, γ3h = γyxyx and γ4h = γxyyx.

In order to make the elastic moduli more transparent, it helps to consider various

deformations and to study the form of the elastic energy for each choice. There are

four important deformations:

• Squash deformation: usq = µ(xx − yy),

• Simple shear along x: ux = µyx,
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• Simple shear along y: uy = µxy,

• Rigid rotation about z: ur = µ(xy − yx).

Under each of these deformations, the elastic energy assumes a particularly simple

form which allows one to chose a convenient parameterization with elastic moduli csq,

c66x, c66y and cr, that are readily connected with a simple physical situation. More

specifically I have for the square lattice first

• Es[usq] = 1
2
γ1sµ

2,

• Es[ux] = 1
2
γ2sµ

2,

• Es[uy] = 1
2
γ2sµ

2,

• Es[ur] = 1
2
2(γ2s − γ3s)µ

2.

I can then identify csq = γ1s, c66x = c66y = γ2s and cr = 2(γ2s − γ3s) as the relevant

elastic moduli for the square vortex lattice.

In a similar fashion I obtain for the hexagonal lattice

• Eh[usq] = 1
2
γ1hµ

2,

• Eh[ux] = 1
2
γ2hµ

2,

• Eh[uy] = 1
2
γ3hµ

2,

• Eh[ur] = 1
2
(γ2h + γ3h − 2γ4s)µ

2.

Thus, the relevant elastic moduli for the hexagonal lattice are csq = γ1h, c66x = γ2h,

c66y = γ2h and cr = (γ2h + γ3h − 2γ4h).

In figure (4.5) I present the action of the four particular displacement fields on

the basis vectors of an arbitrary lattice to clarify the physical picture.
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There is another deformation, although not independent from the above. It is

the shear along the [110] direction for which one can easily prove that

c66( π
4
) = csq + cr. (4.4)

The ratio of c66x and c66( π
4
) is a useful quantity that measures the anisotropic response

of the vortex lattice to shear deformations of different polarizations and will be of use

later on.

For a general rhombic lattice there are four independent elastic moduli csq, c66x,

c66y and cr, first proposed by Miranovic̀ and Kogan [83]. The deformation responsi-

ble for the transformation of the general rhombic lattice into a square lattice is the

so-called squash. The relevant modulus vanishes at the point where the structural

transition takes place, signaling the instability with respect to the particular deforma-

tion. It will be shown that another instability occurs at higher fields. At that point

the vortex lattice becomes unstable with respect to rigid rotations about the c axis.

All elastic moduli will be obtained from the second derivative of the Ginzburg-

Landau free energy with respect to the amplitude µ of the deformation, in the limit

that µ→ 0. I will make use of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy in the following form

F = b2 − (1 − b)2

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

}

. (4.5)

The elastic energy can be written as

E =
1

2
µ2c(µ)|µ→0 =

1

2
µ2∂2

µF |µ→0, (4.6)

where c(µ) is the elastic modulus for each particular deformation. The amplitude µ

of the deformation will enter the free energy F through the three parameters ρ, σ

and φ, which in turn depend on the lattice structure. The connection of a particular
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model of superconductivity and the elastic moduli is made at this stage. I chose the

Ginzburg-Landau theory, however the evaluation of the elastic moduli is along the

same lines for the nonlocal London model. It is straightforward to show that the

second derivative of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy with respect to the amplitude

of the deformation has the form

∂2
µF =

(2κ2 − 1)(b2 − F )

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1
∂2

µβA +
(1 − b)2

[(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1]2

{

∂2
µΓ

− (2κ2 − 1)

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1
[2∂µβA∂µΓ + Γ∂2

µβA] +
2(2κ2 − 1)2Γ(∂µβA)2

[(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1]2

}

.

(4.7)

Both βA and Γ depend on the three parameters ρ, σ and φ. The derivatives of βA and

Γ are thus given by the chain rule. One can define Φ = (2κ2−1)/[(2κ2−1)βA +1] and

Θ = (1 − b)2/[(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1]2 and obtain the following expression for each elastic

modulus (denoted by c for brevity) using equations (4.6) and (4.7):

c =

{

Cρρρ
2
µ + Cσσσ

2
µ + Cφφφ

2
µ + 2Cρσρµσµ + 2Cρφρµφµ + 2Cσφσµφµ

}∣
∣
∣
∣
µ=0

, (4.8)

where Cij are the terms originating from the derivatives of the Ginzburg-Landau free

energy and are given by

Cij = (2−δij)
{

Φ(b2−F )βA,ij +Θ

[

Γ,ij−Φ(βA,iΓ,j +βA,jΓ,i+ΓβA,ij−2ΦΓβA,iβA,j)

]}

.

(4.9)

Notice that the differentiations in the right hand side of equation (4.9) are with respect

to the three lattice parameters ρ, σ, φ.

The calculation of ρµ, σµ, φµ is purely geometrical in nature. One needs to

express the parameters of the distorted vortex lattice as a function of the magnitude

of the deformation and evaluate the derivative at the limit of vanishing deformation

(µ → 0). The geometry of the system can be seen in figure (3.1). The vortex lattice

is rotated by an angle −φ with respect to the crystal lattice. The direction of the
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rotation is completely arbitrary, I chose the particular one for convenience. The angle

θ is the apex angle of the (generally rhombic) unit cell and ā and b̄ are the two basis

vectors.

I will start with the geometrical definitions of ρ, σ and φ which have now become

functions of the amplitude of the deformation

ρ(µ) =
ā(µ) · b̄(µ)

|ā(µ)|2 , (4.10)

σ(µ) =
|ā(µ) × b̄(µ)|

|ā(µ)|2 , (4.11)

φ(µ) = cos−1

{
ā(µ) · y
|ā(µ)|

}

, (4.12)

Under the influence of each deformation the two basis vectors are going to change

direction and/or amplitude resulting in a deformed unit cell. The calculation of these

effects on the unit cell as coded in the parameters of the vortex lattice for each

individual deformation is straightforward, however one should choose carefully the

branch of the inverse trigonometric functions that are involved in order to avoid sign

errors. The results are

Squash: (ρµ, σµ, φµ) = (−2σ sin(2φ), 2σ cos(2φ), sin(2φ)), (4.13)

Shear along x: (ρµ, σµ, φµ) = (σ cos(2φ), σ sin(2φ),− cos2(φ)), (4.14)

Shear along y: (ρµ, σµ, φµ) = (σ cos(2φ), σ sin(2φ), sin2(φ)), (4.15)

Rigid rotation: (ρµ, σµ, φµ) = (0, 0, 1). (4.16)
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A simple substitution of the lattice parameters in equation (4.8) yields for the nondis-

persive elastic moduli of the vortex lattice

csq = 4Cρρσ
2 sin2(2φ) + 4Cσσσ

2 cos2(2φ) + Cφφ sin2(2φ) − 4Cρσσ
2 sin(4φ)

− 4Cρφσ sin2(2φ) + 2Cσφσ sin(4φ),

(4.17)

c66x = Cρρσ
2 cos2(2φ) + Cσσσ

2 sin2(2φ) + Cφφ cos4(φ) + Cρσσ
2 sin(4φ)

− 2Cρφσ cos2(φ) cos(2φ) − 2Cσφσ cos2(φ) sin(2φ),

(4.18)

c66y = Cρρσ
2 cos2(2φ) + Cσσσ

2 sin2(2φ) + Cφφ sin4(φ) + Cρσσ
2 sin(4φ)

+ 2Cρφσ sin2(φ) cos(2φ) + 2Cσφσ sin2(φ) sin(2φ),

(4.19)

cr = Cφφ. (4.20)

Up to now the elastic moduli have been independent of the particular model

that is used for the study of the vortex lattice. The coefficients Cij which are model

dependent will be evaluated in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 5
STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITIONS

Using the results of mean field theory from Chapter 3 and the elastic moduli

calculated in Chapter 4 I am in a position to calculate the elastic properties and study

the phase transitions of the vortex lattice within the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau

model.

5.1 Nondispersive Elastic Moduli

The procedure is very simple. First one has to minimize the free energy, equa-

tion (2.27), with respect to the three parameters ρ, σ and φ. This will produce the

equilibrium energy and the equilibrium lattice for a given value of the reduced mag-

netic induction b. The details of the minimization are presented in section 3.2. The

second step is the calculation of the appropriate derivatives of the free energy at the

equilibrium values of ρ, σ and φ and the calculation of the four elastic moduli, given

by equation (4.9), again for a given value of the reduced magnetic induction b.

One has to choose values for the two parameters of the model, the anisotropy

parameter ε and κ. The elastic moduli were obtained as a function of the reduced

field for ε = 0.11 and κ = 5. They are evaluated at each minimum of the free energy

when obtaining the phase diagram in section 3. The calculated elastic moduli for

ε = 0.11 are shown in figure (5.1). The vanishing of the squash modulus signifies the

transition from rhombic to square vortex lattice. At the same point the two shear

moduli merge into one because of the higher symmetry of the square phase. At a

still higher field I observed the reorientation transition signified by the vanishing of

the rotation modulus cr. This instability of the vortex lattice relative to rotations

was encountered in the nonlocal London model also [83]. There are experimental
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indications for this instability, the investigation of which is hampered so far by the

high fields required for its observation [15].
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Figure 5.1: The nondispersive elastic moduli as a function of the reduced field for
ε = 0.11 and κ = 5. The first transition point at which the ”squash” modulus csq

goes to zero is clearly seen in the left panel. The reorientation transition starting at
the point where the rotational modulus cr vanishes is seen on the right panel.

I can compare directly with the nonlocal London model results of Miranović

and Kogan [83]. I can see the same qualitative behavior, the vanishing of the squash

modulus csq at the first transition point b � , the merging of the two shear moduli

into one after the first structural transition and also the vanishing of the rotational

modulus cr at the second transition point br, which is about two times b � . However, a

quantitative difference between the two results is the change in the relative magnitude

of the elastic constants after the phase transition. I observe that the elastic moduli
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Figure 5.2: The ratio c66x/c66 π
4

versus the reduced field b.

in my work constantly diminish towards zero as one approaches Hc2(T ), as expected.

This behavior is attributed to the (1 − b)2 factor in the free energy (2.27).

I also note that the anisotropic elasticity which manifests itself with a softer

shear modulus for shearing along the sides of the square lattice than along the diago-

nals emerges naturally in this model. This response of the vortex lattice is measured

by the ratio c66x/c66 π
4
, which has a maximum at the transition as can be seen in figure

(5.2). 1 It has been suggested that this behavior explains the anisotropic orienta-

tional long range order observed in decoration patterns in LuNi2B2C, which manifests

itself as a significant difference in the correlation lengths along the [110] and [1̄10]

directions [15].

1Note that around b = 0.95 the theory breaks down because the Γ term can no longer be considered
a small correction. This is the origin of the discontinuity in the second peak in figure (5.2).
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5.2 Fluctuations

The thermal fluctuations of the vortex lattice are incorporated in the anisotropic

Ginzburg-Landau model through the three variables ρ, σ, φ, characterizing the struc-

ture of the vortex lattice. More specifically, I will replace ρ, σ, φ, in the expressions

for the free energy and the squash modulus by their thermally averaged values

ρ = ρ[1 − σ(2 − ρ)u2], (5.1)

σ = σ[1 − σ(2 − ρ)u2], (5.2)

φ = φ+ σ cotφ u2. (5.3)

The derivation of the above equations goes along the lines of the derivation of the ρµ,

σµ and φµ presented in Chapter 4. An arbitrary displacement field u corresponding

to the thermal fluctuations is introduced with the following constraints

〈ui(x1)uj(x1)〉 = 0, for i 6= j, (5.4)

〈ui(x1)uj(x2)〉 = 0, (5.5)

〈ui(x)ui(x)〉 =
1

2
〈u2(x)〉. (5.6)

Starting from the definitions of ρ, σ and φ (equations 4.10, 4.11, 4.12), under the above

constraints it is straightforward to obtain after some simple algebra the thermally

averaged ρ, σ and φ.

One then has to find where the zeroes of the squash modulus lie in the H–T

plane. This procedure is analogous to the one carried out by Gurevich and Kogan [84]

within the nonlocal London model, taking the simplifying approach of not calculating

the phase transition line H � (T ) selfconsistently. That means that one does not take

into account the effects of the fluctuations on the elastic moduli themselves. One is

allowed to make this simplification based on the fact that the mean squared displace-
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ment of the vortex u2 is finite at H � (T ) [84]. In order to show that explicitly, I will

present the derivation of the mean squared displacement. One starts from the elastic

energy of the square vortex lattice:

2E = csqu
2
xx + cxu

2
xy + cωω

2
xy + c44(∂zui)

2, (5.7)

written in the, convenient for this case, form in terms of strains uij and rotations

about the z axis ωxy,

uij =
1

2
(∂iuj + ∂jui) =

i

2

∫
d2q dk

(2π)3
eiq·r+ikz(qiũj + qjũi), (5.8)

ωxy =
1

2
(∂xuy − ∂yux) =

i

2

∫
d2q dk

(2π)3
eiq·r+ikz(qxũy − qyũx), (5.9)

where the ũ is the Fourier transformed displacement. For a more general treatment

of the problem, the tilt modulus c44, related to bending deformations of the vortices,

is included in the expression for the elastic energy.

The condition of incompressibility takes the form

∂xuy + ∂yux = 0 ⇒ cosφ ũx = − sin φ ũy, (5.10)

q = q(cosφ, sinφ), (5.11)

from which one can obtain

2E =

∫
d2q dk

(2π)3

{
q2c(φ)

4 sin2 φ
+ c44k

2

[

1 +
cos2 φ

sin2 φ

]}

ũx(q)ũx(−q), (5.12)

with c(φ) = csq sin2(2φ)+cx cos2(2φ)+cω. In conclusion, the thermal average u2 will be

calculated from the general expression which relates the former with the components
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Φxx and Φyy of the elastic tensor (see for example Blatter et al. [22])

u2 = u2
x + u2

y = kBT

∫
d2q dk

(2π)3
(Φ−1

xx + Φ−1
yy ). (5.13)

In the case under investigation, the diagonal components of the elastic tensor are

equal to the coefficient of ũx(q)ũx(−q) in equation (5.12). I obtain

u2 = kBT

∫
d2q dk

(2π)3

sin2 φ
q2c(φ)

4
+ c44k2

. (5.14)

After performing the integral, the mean squared displacement has the form [84]

u2 ' K

(√
c66x − csq
c66x + cr

)

, (5.15)

where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. It is evident that even at

the instability point where csq = 0, the mean squared displacement u2(T,B) remains

finite.

There are two competing parameters, the strength of the thermal fluctuations

χ and the anisotropy parameter ε which in this model is the equivalent of the nonlo-

cality parameter ρnl of the nonlocal London model. The competition arises because

thermal fluctuations of increased strength tend to smear out the fourfold symmetric

character of the intervortex interaction, making the interactions isotropic and eventu-

ally restoring the rhombic/hexagonal arrangement as the lowest energy configuration

of the vortex lattice.

Following Gurevich and Kogan [84], I will take λ(T ) = λ0/
√

1 − t2, ξ(T ) =

ξ0/
√

1 − t2, where t = T/Tc. I then have χ = χ0t/
√

1 − t2.2 The dimensionless mean

2Other forms of λ and ξ with different temperature dependencies give similar results.
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squared displacement reads

u2 =
χ0η

√

(1 − t2)

bt

[(1 − b)3 ln(1 + 1√
2b

)]
1
2

, (5.16)

with η ∼ 3 for LuNi2B2C [84].

The anisotropy parameter ε was connected to the nonlocality parameter ρnl via

correspondence from the nonlocal London model which is derived from the extended

Ginzburg-Landau theory [71]. One can obtain

ε =
1

12

(
ρnl

ξ0

)2

(1 − t2). (5.17)

The above expression is different from what one would obtain by simply substitut-

ing the temperature dependence in ε = γ2
v |αd|/γ2

dαs. Regardless of the fact that the

results would be similar even with a different choice of temperature dependence, the

motivation behind this particular choice was to enable the comparison with the re-

sults of the nonlocal London model, facilitated by the introduction of the nonlocality

parameter ρnl.

The results of the numerical solution are shown in figure (5.3). The mean field

transition line without fluctuations was included in the graph also. Instead of choosing

arbitrary values for all the parameters of the theory I used the same parameters used

in the recent work by Gurevich and Kogan [84] to facilitate the comparison of the two

theories. The transition lines are obtained for ρnl = 2.5ξo and χo = 0.0064. One can

see that the results of the two theories are in reasonable agreement thus validating the

elegant physical picture concerning the competition between the thermal fluctuations

and the nonlocality.

The transition line for the fluctuating vortex lattice ends abruptly at some point.

At that point the correction term Γ, equation (2.28), ceases to be small enough to
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Figure 5.3: The phase boundaries in the H-T plane separating the square and rhombic
vortex lattice obtained from Ginzburg-Landau theory and the nonlocal London model.
The line intercepting Hc2(t) is the mean field GL result.

be considered a correction and at this point the extended Ginzburg-Landau theory

becomes unstable. This shortcoming of the model could be corrected by the inclusion

of higher order terms or even by the inclusion of an isotropic term of the same order

in the anisotropy parameter ε, but that is not going to affect the qualitative behavior

of the transition lines.

Another important observation is that for a Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ with

value in the range appropriate for typical members of the cuprate family (κ ' 100)

the reorientation transition does no longer appear. This seems to suggest that the

reorientation transition is irrelevant for the cuprates.

As a closing comment I would like to address a recent objection raised by Nakai

and others [85] regarding the physical mechanism behind the reentrant structural
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transition. The authors perform a calculation based on the Eilenberger theory and

claim to have found the true physical origin of the phenomenon in another kind of

competition. They claim that the reentrant behavior is due to intrinsic competition

between superconducting gap and Fermi surface anisotropy, which provide two differ-

ent possible orientations of the vortex lattice, one with nearest neighbors along the

gap minimum and another with nearest neighbors along the Fermi velocity minimum.

Their model, as they admit in the paper, fails to predict the correct orientation of

the vortex lattice in LuNi2B2C, at least for field strengths used in experiments up to

now. Moreover, my most serious objection is that their work is based on assumptions

about the structure of the superconducting gap in the borocarbides that remain to

be experimentally verified and which are not met in the cuprates. In my opinion, the

work of Gurevich and Kogan [84] along with the present work have unambiguously

shown the importance of thermal fluctuations in the determination of the phase di-

agram, an issue that would still have to be addressed in the alternative scenario in

order to achieve a complete description.



CHAPTER 6
FINGERING INSTABILITY OF ELECTRON DROPLETS

From here on I devote my attention to the fingering instability of electron

droplets in nonuniform magnetic fields. This work was inspired by a recent discovery

by Agam, Wiegmann and others [86, 87], which connects diffusion limited growth in

the limit of long diffusion lengths (also called Laplacian growth) with the growth of

a two-dimensional electron droplet in a high, nonuniform magnetic field. The calcu-

lation of the harmonic moments and the development of the Monte Carlo code were

my contributions to a collaboration with Alan Dorsey and Taylor Hughes [88].

Laplacian growth obtains its name from the description of a front propagating

between two incompressible liquids with high viscosity contrast (e.g. water and oil).

One considers a 2D flow, where the less viscous fluid (water) is supplied by a source

at z = x + iy = 0 and the more viscous fluid (oil) is extracted at the same rate at

infinity, resulting in the motion of the boundary between the two phases. Assuming

zero surface tension, the idealized surface moves with a normal velocity vn which is

proportional to the gradient of the pressure p on the surface (Darcy’s law):

vn = −∂p

∂n
. (6.1)

For incompressible liquids the normal velocity becomes proportional to the gradient

of a harmonic field p given by:

∇2p = 0. (6.2)

For a nice review the reader can refer to [89]. Fingered patterns form at the interface

of two incompressible fluids with large viscosity contrast only when the less viscous
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fluid is injected into the more viscous fluid. It is essential that the system has a 2D

geometry, an experimental realization of which is the Hele-Shaw cell. It has been

found that an arbitrary deviation from a perfectly circular shape of the initial droplet

will result in a pattern of growing fingers which grow as more fluid is pumped into

the droplet and these fingers eventually form cusp-like singularities at their tips.

The same behavior has been postulated for the Quantum Hall droplet, the source

of the instability in this case being the changing gradients of the applied magnetic

field, producing an inhomogeneous magnetic field in the exterior of the droplet. The

influence of field inhomogeneities on the shape of the electron droplet is a manifesta-

tion of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. In this case also, singularities will develop in finite

time.

In the fluid system the singularities will be controlled by the molecular scale of

the particles and also by the surface tension which is absent in the idealized Laplacian

growth. In the quantum counterpart of this phenomenon the singularities will be cutoff

by the only length scale in the problem, the magnetic length lB =
√ �

c/eB0, which

is the effective size of the particles involved.

The fingering instability has been studied for many years since its discovery [90–

94]. One can use conformal mapping methods to map the exterior of the unit circle (w-

plane) onto the domain external to the droplet (z-plane). One fundamental property

for the later connection of the two phenomena is the conservation of the external

harmonic moments defined for the fluid and electron droplet respectively as

tk = − 1

πk

∫

exterior

z−k d2z, (6.3)

tk =
1

πk

∫

exterior

δB(z)z−k d2z, (6.4)

with z = x + iy, k = 1, 2, . . . and δB(z) being the magnetic field inhomogeneity.

The moment for k = 0 is proportional to the area of the droplet and the integrals
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for k = 1, 2 are assumed to be properly regularized. These quantities are of central

importance for the theoretical treatment of the problem since they are used to relate

the magnetic field inhomogeneity to the parameters of the conformal map.

This part is divided in three sections. In the first two sections I show the

details of the derivation of the many-body wavefunction of the 2D electrons in a

perpendicular, nonuniform magnetic field and the conformal mapping method. In the

last section I discuss the Monte Carlo simulation and present the comparison between

theory and experiment.

6.1 Many-body Wavefunction

For a 2D system of electrons in a nonuniform magnetic field perpendicular to

the system, the N-particle Hamiltonian is

H =
N∑

j=1

[

(−i∇j + Aj)
2 +

g

2
B(rj)σz

]

, (6.5)

where the Coulomb interactions of the electrons have been ignored and σz is the Pauli

matrix. I have also used appropriate units, namely the magnetic length lB =
√ �

c/eB0

for lengths, the average field B0 for magnetic fields,
�
ωc/2 for energies with ωc =

eB0/mc. If in addition one takes g = 2, equation (6.5) is the Pauli Hamiltonian and

the exact solution for the many-body groundstate is known [95–99]. It is interesting

to point out at this moment that the single particle wavefunctions, the well known

Landau levels, are derived in an almost identical method to the one presented in

section 2.1. For filling factor ν = 1, a filled Landau level, the ground state wave

function can be written as a Slater determinant which reduces to [86, 97–99]

Ψ(z1, . . . , zN ) =
1√
N !τN

∏

i<j

(zi − zj)e
�

i W (zj). (6.6)
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In the equation above, W (z) = −|z|2/4 + V (z), where the first term comes from

the homogeneous component of the magnetic field and V (z) is a solution of ∇2V =

−δB ≡ −[B(z) − B0]/B0. The normalization factor 1/
√
N !τN will not concern us in

what follows.

For clarity I will show explicitly the derivation. The homogeneous part of W (z)

is given by the solution to ∇2φ = −B0 which becomes (if one uses B0 as the magnetic

field scale) ∇2φ = −1, which has the solution φ(x, y) = −|z|2/4. To calculate the

solution for the presence of a small inhomogeneity, so that B = −(B0 + δB)z, one

has to solve ∇2φ = −1 − δB, from which by setting φ = −|z|2/4 + V (z) one obtains

∇2V = −δB. The formal solution is given by

V (z, z̄) = − 1

2π

∫

D

ln |z − z′| δB(z′) d2z′. (6.7)

It is essential to assume that the field inhomogeneity is far away from the origin where

the electron droplet will be located. Then, upon expanding the logarithm for |z| < |z ′|

ln |z′ − z| = ln z′ + ln(1 − z/z′) = ln z′ −
∞∑

k=1

1

k

(
z

z′

)k

, (6.8)

I obtain the expansion of the potential V (z) in terms of the harmonic moments of

the domain D, under the constraint that the inhomogeneity vanishes in the interior

of the domain D [100]:

V (z, z̄) =
1

2

∞∑

k=1

tkz
k, (6.9)

tk =
1

πk

∫

D

δB z−k d2z. (6.10)
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The probability density obtained from the wavefunction (6.6) is

|Ψ|2 = exp

{

2

[
∑

i<j

ln |zi − zj| −
1

4

N∑

j=1

|zj|2 +
N∑

j=1

ReV (zj)

]}

, (6.11)

which can be interpreted as the probability density for a classical 2D plasma in a

background potential of the form

UB =
1

4

N∑

j=1

|zj|2 −
N∑

j=1

ReV (zj), (6.12)

with a constant Boltzmann factor β = 2. This is where the road for Monte Carlo

simulations opens. The only remaining issue is the choice of V (z). One possibility is

the use of thin solenoids in the form

δB =

Ns∑

n=1

Φnδ
(2)(z − zn), (6.13)

where Ns is the number of solenoids and Φn is the number of flux quanta carried by

the solenoid. The potential V (z) after an integration is found to be

V (z) = −
Ns∑

n=1

Φn ln |z − zn|. (6.14)

This form has both advantages and disadvantages with regard to the Monte Carlo sim-

ulation. A discussion of these will follow in the section that deals with the simulation

details.

Another, by far more elegant, way to find a suitable V (z) to carry out the sim-

ulation is to start from a suitable chosen conformal map that describes the evolution

of the boundary. First, a discussion of the conformal mapping within the context of

this problem is in order.
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6.2 Conformal Mapping Method

The idea is to use the powerful conformal mapping methods for 2D systems to

transform the highly irregular domain of the exterior of the droplet in the complex

plane z onto the exterior of the unit circle |w| = 1 in an auxiliary complex plane

w. The map is reversible by construction. I will present various conformal maps

that correspond to different fingering patterns. For a given conformal map z(w, t)

the evolution of the boundary in the Laplacian growth problem is governed by the

following equation [91]:

Re

(

w
∂z

∂w

∂z̄

∂t

)

=
1

2
. (6.15)

For a conformal map of the form

z(w, t) =

M∑

n=−1

an(t)wn, (6.16)

one obtains the following differential equations for the (real) coefficients an(t) [91]:

d

dt

( M∑

n=−1

na2
n

)

= −1, (6.17)

M−k∑

n=−1

(

nan
dak+n

dt
+ (k + n)ak+n

dan

dt

)

, for k = 1, . . . ,M + 1. (6.18)

The solution of these will give the time evolution of the boundary. As an example I

will consider three simple conformal maps to illustrate the idea.

For the conformal map z = a + bw−1 one easily finds the solution

z = e−iθ
√

a2
−1(0) + t+ a0(0), (6.19)

which corresponds to a circular boundary at all times. Thus the circular boundary is

stable.
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Considering the next order, namely M = 1, one can show that another stable

boundary has the form of an ellipse. The solution is

z = [a0(0) + (B + 1)A(t)] cos θ + i(B − 1)A(t) sin θ, (6.20)

with

A(t) = (1 − B2)−
1
2

√
t, (6.21)

B =
a1(0)

a−1(0)
, (6.22)

which corresponds to an ellipse with a constant eccentricity e = (B − 1)/(B + 1).

The mapping of order M = 2 produces the first unstable boundary, one with

three cusps. The solution for initial values a2(0) = 1/40, a1(0) = a0(0) = 0 and

a−1 = 1 is

z = [a2 cos(2θ) + a1 cos θ] + i[a2 sin(2θ) − a−1 sin θ], (6.23)

with

a2 =
a2
−1

40
, (6.24)

a−1 =

√

400 −
√

159201 − 800t. (6.25)

The normal velocity of the boundary is given by vn = |dw/dz|, which diverges at the

moment the cusp is formed. This happens for any polynomial map such as the one I

consider here. It can be shown that the number of cusps is equal to M+1 which is the

number of roots of dz/dw. The divergence is caused by precisely these roots as they

approach from the interior of the unit circle and eventually fall onto the boundary

|w| = 1 at the critical time tcritical.
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The critical time for the M = 2 map and the above choice of parameters is

tcritical = 199. In figure (6.1) I show the evolution of the boundary for this particular

map. For higher orders in M the solution is possible only by numerical solution of

the algebraic equations derived from the initial differential equations.

–20

–10

0

10

20

–10 0 10 20 30

Figure 6.1: The evolution of the boundary for the conformal map with M = 2 from
time t = 0 to time t = tcritical = 199.

An alternative and more elegant way to proceed is with use of the harmonic

moments defined in the previous section, which facilitates the connection with the

potential V (z). The calculation of the harmonic moments for the various confor-

mal maps that I used along with the connection to the potential V (z) is presented

separately in Appendix C.
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6.3 Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo method is a very powerful tool to simulate and investigate a

system like the one I have. See for example [101]. The objective is to produce an

arrangement of particles that follows the equilibrium distribution for the classical 2D

plasma, equation (6.11). The standard scheme is the Metropolis algorithm which in

a nutshell consists of the following steps:

• Starting from an initial configuration of particles, a particle is chosen at random

and moved to a new position at a random direction, for a distance equal to a

fraction of the magnetic length lB.

• If that move results in a negative energy change ∆E, the move is accepted. If

not, it is accepted with a probability exp (−2∆E), since β = 2.

This scheme ensures that in the limit where the number of Monte Carlo steps tends

to infinity, the particles will have an equilibrium arrangement that corresponds to the

minimum of the energy. In reality, one has to devise tests to ensure that the system

has reached its equilibrium configuration, for the Monte Carlo steps taken.

The code that I developed for the Monte Carlo simulation is presented in Ap-

pendix E. Here I will focus on the details and the results of the simulation.

The first issue was to check the code against known analytical results for a

uniform field. It can be shown that for the incompressible liquid state that the 2D

plasma is in, the radius of the droplet which is formed scales as R =
√

2N , where N

is the number of electrons in the droplet.1 The density of the droplet is uniform and

equal to ρ = 1/2π. In addition, the “energy” of the droplet 2 can also be found. It has

the form E = −N 2 ln (2N − 1)/4. Notice that in the above formulas dimensionless

1In reality, the particles in the simulated plasma gas are not electrons, as can be inferred by their
interaction energy and also the term “charge” is more appropriate than solenoids. However, to avoid
confusion I retain the two terms, since the distinction is clear.

2To be precise, it is the energy of the fictitious plasma.
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units have been used, for which lB = 1 and B = 1. All these theoretical predictions

served as consistency criteria for the simulation of the droplet in a uniform field.

There was close agreement for various droplet sizes (number of particles) and many

initial configurations of the droplet which indicated that the code was indeed working

properly.

First, the system was allowed to equilibrate and then measurements were taken.

The time unit is one Monte Carlo step, the movement of one particle in the simulation.

After N moves, all the particles are moved once on average. This defines the Monte

Carlo sweep. Equilibration for a typical droplet size of 500 particles took about 103

sweeps, and measurements were taken typically for 4×104 sweeps. This ensured good

statistics. The quantities measured were the total energy and the density. In the

end of the measurement cycle the average density was calculated from a previously

calculated histogram of the particle positions. To that end, a binning scheme was

employed with bin sizes of 0.3 × 0.3.

In figure (6.6) I show the results of a simulation for a uniform field, starting

with N = 100 electrons up to N = 400 electrons. The energy measured through

the equilibration phase is shown for the last simulation N = 400, to illustrate the

rapidity of the equilibration process. The measured energy is also shown. The density

distribution is presented using pseudo-color pictures, in which blue is low density and

red is high density. I find a droplet of uniform density and circular boundary.

Before presenting the simulations for the inhomogeneous magnetic field a few

comments are in order, on the two possible methods to implement the magnetic

field inhomogeneity. Initially, I ran simulations with solenoids as the source of the

inhomogeneity. The shortcomings of that method were that it was hard to predict

beforehand what is the proper value for the flux and at what distance the solenoids

should be placed to have the desired effect, namely drive the cusping of the droplet.

These two values are interrelated and the complication was exacerbated by the fact
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Figure 6.6: Growth of the electron droplet in a uniform magnetic field.

that for solenoids placed very close to the droplet and/or high fluxes, particles would

break-off and attach to the solenoids before the cusping occurred, an indication of an

instability. However, this method proved to be invaluable in assisting in choice of the

parameters of the problem and the initial understanding of the system’s complicated

behavior.

All the above problems were alleviated with the introduction of the inhomo-

geneity in the magnetic field through the potential V (z) as described in Appendix

C. As will be shortly shown, the agreement between the theory and the simula-

tions is impressive. The growth of the droplet and the shape of the boundary were
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the breakup of the droplet for a simulation with the number
of electrons N = 600 exceeding the critical number Ncritical = 500. The droplet breaks
up and the detached particles were accumulated at the edge of the simulation box for
counting purposes. Eighty nine detached particles were counted, equally distributed
among the three smaller droplets.

found to be consistent with the predictions of the theory, with uniform density in the

interior and a sharply defined boundary. Although the semiclassical theory breaks

down at the cusping point, the simulations were carried out past that point with the

same findings in each case that I tried. The droplet would break up, with the excess

number of particles detaching from the tips of the cusps and moving outwards. In

all cases the droplet would stabilize with a number of particles equal to the critical

number Ncritical. In figure (6.7) I show this behavior. In that particular simulation,

an artificial barrier was placed at the edge of the simulation box in order to count

the detached particles. The critical number was Ncritical = 500 and the simulation
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was run for N = 600 particles. Eighty nine detached electrons were counted, equally

distributed among the three smaller droplets at the boundary.

I begin with the droplet with three cusps. The appropriate conformal map is

z(w) = aw + bw−M , with M = 2. The appropriate potential for that situation is

V (z) = t3z
3/2 and t3 is related to the critical number of electrons through Ncritical =

1/144t23. For the details of the derivation the reader should consult Appendix C.

N = 100 N = 250

N = 350 N = 494

Figure 6.12: Growth of an electron droplet with three cusps.

For the simulations I chose Ncritical = 500. In figure (6.12) I present the growth of

the droplet for various numbers of electrons until the cusping point, showing a few

representative density plots for N = 100, 250, 350 and 494. Notice that the cusping
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occurs for a number of electrons N slightly less than the critical number. In this

case electrons started detaching from the droplet for N = 494 instead of N = 500.

In figure (6.13) I show the comparison between the semiclassical curves, colored red,

with the results of the Monte Carlo simulations, colored blue.

–40

–20

0

20

40

–20 0 20 40 60

Figure 6.13: Comparison of semiclassical (red) and MC (blue) results.

Although in the above simulation the appropriate potential was used, it is also

possible to obtain exactly the same results using six solenoids. The solenoids have to

have alternate positive and negative flux Φ and should be placed at the vertices of a

regular hexagon, on a ring of of radius Rs. The flux Φ and the distance Rs are related

to the relevant harmonic moment through t3 = 4Φ/R3
s.

Next, I turn to a simulation with two solenoids, placed on the x axis at opposite

points ±z0, each carrying a flux Φ = q; this results in a droplet with two cusps. The

appropriate conformal map is the modified Joukowsky map z(w) = rw+ 2Qw/(w2 −
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N = 100 N = 250

N = 400 N = 465

Figure 6.18: Growth of an electron droplet with two cusps.

w2
0) and the two sets of parameters are related through

zo =
r

w0
+

2Qw0

1 − w4
0

, (6.26)

2q =
rQ

w2
0

− 2Q2(1 + w4
0)

(1 − w4
0)

2
, (6.27)

N =
1

2

[

r2 − 4Q(1 + w4
0)

(1 − w4
0)

2

]

. (6.28)

For this case also, the chosen critical number of electrons was Ncritical = 500. In figure

(6.18) I present the growth of the droplet for various numbers of electrons until the

cusping point, showing a few representative density plots for N = 100, 250, 400 and
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465. In figure (6.19) I show the comparison between theory and experiment using the

same color-coding scheme as before.

Figure 6.19: Comparison of semiclassical (red) and MC (blue) results.

I carried out another simulation which produced beautiful pictures for which,

unfortunately, very little analysis can be carried out. An annulus of 350 repulsive

solenoids was placed in the middle of the simulation box with many solenoids dis-

tributed randomly in it. Fifty attractive solenoids were placed in the exterior of the

simulation box, equivalent to a large distance, to enforce “charge” neutrality. The

simulation resulted in a very complicated density plot as can be seen in figure (6.26).

Finally, a simulation for an also incompressible state of the Fractional Quantum

Hall Effect, with filling factor ν = 1/3 is presented. I used the same potential V (z) =

t3z
3/2 used in the simulation for the droplet with three cusps. The results were
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N = 100 N = 140

N = 180 N = 220

N = 260 N = 300

Figure 6.26: Growth of an electron droplet within a random array of solenoids.
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not what I initially expected. Based on theoretical grounds, the ν = 1/3 state was

expected to have smaller density fluctuations in the interior of the droplet but the

observed behavior in the simulations was quite the contrary. As seen in figure (6.33),

there is an enhancement of the density near the boundary and also, what is even

more perplexing, is that the breakup of the droplet occurs in a different manner than

for the ν = 1 case. It seems that a smaller droplet detaches from the larger initial

droplet. I do not have an explanation for this behavior, although the enhancement of

the density near the boundary has been encountered in previous numerical simulations

of the Fractional Quantum Hall effect.
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N = 60 N = 120

N = 140 N = 160

N = 260 N = 167

Figure 6.33: Growth of an electron droplet for ν = 1/3.



CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

I have investigated the structural phase transitions of the vortex lattice within

the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model, the anisotropy arising from s and dmixing or

from an anisotropic Fermi surface. I have shown that the addition of the phenomeno-

logical higher order derivative term, is sufficient to account for the observed behaviors

of the vortex lattice. I derived an extension of the virial theorem for superconduc-

tivity to anisotropic superconductors, which enables one to write the free energy in

a compact form from which the derivation of the nondispersive elastic moduli is very

easy. The particular extension of the virial theorem is shown to be a tool which facil-

itates the generalization of the famous Abrikosov identities along with other results

obtained from the isotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory to the anisotropic theory.

The rhombic to square structural transition was studied and its effects on the

elastic moduli were analyzed. This model exhibits the same behavior at intermediate

fields as the nonlocal London model, vanishing of the squash modulus csq at the

rhombic to square phase transition, vanishing of the rotational modulus cr at the

point where the vortex lattice exhibits rotational instability. At high fields, near Hc2,

the moduli vanish.

I incorporated the thermal fluctuations in this model in a simplified manner,

not taking into account the effect of the thermal fluctuations on H � (T ). Nonetheless,

this approach proves sufficient to show that the reentrant transition from square to

rhombic vortex lattice, first encountered in the nonlocal London model, is present in

this model also. The mechanism that causes the reentrant behavior is the thermal

smearing of the anisotropy.
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Although the anisotropic term is not derived rigorously from a microscopic

model, it succeeds in encompassing all the interesting, and at times unexpected, phe-

nomena pertaining to the structural transitions of the vortex lattice.

I also investigated the fingering of electron droplets in the Quantum Hall regime

driven by the influence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field via the Aharonov-Bohm

effect. Carrying out detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the growth of the electron

droplets for various field inhomogeneities, I was able to compare the theoretical map-

pings I found for each inhomogeneity to the experiments. I found that the development

of the boundary of the electron droplet up to the cusping point was described with

remarkable accuracy by the curves obtained from the proper conformal map for each

inhomogeneity. In addition I was able to predict the critical number of electrons for

each particular arrangement of solenoids outside the electron droplet.

Two methods were developed for the simulation of the magnetic field inhomo-

geneity. One in which the inhomogeneity is provided by thin solenoids distributed in

the exterior of the droplet and another in which the effective potential that affects the

electrons of the droplet is derived in a systematic way. Using the latter I was able to

study the growth of the electron droplet after the number of electrons exceeded the

critical number at which cusping occurs. I have found that the excess electrons were

detached from the droplet and moved towards the boundary of the simulation box.



APPENDIX A
EXTENSION OF THE VIRIAL THEOREM

In this appendix I show the derivation of the Virial Theorem for the anisotropic

Ginzburg-Landau theory. As will become soon apparent, the Virial Theorem facili-

tates greatly the simplification of the subsequent analysis of the problem at hand. The

derivation is essentially the generalization to the anisotropic case of the derivation by

Doria et al. [73] for the isotropic theory.

The starting point is the familiar Ginzburg-Landau free energy

F =

〈

− |α||ψ(x)|2 +
β

2
|ψ(x)|4 +

|Πψ(x)|2
2m∗ +

[∇ × A(x)]2

8π
+

(
γ2

v

αs

)[

[Πyψ(x)][Πy(Π
2
x − Π2

y)ψ(x)]∗ − [Πxψ(x)][Πx(Π
2
x − Π2

y)ψ(x)]∗ + cc

]〉

,

(A.1)

where ∇ × A(x) = B(x) is the microscopic magnetic field. The magnetic induction

is defined as B =
∫

d3xB(x)/V and the homogeneous applied field is denoted by H;

the brackets denote spatial averaging. I can also define the quantities

Fkinetic =

〈 |Πψ(x)|2
2m∗

〉

, (A.2)

Ffield =

〈
B2(x)

8π

〉

, (A.3)

Fanisotropic =

(
γ2

v

αs

)〈

[Πyψ(x)][Πy(Π
2
x − Π2

y)ψ(x)]∗

− [Πxψ(x)][Πx(Π
2
x − Π2

y)ψ(x)]∗ + cc

〉

,

(A.4)

by identifying the physical meaning of each component in the Ginzburg-Landau free

energy.
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Under a scaling transformation the various components of the Ginzburg-Landau

free energy transform in the following manner

x′ =
x

λ
, (A.5)

ψλ(x
′) = ψ(λx′), (A.6)

Aλ(x
′) = λA(λx′), (A.7)

Π
λ−→ Π′

λ
, (A.8)

B
λ−→ λ2B. (A.9)

The next step is to take the partial derivative with respect to λ and set it equal to

zero. I neglect the λ-dependence of the order parameter and the vector field because

the Ginzburg-Landau free energy is stationary under variations of these fields by

definition. Finally, after setting λ = 1, I obtain

−2Fkinetic − 4Ffield − 4Fanisotropic +
∂F

∂B
2B = 0, (A.10)

which can be recast in the following form which contains the applied field, using the

thermodynamic relation H = 4π∂F/∂B:

H · B
4π

=

〈 |Πψ(x)|2
2m∗ +

B2(x)

4π
+

(
2γ2

v

αs

) [

[Πyψ(x)][Πy(Πx
2 − Πy

2)ψ(x)]∗

− [Πxψ(x)][Πx(Πx
2 − Πy

2)ψ(x)]∗ + cc

]〉

. (A.11)

The above expression can be simplified even further with an integration by parts. One

has to use the appropriate boundary condition (2.10)

n ·
{

γd(Πd) −
γ2

v

αs

[

yΠy(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d− xΠx(Π
2
y − Π2

x)d

]}

= 0. (A.12)
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One is thus led to the following simplified result, which will be used in the derivation

of the generalized Abrikosov identities

H ·B =
4π

V

∫

d3x

{ |Πψ(x)|2
2m∗ +

B2(x)

4π
−

(
2γ2

v

αs

)[

ψ∗(x)(Π2
x−Π2

y)
2ψ(x)+cc

]}

. (A.13)

A.1 A Useful Identity

Starting from the reasonable assumption that the free energy is stationary under

ψ → (1 + δ)ψ, with δ being a constant, variation with respect to δ leads to [3]

δF = 2δ

〈 |Πψ|2
2m∗ −

(
γ2

v

αs

)
[
ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ + cc
]
− |α||ψ|2 + β|ψ|4

〉

= 0, (A.14)

which must hold for every δ. In this way I obtain the generalization of a well known

and very useful identity

〈 |Πψ|2
2m∗ −

(
γ2

v

αs

)
[
ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ + cc
]
〉

=

〈

|α||ψ|2 − β|ψ|4
〉

. (A.15)

The latter permits one to write the virial theorem in the following compact form, from

which the derivation of the Abrikosov identities is trivial:

H · B = 4π

〈

|α||ψ|2 − β|ψ|4 +
B2(x)

4π
−

(
2γ2

v

αs

)

Re[ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2ψ]

〉

. (A.16)

A.2 Generalized Abrikosov Identities

The generalizations of the Abrikosov identities are going to be derived as was

done for the isotropic superconductor by Klein and Pöttinger [74]. I begin by assuming

that an expansion of the internal field can be written as B(x) = [H − φ(x)]z and

H = [Hc2 −A]z with A and φ of order |ψ|2 and A constant. Substituting in equation
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(A.16) and separating terms of different orders in |ψ|2 I obtain

Zeroth Order: H2
c2

= H2
c2
. (A.17)

First Order: (2A+ φ)Hc2 = −4π|α|〈|ψ|2〉 + 2Hc2A+ 2Hc2〈φ〉

+
8πγ2

v

αs
Re〈ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ〉. (A.18)

Averaging both sides and switching to the usual dimensionless units (see section 2.1)

I obtain

〈φ〉 =
1

2κ
〈|ψ|2〉 − ε

κ
Re〈ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ〉. (A.19)

Here, ε is the dimensionless anisotropy parameter defined as ε = γ2
v |α|/γ2

dαs. From

the relation B(x) = [H − φ(x)]z it follows immediately that

φ(x) =
1

2κ
|ψ|2 − ε

κ
Re[ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ], (A.20)

B = H − 1

2κ
〈|ψ|2〉 +

ε

κ
Re〈ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ〉. (A.21)

Second Order: A2 + Aφ = −4πβ〈|ψ|4〉 + 〈A2〉 + 〈φ2〉 + 2〈Aφ〉. Averaging again and

using A = κ−H (switching once more to dimensionless units) I obtain after a short

calculation

κ−H

κ

{
〈|ψ|2〉 − 2εRe〈ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ〉
}

=
2κ2 − 1

2κ2
〈|ψ|4〉+ 2ε

κ2
Re〈|ψ|2ψ∗(Π2

x−Π2
y)

2ψ〉.

(A.22)

The familiar Abrikosov identities for the isotropic superconductor are immedi-

ately obtained by setting the anisotropy ε equal to 0 in the generalized Abrikosov

identities (A.21,A.22).
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A very useful relation for the average magnetic field can be obtained combining

the generalized Abrikosov identities and it reads

B = H − κ−H

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − 4ε

[
Re〈ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ〉
〈|ψ|2〉 +

Re〈|ψ|2ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2ψ〉

(2κ2 − 1)βA〈|ψ|2〉2
]}

,

(A.23)

where βA is the Abrikosov parameter defined as βA = 〈|ψ|4〉/〈|ψ|2〉2. It is also conve-

nient to define Γ which is of zeroth order in |ψ|2, as

Γ = 4ε

{
Re〈|ψ|2ψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ〉
〈|ψ|2〉2 + βA(2κ2 − 1)

Re〈ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2ψ〉

〈|ψ|2〉

}

, (A.24)

which simplifies the following expressions for the average magnetic field B, the cor-

rection A, and the applied field which in turn will be used in the derivation of the

free energy:

B = H − κ−H

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA

}

, (A.25)

A =
(κ−B)

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

{

(2κ2 − 1)βA +
Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

}

, (A.26)

H = B +
κ− B

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

}

. (A.27)

A.3 Free Energy, Magnetization, Gibbs Energy

The free energy can be written in a very manageable form if one uses identity

(A.15). I obtain

F = −1

2
〈|ψ|4〉 + 〈B2〉 = −1

2
〈|ψ|4〉 + 〈(κ− A− φ)2〉

= (κ− A)(κ− A− 2〈φ〉) − 1

2
〈|ψ|4〉 + 〈|ψ|2〉. (A.28)
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Using Abrikosov’s identities again, I obtain

−〈|ψ|4〉
2

+ 〈|ψ|2〉 = A(B − κ− A), (A.29)

and now the free energy (A.28) can be written

F = (B − κ)(κ− A) +Bκ. (A.30)

Then, from (A.26) one obtains easily the generalization of the isotropic result for the

free energy

F = B2 − (κ− B)2

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA + 1

}

. (A.31)

The magnetizationM = (B −H)/4π and the Gibbs free energyG = F−HB/4π

are calculated easily from the previous results. I find

M = − 1

4π

κ−H

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA

}

, (A.32)

G = − (κ−H)2

(2κ2 − 1)βA

{

1 − Γ

(2κ2 − 1)βA

}

. (A.33)

In short, I have managed to significantly reduce the complexity of the original

Ginzburg-Landau free energy, using the generalized Virial Theorem and at the same

time obtain simple expressions for important relevant quantities.



APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF βA, 〈Ψ∗(Π2

X − Π2
Y )2Ψ〉, 〈|Ψ|2Ψ∗(Π2

X − Π2
Y )2Ψ〉.

In this section I show the details of the calculation of the necessary spatial

averages of the order parameter. The calculations are done following the conventions

and methodology of Chang et al. [79]. The method is essentially the same if one wants

to include the second order correction. I will show the details for completeness.

In order to construct the periodic solution one can form the following linear

combination which can be tuned so that |Ψ|2 acquires the desired periodicity that the

simple solution of the linearized first Ginzburg-Landau equation lacks, as

Ψ(x, y) =
+∞∑

n=−∞
cn exp (

2πin

ā
y)ψ(x− 2πn

bκ2ā
), (B.1)

where ā and b̄ are the two basis vectors and b is the reduced field. This function

is periodic in the direction of ā (the y direction). One can impose periodicity in

the b̄ direction by requiring that Ψ(x − b̄ sin θ, y + b̄ cos θ) = Ψ(x, y) holds. This is

accomplished by setting b̄ sin θ = 2π/bκ2ā, a condition which implies that one has one

vortex per unit cell.

I then choose a coordinate system (X, Y ) that coincides with the vortex lattice

directions so that (x, y) = (−Y sin θ,X − Y cos θ). The spatial averages are going to

be calculated integrating over one lattice cell, namely 0 < Y < b̄ and 0 < X < ā, but

the final integrals will be extended over all space taking advantage of the periodicity

of |Ψ|2.

The integrals involving |Ψ|2 are the easiest to evaluate. The integration over Y

will result in a Kronecker δ which will help in the evaluation of the first summation.
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The second summation will extend the integral over all space. I have

〈|Ψ|2〉 =
1

b̄ sin θ

∫ +∞

−∞
dx |ψ(x)|2, (B.2)

〈Ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
2Ψ〉 =

1

b̄ sin θ

∫ +∞

−∞
dxψ∗(Π2

x − Π2
y)

2ψ. (B.3)

The calculation of 〈|Ψ|4〉 is slightly more complicated. Now a product of four

wavefunctions is involved and I obtain

〈|Ψ|4〉 =
1

b̄ sin θ

∑

nmlq

∫ 0

−b̄ sin θ

dx δn+l,m+q exp

{
2πib̄ cos θ

ā
+
n2 −m2 + l2 − q2

2

}

ψnψ
∗
mψlψ

∗
q ,

(B.4)

where ψj = (x− jb̄ sin θ).

One can choose new variables Z = n+ l = m+ q, N = n− l, M = m− q, which

facilitates the evaluation of the sum under the constraint of the particular Kronecker

δ. The sum over n, m, l, q, breaks into two sums, one over Z and one for even and

odd N and M , respectively. In this case it is the integration over Z that will extend

the integration over one cell to an integration over all space. Before calculating the

integrals, one needs to rotate the derivative term by an angle φ about the z axis

to account for the general orientation of the vortex lattice. The calculation of the

integrals is tedious but straightforward. I show the results below [the prime denotes

a rotated term following the notational convention introduced in (2.1)]:

〈|Ψ|2〉 = 1 +
3

8
(εb), (B.5)

〈|Ψ|4〉 = β0 + (εb)β1 + (εb)2[γ1 + γ2 + 5β1], (B.6)

〈Ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
′2Ψ〉 = 2{1 + 3(εb)}, (B.7)

〈|Ψ|2Ψ∗(Π2
x − Π2

y)
′2Ψ〉 = 2

{

β0 + β1 + (εb)

[
3

2
β0 + 6β1 + 2(γ1 + γ2)

]}

, (B.8)
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The functions β0, β1, γ1 and γ2 have the following form

β0 =
∑

nm

′
Anm, (B.9)

β1 = Re

{

e4iφ
∑

nm

′
Anm

[

8π2σ2n4 − 6πσn2 +
3

8

]}

, (B.10)

γ1 = Re

{

e8iφ
∑

nm

′
Anm

[

16π4σ4n8 − 12π3σ3n6 +
3

4
π2σ2n4 − 45

16
πσn2 +

105

256

]}

,

(B.11)

γ2 =
∑

nm

′
Anm

[

16π4σ4n4m4 − 12π3σ3n2m2(n2 +m2) +
3

4
π2σ2(n4 +m4

+ 36n2m2) − 45

16
πσ(n2 +m2) +

105

256

]

,

(B.12)

where Anm =
√
σe2iπρ(n2−m2)e−2πσ(n2+m2). The prime has the meaning that there are

two summations—the one shown, over n, m and the other with n and m replaced by

(n + 1/2) and (m+ 1/2) respectively.



APPENDIX C
MOMENTS

In this appendix I present the calculation of the external and internal moments

of various useful conformal maps. They are related to the harmonic moments through

tk =
ck
πk
. (C.1)

I make use of one little known but important theorem from the theory of complex

variables. For a function f which is analytic inside, outside and on a simple closed

loop C, with the exception of a finite number of n singular points zk inside C, with

k = 1 . . . n, it holds

∮

C

dz f(z) = 2πi
n∑

k=1

Resz=zk
f(z) = 2πiResz=0

[
1

z2
f

(
1

z

)]

. (C.2)

C.1 Conformal Map z = f(w) = aw + bw−M

The conformal map z = f(w) = aw+bw−M is appropriate for the investigation of

the cusping of the droplet with M+1 cusps, with their tips residing on a ring at regular

angles mπ/(M+1), with m = 0, 1, . . . ,M+1. The derivative f ′(w) = a−Mbw−(M+1)

has zeroes at

wd
k =

(
Mb

a

) 1
M+1

e
2πik
M+1 , with k = 0 . . .M , (C.3)

which are in the interior of the unit circle |w| = 1 provided that Mb/a < 1. When

these roots fall onto the unit circle, the velocity v = |dw/dz| diverges, signaling the

formation of a singularity.
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C.1.1 Exterior Moments

I need to evaluate the external moments in order to find the connection between

the conformal map and the harmonic moments of the solenoid distribution outside

the droplet. I start with the definition

cj = −
∫∫

exterior

z−j dx dy =
1

2i

∮

dw f̄f ′f−j. (C.4)

The calculation for j = 0 is straightforward and yields

c0 = π(a2 −Mb2). (C.5)

For the other moments I have to evaluate the integral

cj =
1

2i

∮
dw

w

{

(a2 −Mb2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1

−Mabw−(M+1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I2

+ abw(M+1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I3

}
wjM

[awM+1 + b]j
, (C.6)

with f−j(w) = wjM/[awM+1 + b]j having (M + 1) poles of order j in

wf
k =

(
b

a

) 1
M+1

e
iπ(2k+1)

M+1 , with k = 0 . . .M. (C.7)

Using the result (C.2) I easily obtain for the three parts I1, I2 and I3:

I1 = Resw=0

{
wj(M+1)−jM−1

[a+ bwM+1]j

}

= 0, (C.8)

for j(M + 1) − jM − 1 ≥ 0 ⇒ j ≥ 1 and also

I2 = Resw=0

{
wj(M+1)−jM+M

[a+ bwM+1]j

}

= 0, (C.9)
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for j(M + 1) − jM +M ≥ 0 ⇒ j ≥ −M , along with

I3 = Resw=0

{
wj(M+1)−jM−M−2

[a+ bwM+1]j

}

= 0, (C.10)

for j(M + 1) − jM + M − 2 ≥ 0 ⇒ j ≥ M + 2 with the exception of j = M + 1

for which there is a residue at w = 0 with the value a−j. This is derived from the

expansion

1

waj(1 + qM+1)j
=

1

waj

{

1 + (−1)M+1qM+1 + q2(M+1) + . . .

}

, (C.11)

with q = (b/a)1/(M+1)w and as required |q| < 1.

I find thus that only two moments have values other that zero

c0 = π(a2 −Mb2), (C.12)

cM+1 =
πb

aM
. (C.13)

For the calculation of the critical number of electrons Ncritical at which the cusps

occur I notice that when the roots of the conformal map fall onto the unit circle I

have b = a/M . Solving the two equations for the exterior moments for c0 = 2πN I

obtain

Ncritical =
M − 1

2M

(
π

McM+1

) 2
M−1

. (C.14)

The time t in the Laplacian growth problem is equivalent to two times the

number of electrons 2N in the Quantum Hall droplet growth problem.

C.1.2 Interior Moments

The calculation of the interior moments follows along the same line and is shown

for completeness. Regardless of the closed form obtained, the results are not useful

and it actually can be shown that they formally diverge. Substituting j → −j into
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the RHS of equation (C.6) I have

cj =
1

2i

∮
dw

w

{

(a2 −Mb2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1

−Mabw−(M+1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I2

+ abw(M+1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I3

}
[awM+1 + b]j

wjM
, (C.15)

Using again the theorem (C.2) I obtain for I1, I2 and I3

I1 = Resw=0

{
aj

wj+1

[

1 +
b

a
wM+1

]j}

= Resw=0

{
aj

wj+1

j
∑

k=0

(
j

k

)[(
b

a

) 1
M+1

w

]k(M+1)}

.

(C.16)

The residue is different from zero for j + 1− k(M + 1) = 1 ⇒ k = j/(M + 1). So, for

j = m(M + 1) with m = 1, 2, . . . I have

I1 = π(a2 −Mb2)(aMb)m

(
m(M + 1)

m

)

, (C.17)

and similarly for I2, I3 I obtain

I2 = −Mπa2(aMb)m m

mM + 1

(
m(M + 1)

m

)

(C.18)

I3 = πb2(aMb)m mM

m + 1

(
m(M + 1)

m

)

. (C.19)

Combining these three results I find the final expression for the interior moments

c−m(M+1) = π(aMb)m

(
m(M + 1)

m

){
a2

mM + 1
− Mb2

m+ 1

}

, (C.20)

with m = 1, 2 . . .. One easily sees that these diverge for m→ ∞.
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C.2 Conformal Map z = f(w) = aw +
∑M

k=1 bkw
−k

This is a generalization of the previous conformal map. I easily obtain following

the methodology developed in the previous section the exterior moments

c0 = π

(

a2 −
M∑

k=1

kb2k

)

(C.21)

cj =

(
π

aj

){

abj−1 −
M∑

k=1

kbkbk+j−1

}

, (C.22)

with j = 1, 2, . . . , (M + 1) and the implicit assumption that b0 ≡ 0 and bj>M ≡ 0. In

this case only c0, c1, . . ., cM+1 are non-zero.

The calculation of the interior moments is forbiddingly difficult.

C.3 Conformal Map z = f(w) = rw +Q/(w − w0) +Q/(w + w0)

This is a modified Joukowsky map which corresponds to a droplet with two

cusps on the positive and negative x axis respectively. It has the form

z = f(w) = rw +
Q

w − w0
+

Q

w + w0
= rw +

2Qw

w2 − w2
0

. (C.23)

The derivative of the conformal map has zeroes at f ′(w) = 0, which gives

w2
∗ = w2

0 +
Q

r
±

√
(
Q

r

)2

+ 4

(
Q

r

)

w2
0, (C.24)

under the constraints that 0 < w0 < 1, Q/r ≤ 1/2 and w0 ≥
√

2Q/r.

The external moments can now be obtained as before

cj =
1

2i

∮
dw

w

{
r

w
+

2Qw

1 − (ww2
0)

}{

r − 2Q(w2 + w2
0

(w2 − w2
0)

2

}
(w2 − w2

0)
j

wj[r(w2 − w2
0) + 2Q]j

. (C.25)

Although the general evaluation of the preceding integral is out of the question in this

case, I can evaluate the first few nonzero external moments. With the aid of Maple
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for the nontrivial calculations, I obtained the following expressions for the first three

nonzero external moments

c0 = π

{

r2 − 4Q(1 + w4
0)

(1 − w4
0)

2

}

, (C.26)

c2 =
2πQ

[r(1 − w4
0) + 2Qw2

0]
2

{

r(1 − w4
0)

2 − 2Qw2
0(1 + w4

0)

}

, (C.27)

c4 =
2πQw2

0(1 − w4
0)

2

[r(1 − w4
0) + 2Qw2

0]
4

{

r(1 − w4
0)

2 − 2Qw2
0(1 + w4

0)

}

. (C.28)

C.4 Connection with Magnetic Field Inhomogeneity

In order to compare the theoretical results with the Monte Carlo simulation I

need to connect the harmonic moments calculated in the previous sections with the

harmonic moments of the field inhomogeneity defined as

tk =
1

πk

∫

δB z−k d2z, (C.29)

where δB is the magnetic field inhomogeneity. This in turn will enable us to find the

expansion of the potential V (z) which has the form

V (z) =
1

2

∞∑

k=1

tkz
k. (C.30)

For an arrangement of thin solenoids like the one I use in the simulations, the

harmonic moments tk can be evaluated for the inhomogeneity has the form

δB =
∑

n

Φnδ
(2)(z − zn), (C.31)

where Φn is the flux that the n-th solenoid encloses. I find that

tk =
2

k

∑

n

Φnz
−k
n . (C.32)
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The harmonic moments tk are connected to the exterior moments through the simple

relation

tk =
ck
πk
. (C.33)

At this stage there are two ways to proceed. The objective is to compare the evolution

of the conformal map in “time” (equivalent to the number N of electrons in this case)

with the actual simulation. The “time” enters through the zeroth-order exterior

moment c0 = 2πN . Therefore there is the obvious option of solving the equations

provided by the calculation of the exterior moments which will be proven difficult to

carry out in general and the not so obvious at first glance option of calculating the

potential V (z) first. Both methods will be presented next.

C.4.1 Exterior Moments

I will focus on the solution for six solenoids on a ring of radius Rs each of which

carries a flux Φ with alternating signs as one travels on the ring, distributed uniformly

at angles which are multiples of π/3. The appropriate conformal map for this problem

is z = f(w) = aw + bw−M , with M = 2. From equations (C.32,C.33) I have

c0 = 2πN, (C.34)

c3 =
12πΦ

R3
s

, (C.35)

which are the first non-zero exterior moments for that particular arrangement of

solenoids. The solution of equations (C.12,C.13) yields after choosing the appropriate

roots

a =
1

2c3

{

π2 −
√

π4 − 8πc0c3

} 1
2

, (C.36)

b =
1

4π

{

π2 −
√

π4 − 8πc0c3

}

, (C.37)
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with cusps forming for c0c3 = π3/8 from which I can find the critical number of

electrons

Ncritical =

(
R3

s

48Φ

)2

. (C.38)

I can obtain the same equation for the critical number Ncritical by direct substitution

of the parameters in equation (C.14), which serves as a consistency check.

The connection with the experiment has been established in this particular case

as one can plot the curves obtained from the conformal map z = f(w) = aw + bw−2

for a given number of electrons and compare directly with the results of the Monte

Carlo simulation. Unfortunately an analytic approach of this kind is possible for the

simplest of cases and fails for higher M because of the lack of analytic solutions of

high order polynomials. In general, for given M one has to solve a polynomial of

order 2M . There is a way around that difficulty and the method is presented in the

next section.

C.4.2 Potential V (z).

First I need to introduce the Schwarz function for a curve C. A closed curve

C in the plane is described by an equation of the form f(x, y) = 0 which in terms of

complex coordinates can be written as g(z, z̄) = 0. For a function g which is analytic,

I can solve for z̄ and thus obtain the Schwarz function S(z),

z̄ = S(z), on C. (C.39)

The Schwarz function is a very interesting object, with many properties and applica-

tions. The interested reader can refer to a nice book by Davis [102]. For my purposes

I need the exterior expansion of the Schwarz function S(+)(z) which acquires meaning

if I analytically continue S(z) to a strip-like domain which contains the curve C. It
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has the form [100]

S(+)(z) =
1

π

∞∑

k=1

ckz
k−1, (C.40)

where the external moments can be defined in terms of the Schwarz function as follows

ck =
1

2i

∮

C

z−kS(z) dz, with k = 1, 2, . . .. (C.41)

Recalling that the potential has the expansion [86]

V (z) =
1

2
Re

∞∑

k=1

tkz
k, (C.42)

I immediately find that the potential V (z) and the external expansion of S(z) are

related by

V ′(z) =
1

2
ReS(+)(z). (C.43)

The objective now is to find the Schwarz function S(+)(z) for the conformal map that

I choose.

I start with the conformal map z(w) = aw+ bw−M . Inverting the equation and

expressing w(z) as a Laurent series I obtain

w(z) =
z

a
− baM−1

zM
+O(z−(2M+1)). (C.44)

For the Schwarz function I have

S(z) =
a

w(z)
+ bwM(z) ≈ b

aM
zM +

a2 −Mb2

z
+O(z−(M+2)). (C.45)

Comparing term by term with the expansion

S(z) = (M + 1)tM+1z
M +

t

z
+O(z−2), (C.46)
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I obtain the expansion coefficients of the potential V (z), namely tM+1 = ba−M/(M +

1) and t = a2 − Mb2. The connection with the numerical experiment has again

been established, as one can use the derived potential to simulate the droplet and

subsequently compare with the theoretical results. What is most important, all the

difficulties related to the analytical solution for this arrangement of solenoids have

vanished.

With regard to the simulation, the route one follows is simple. First, by the

appropriate tuning of b I choose a convenient value for the critical number of electrons

Ncritical, equation (C.14). Then the simulation is carried out with the appropriate

tM+1. In the end, the curves obtained from the conformal map at different “times”

are compared to the boundary of the droplet at the corresponding number of electrons.

The modified Joukowsky map is also simple to treat using this method. Inverting

the conformal map I obtain

w(z) =
z

3r
+
x

1
3

3r
+
z2 − 6rQ+ 3r2w2

0

3rx
1
3

, (C.47)

where the parameter x has the form

x = z3 − 9zrQ− 9zr2w2
0 + 3r

√

z2(30rQw2
0 + 6r2w4

0 − 3Q2) − 3z4w2
0 − 3r(rw2

0 − 2Q)3.

(C.48)

The Schwarz function is S(z) = r/w(z)+ 2Qw(z)/[1− (w(z)w0)
2]. The first term has

no poles and the poles of the second term are found by solving w2(z) = w−2
0 . With

the help of Maple I find the simple result

z0 = ±
(
r

w0

+
2Qw0

1 − w4
0

)

. (C.49)
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In order to isolate the poles I write (neglecting the first term)

S(z) ≈ Qw

1 − ww0

+
Qw

1 + ww0

= − Qw(z0)

w0w′(z0)(z − z0)
+

Qw(−z0)

w0w′(−z0)(z + z0)
⇒ (C.50)

S(z) ≈ − 2q

z − z0

− 2q

z + z0

, (C.51)

where I have defined

2q =
±Qw(±z0)

w0w′(±z0)
=

Q

w2
0

[

r − 2Qw2
0(1 + w4

0)

(1 − w4
0)

2

]

. (C.52)

A simple integration yields the potential V (z)

V (z) = −q ln(z − z0) − q ln(z + z0), (C.53)

which is what one would expect for two solenoids located at ±z0.

Summarizing, I show the relations between the parameters of the potential and

the conformal map

z0 =
r

w0

+
2Qw0

1 − w4
0

, (C.54)

2q =
rQ

w2
0

− 2Q2(1 + w4
0)

(1 − w4
0)

2
, (C.55)

N =
1

2

[

r2 − 4Q(1 + w4
0)

(1 − w4
0)

2

]

. (C.56)

The last equation is derived from c0 = 2πN . Once a suitable choice of q and z0 has

been made, the results of the simulation can be directly compared to the theoretical

curves obtained from the conformal map w(z) = rw + 2Qw/(w2 − w2
0).



APPENDIX D
CODE FOR THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

In this Appendix I show the code that was developed and used for the numerical

part of the work presented in the first part of this dissertation. Care was taken to

have a consistent mapping between the symbols used in the theoretical part and the

variables used in the code. If present, alternative symbol conventions are explained.

The code itself is Matlab’s programming language which is a form of pseudo-C.

For the most part the code is self explanatory and requires minimal familiarity with

any computer language for complete understanding.

The code may seem awkward at some places but the human reader has to

keep in mind that the mechanical reader needs special instruction to produce fast

code. The necessity to do so becomes immediately apparent if one considers that the

minimization has to be executed for as many values of the magnetic field necessary

to produce the graphs in this dissertation.

I developed two drivers, driver1.m and driver2.m, each assigned to a specific

task. The call tree is very simple: the first driver calls energy.m and moduli.m, while

the second driver calls csquash.m.

The first driver driver1.m automates the minimization of the free energy and

the calculation of the elastic moduli. The second driver driver2.m calculates the

boundary in the H–T plane of the phase transition by finding the zeroes of the squash

modulus numerically. Each driver makes use of two internal Matlab functions respec-

tively. The functions are fmincon for the minimization and fzero for root finding.

The reader requiring more information should consult the appropriate documentation

for details about the fmincon and fzero Matlab functions.
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D.1 driver1.m

clear all;

format long;

digits(64);

global kappa;

global aniso;

global field;

kappa=5.0;

anisotropy=0.11;

fd=fopen(’helm.dat’,’w’);

gd=fopen(’mod.dat’,’w’);

% fmincon options

options=optimset(’LargeScale’,’on’,’Display’,’iter’,’GradObj’,’on’);

options=optimset(options,’TolX’,1e-11,’TolFun’,1e-11,’Hessian’,’on’);

options=optimset(options,’MaxIter’,9000,’MaxFunEvals’,9000);

% Initial guess

xo_r=0.43;

xo_s=0.91;

xo_p=35.12*pi/180.0;

lb=[0.0,0.2,0.0*pi/180.0]; % Lower bound for the three variables

ub=[0.5,1.0,45.0*pi/180.0]; % Upper bound for the three variables

step=0.001;

for field=0.01:step:1.0,

aniso=field*anisotropy;

xo=[xo_r xo_s xo_p];

% The call to the minimizer

[f,fval,xf,output,lambda,grad]=fmincon(’energy’,xo,[],[],[],[],

lb,ub,[],options);

fprintf(fd,’%7.5f %6.2f %14.12f %7.5f %7.5f %6.2f\n’,field,

180.0/pi*acot(f(1)/f(2)),fval,f(1),f(2),180.0/pi*f(3));
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% Here we set the found minimum as the

% new trial point in the next iteration

xo_r=f(1);

xo_s=f(2);

xo_p=f(3);

% Calculate the elastic moduli and output to file

[c_sq,c_x,c_y,c_r,b]=mod([f(1) f(2) f(3)]);

fprintf(gd,’%7.5f %12.10f %12.10f %12.10f %12.10f %12.10f\n’,field,

c_sq,c_x,c_y,c_r,b);

end;

fclose(gd);

fclose(fd);

D.2 energy.m

function [helm,G,H]=energy(x)

N=5;

global kappa;

global aniso;

global field;

rho=x(1);

sigma=x(2);

phi=x(3);

pi2=pi*pi;

pi3=pi2*pi;

pi4=pi3*pi;

aniso2=aniso*aniso;

sigma2=sigma*sigma;

sigma3=sigma2*sigma;

sigma4=sigma3*sigma;

ss=sqrt(sigma);

b_0_1=0.0; d_1_1=0.0;

b_0_2=0.0; d_1_2=0.0;

b_0_1_r=0.0; d_1_1_r=0.0; d_1_1_ss1=0.0;
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b_0_2_r=0.0; d_1_2_r=0.0; d_1_2_ss1=0.0;

b_0_1_s=0.0; d_1_1_s1=0.0; d_1_1_ss2=0.0;

b_0_2_s=0.0; d_1_2_s1=0.0; d_1_2_ss2=0.0;

b_0_1_rr=0.0; d_1_1_s2=0.0; d_1_1_ss3=0.0;

b_0_2_rr=0.0; d_1_2_s2=0.0; d_1_2_ss3=0.0;

b_0_1_ss=0.0; d_1_1_rr=0.0; d_1_1_rs2=0.0;

b_0_2_ss=0.0; d_1_2_rr=0.0; d_1_2_rs2=0.0;

b_0_1_rs=0.0; d_1_1_rs1=0.0;

b_0_2_rs=0.0; d_1_2_rs1=0.0;

d_2_1=0.0;

d_2_2=0.0;

d_2_1_r=0.0; d_2_1_ss1=0.0;

d_2_2_r=0.0; d_2_2_ss1=0.0;

d_2_1_s1=0.0; d_2_1_ss2=0.0;

d_2_2_s1=0.0; d_2_2_ss2=0.0;

d_2_1_s2=0.0; d_2_1_ss3=0.0;

d_2_2_s2=0.0; d_2_2_ss3=0.0;

d_2_1_rr=0.0; d_2_1_rs2=0.0;

d_2_2_rr=0.0; d_2_2_rs2=0.0;

d_2_1_rs1=0.0;

d_2_2_rs1=0.0;

d_3_1=0.0;

d_3_2=0.0;

d_3_1_r=0.0; d_3_1_ss1=0.0;

d_3_2_r=0.0; d_3_2_ss1=0.0;

d_3_1_s1=0.0; d_3_1_ss2=0.0;

d_3_2_s1=0.0; d_3_2_ss2=0.0;

d_3_1_s2=0.0; d_3_1_ss3=0.0;

d_3_2_s2=0.0; d_3_2_ss3=0.0;

d_3_1_rr=0.0; d_3_1_rs2=0.0;

d_3_2_rr=0.0; d_3_2_rs2=0.0;

d_3_1_rs1=0.0;

d_3_2_rs1=0.0;

for n=-N:N,

n2=n*n;

n4=n2*n2;

n6=n4*n2;

n8=n6*n2;

p2=(n+0.5)*(n+0.5);

p4=p2*p2;

p6=p4*p2;
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p8=p6*p2;

f2=(8.0*pi2*sigma2*n4-6.0*pi*sigma*n2+3.0/8.0);

g2=(8.0*pi2*sigma2*p4-6.0*pi*sigma*p2+3.0/8.0);

f5=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*n8-56.0*pi3*sigma3*n6+105.0/2.0*pi2*sigma2*n4-

105.0/8.0*pi*sigma*n2+105.0/256.0);

g5=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*p8-56.0*pi3*sigma3*p6+105.0/2.0*pi2*sigma2*p4-

105.0/8.0*pi*sigma*p2+105.0/256.0);

f7=(16.0*pi2*sigma*n4-6.0*pi*n2);

g7=(16.0*pi2*sigma*p4-6.0*pi*p2);

f8=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*n8-168.0*pi3*sigma2*n6+105.0*pi2*sigma*n4-

105.0/8.0*pi*n2);

g8=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*p8-168.0*pi3*sigma2*p6+105.0*pi2*sigma*p4-

105.0/8.0*pi*p2);

f9=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*n8-336.0*pi3*sigma*n6+105.0*pi2*n4);

g9=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*p8-336.0*pi3*sigma*p6+105.0*pi2*p4);

for m=-N:N,

m2=m*m;

m4=m2*m2;

m6=m4*m2;

m8=m6*m2;

q2=(m+0.5)*(m+0.5);

q4=q2*q2;

q6=q4*q2;

q8=q6*q2;

f3=(n2-m2);

g3=(p2-q2);

f32=f3*f3;

g32=g3*g3;

f4=(n2+m2);

g4=(p2+q2);

f42=f4*f4;

g42=g4*g4;

f1=exp(2.0*pi*i*f3*rho-2.0*pi*f4*sigma);

g1=exp(2.0*pi*i*g3*rho-2.0*pi*g4*sigma);

f6=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*n4*m4-12.0*pi3*sigma3*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+

3.0/4.0*pi2*sigma2*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2)-45.0/16.0*pi*sigma*(n2+m2)+
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105.0/256.0);

g6=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*p4*q4-12.0*pi3*sigma3*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+

3.0/4.0*pi2*sigma2*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2)-45.0/16.0*pi*sigma*(p2+q2)+

105.0/256.0);

f10=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*n4*m4-36.0*pi3*sigma2*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*sigma*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2)-45.0/16.0*pi*(n2+m2));

g10=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*p4*q4-36.0*pi3*sigma2*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*sigma*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2)-45.0/16.0*pi*(p2+q2));

f11=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*n4*m4-72.0*pi3*sigma*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2));

g11=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*p4*q4-72.0*pi3*sigma*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2));

% beta_0

b_0_1=b_0_1+f1;

b_0_2=b_0_2+g1;

% beta_0_r

b_0_1_r=b_0_1_r+f1*f3;

b_0_2_r=b_0_2_r+g1*g3;

% beta_0_s

b_0_1_s=b_0_1_s+f1*f4;

b_0_2_s=b_0_2_s+g1*g4;

% beta_0_rr

b_0_1_rr=b_0_1_rr+f1*f32;

b_0_2_rr=b_0_2_rr+g1*g32;

% beta_0_ss

b_0_1_ss=b_0_1_ss+f1*f42;

b_0_2_ss=b_0_2_ss+g1*g42;

% beta_0_rs

b_0_1_rs=b_0_1_rs+f1*f3*f4;

b_0_2_rs=b_0_2_rs+g1*g3*g4;

% delta_1

d_1_1=d_1_1+f1*f2;

d_1_2=d_1_2+g1*g2;

% delta_1_r

d_1_1_r=d_1_1_r+f1*f2*f3;

d_1_2_r=d_1_2_r+g1*g2*g3;

% delta_1_s

d_1_1_s1=d_1_1_s1+f1*f2*f4;

d_1_2_s1=d_1_2_s1+g1*g2*g4;

d_1_1_s2=d_1_1_s2+f1*f7;
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d_1_2_s2=d_1_2_s2+g1*g7;

% delta_1_rr

d_1_1_rr=d_1_1_rr+f1*f2*f32;

d_1_2_rr=d_1_2_rr+g1*g2*g32;

% delta_1_ss

d_1_1_ss1=d_1_1_ss1+f1*f2*f42;

d_1_2_ss1=d_1_2_ss1+g1*g2*g42;

d_1_1_ss2=d_1_1_ss2+f1*f4*f7;

d_1_2_ss2=d_1_2_ss2+g1*g4*g7;

d_1_1_ss3=d_1_1_ss3+f1*n4;

d_1_2_ss3=d_1_2_ss3+g1*p4;

% delta_1_rs

d_1_1_rs1=d_1_1_rs1+f1*f2*f3*f4;

d_1_2_rs1=d_1_2_rs1+g1*g2*g3*g4;

d_1_1_rs2=d_1_1_rs2+f1*f3*f7;

d_1_2_rs2=d_1_2_rs2+g1*g3*g7;

% delta_2

d_2_1=d_2_1+f1*f5;

d_2_2=d_2_2+g1*g5;

% delta_2_r

d_2_1_r=d_2_1_r+f1*f3*f5;

d_2_2_r=d_2_2_r+g1*g3*g5;

% delta_2_s

d_2_1_s1=d_2_1_s1+f1*f4*f5;

d_2_2_s1=d_2_2_s1+g1*g4*g5;

d_2_1_s2=d_2_1_s2+f1*f8;

d_2_2_s2=d_2_2_s2+g1*g8;

% delta_2_rr

d_2_1_rr=d_2_1_rr+f1*f5*f32;

d_2_2_rr=d_2_2_rr+g1*g5*g32;

% delta_2_ss

d_2_1_ss1=d_2_1_ss1+f1*f5*f42;

d_2_2_ss1=d_2_2_ss1+g1*g5*g42;

d_2_1_ss2=d_2_1_ss2+f1*f4*f8;

d_2_2_ss2=d_2_2_ss2+g1*g4*g8;

d_2_1_ss3=d_2_1_ss3+f1*f9;

d_2_2_ss3=d_2_2_ss3+g1*g9;

% delta_2_rs

d_2_1_rs1=d_2_1_rs1+f1*f5*f3*f4;

d_2_2_rs1=d_2_2_rs1+g1*g5*g3*g4;

d_2_1_rs2=d_2_1_rs2+f1*f3*f8;

d_2_2_rs2=d_2_2_rs2+g1*g3*g8;
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% delta_3

d_3_1=d_3_1+f1*f6;

d_3_2=d_3_2+g1*g6;

% delta_3_r

d_3_1_r=d_3_1_r+f1*f3*f6;

d_3_2_r=d_3_2_r+g1*g3*g6;

% delta_3_s

d_3_1_s1=d_3_1_s1+f1*f4*f6;

d_3_2_s1=d_3_2_s1+g1*g4*g6;

d_3_1_s2=d_3_1_s2+f1*f10;

d_3_2_s2=d_3_2_s2+g1*g10;

% delta_3_rr

d_3_1_rr=d_3_1_rr+f1*f6*f32;

d_3_2_rr=d_3_2_rr+g1*g6*g32;

% delta_3_ss

d_3_1_ss1=d_3_1_ss1+f1*f6*f42;

d_3_2_ss1=d_3_2_ss1+g1*g6*g42;

d_3_1_ss2=d_3_1_ss2+f1*f4*f10;

d_3_2_ss2=d_3_2_ss2+g1*g4*g10;

d_3_1_ss3=d_3_1_ss3+f1*f11;

d_3_2_ss3=d_3_2_ss3+g1*g11;

% delta_3_rs

d_3_1_rs1=d_3_1_rs1+f1*f6*f3*f4;

d_3_2_rs1=d_3_2_rs1+g1*g6*g3*g4;

d_3_1_rs2=d_3_1_rs2+f1*f3*f10;

d_3_2_rs2=d_3_2_rs2+g1*g3*g10;

end

end

b_0=ss*real(b_0_1+b_0_2);

b_0_r=2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(b_0_1_r+b_0_2_r));

b_0_s=b_0*0.5/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*real(b_0_1_s+b_0_2_s);

b_0_rr=-4.0*ss*pi2*real(b_0_1_rr+b_0_2_rr);

b_0_ss=-0.25*b_0/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*real(b_0_1_s+b_0_2_s)+

4.0*ss*pi2*real(b_0_1_ss+b_0_2_ss);

b_0_rs=pi/ss*real(i*(b_0_1_r+b_0_2_r))-4.0*ss*pi2*

real(i*(b_0_1_rs+b_0_2_rs));

d_1=ss*(d_1_1+d_1_2);

d_1_r=2.0*pi*ss*(i*(d_1_1_r+d_1_2_r));

d_1_s=0.5*d_1/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*(d_1_1_s1+d_1_2_s1)+ss*

(d_1_1_s2+d_1_2_s2);
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d_1_rr=-4*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_rr+d_1_2_rr);

d_1_ss=-0.25*d_1/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*(d_1_1_s1+d_1_2_s1)+

(d_1_1_s2+d_1_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_ss1+

d_1_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*(d_1_1_ss2+d_1_2_ss2)+

16.0*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_ss3+d_1_2_ss3);

d_1_rs=pi/ss*i*(d_1_1_r+d_1_2_r)-4.0*i*pi2*ss*(d_1_1_rs1+

d_1_2_rs1)+2.0*i*pi*ss*(d_1_1_rs2+d_1_2_rs2);

d_2=ss*(d_2_1+d_2_2);

d_2_r=2.0*pi*ss*(i*(d_2_1_r+d_2_2_r));

d_2_s=0.5*d_2/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*(d_2_1_s1+d_2_2_s1)+

ss*(d_2_1_s2+d_2_2_s2);

d_2_rr=-4*ss*pi2*(d_2_1_rr+d_2_2_rr);

d_2_ss=-0.25*d_2/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*(d_2_1_s1+d_2_2_s1)+

(d_2_1_s2+d_2_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*(d_2_1_ss1+

d_2_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*(d_2_1_ss2+d_2_2_ss2)+ss*

(d_2_1_ss3+d_2_2_ss3);

d_2_rs=pi/ss*i*(d_2_1_r+d_2_2_r)-4.0*i*pi2*ss*(d_2_1_rs1+

d_2_2_rs1)+2.0*i*pi*ss*(d_2_1_rs2+d_2_2_rs2);

d_3=ss*real(d_3_1+d_3_2);

d_3_r=2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(d_3_1_r+d_3_2_r));

d_3_s=0.5*d_3/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*real(d_3_1_s1+d_3_2_s1)+

ss*real(d_3_1_s2+d_3_2_s2);

d_3_rr=-4*ss*pi2*real(d_3_1_rr+d_3_2_rr);

d_3_ss=-0.25*d_3/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*real(d_3_1_s1+d_3_2_s1)+

real(d_3_1_s2+d_3_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*real(d_3_1_ss1+

d_3_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*real(d_3_1_ss2+d_3_2_ss2)+ss*

real(d_3_1_ss3+d_3_2_ss3);

d_3_rs=pi/ss*real(i*(d_3_1_r+d_3_2_r))-4.0*pi2*ss*real(i*

(d_3_1_rs1+d_3_2_rs1))+2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(d_3_1_rs2+

d_3_2_rs2));

c=cos(4.0*phi);

s=sin(4.0*phi);

d_1_p=-4.0*(s*real(d_1)+c*imag(d_1));

d_1_pp=-16.0*(c*real(d_1)-s*imag(d_1));

d_1_rp=-4.0*(s*real(d_1_r)+c*imag(d_1_r));

d_1_sp=-4.0*(s*real(d_1_s)+c*imag(d_1_s));

ccc=cos(8.0*phi);

sss=sin(8.0*phi);

d_2_p=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2)+ccc*imag(d_2));

d_2_pp=-64.0*(ccc*real(d_2)-sss*imag(d_2));
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d_2_rp=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2_r)+ccc*imag(d_2_r));

d_2_sp=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2_s)+ccc*imag(d_2_s));

% d_1

D_1=(c*real(d_1)-s*imag(d_1));

d_1G1=(c*real(d_1_r)-s*imag(d_1_r));

d_1G2=(c*real(d_1_s)-s*imag(d_1_s));

d_1G3=d_1_p;

d_1H11=(c*real(d_1_rr)-s*imag(d_1_rr));

d_1H12=(c*real(d_1_rs)-s*imag(d_1_rs));

d_1H13=d_1_rp;

d_1H21=d_1H12;

d_1H22=(c*real(d_1_ss)-s*imag(d_1_ss));

d_1H23=d_1_sp;

d_1H31=d_1H13;

d_1H32=d_1H23;

d_1H33=d_1_pp;

% d_2

D_2=(ccc*real(d_2)-sss*imag(d_2));

d_2G1=(ccc*real(d_2_r)-sss*imag(d_2_r));

d_2G2=(ccc*real(d_2_s)-sss*imag(d_2_s));

d_2G3=d_2_p;

d_2H11=(ccc*real(d_2_rr)-sss*imag(d_2_rr));

d_2H12=(ccc*real(d_2_rs)-sss*imag(d_2_rs));

d_2H13=d_2_rp;

d_2H21=d_2H12;

d_2H22=(ccc*real(d_2_ss)-sss*imag(d_2_ss));

d_2H23=d_2_sp;

d_2H31=d_2H13;

d_2H32=d_2H23;

d_2H33=d_2_pp;

% d_3
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D_3=d_3;

d_3G1=d_3_r;

d_3G2=d_3_s;

d_3G3=0.0;

d_3H11=d_3_rr;

d_3H12=d_3_rs;

d_3H13=0.0;

d_3H21=d_3H12;

d_3H22=d_3_ss;

d_3H23=0.0;

d_3H31=d_3H13;

d_3H32=d_3H23;

d_3H33=0.0;

% beta_A and its derivatives

b=b_0+aniso*D_1+aniso2*(D_3-3.0/4.0*b_0+D_2+5.0*D_1);

bG1=b_0_r+aniso*d_1G1+aniso2*(d_3G1-3.0/4.0*b_0_r+d_2G1+

5.0*d_1G1);

bG2=b_0_s+aniso*d_1G2+aniso2*(d_3G2-3.0/4.0*b_0_s+d_2G2+

5.0*d_1G2);

bG3=aniso*d_1G3+aniso2*(d_2G3+5.0*d_1G3);

bH11=b_0_rr+aniso*d_1H11+aniso2*(d_3H11-3.0/4.0*b_0_rr+

d_2H11+5.0*d_1H11);

bH12=b_0_rs+aniso*d_1H12+aniso2*(d_3H12-3.0/4.0*b_0_rs+

d_2H12+5.0*d_1H12);

bH13=aniso*d_1H13+aniso2*(d_2H13+5.0*d_1H13);

bH21=bH12;

bH22=b_0_ss+aniso*d_1H22+aniso2*(d_3H22-3.0/4.0*b_0_ss+

d_2H22+5.0*d_1H22);

bH23=aniso*d_1H23+aniso2*(d_2H23+5.0*d_1H23);

bH31=bH13;

bH32=bH23;

bH33=aniso*d_1H33+aniso2*(d_2H33+5.0*d_1H33);
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fac_0=(2.0*kappa^2-1.0);

% Gamma and its derivatives

g=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*b*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+D_1*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(D_3+D_2));

gG1=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG1*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_r*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1G1*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3G1+d_2G1));

gG2=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG2*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_s*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1G2*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3G2+d_2G2));

gG3=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG3*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1G3*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+

2.0*aniso*d_2G3);

gH11=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH11*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_rr*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H11*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H11+d_2H11));

gH12=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH12*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_rs*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H12*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H12+d_2H12));

gH13=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH13*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H13*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H13);

gH21=gH12;

gH22=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH22*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_ss*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H22*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H22+d_2H22));

gH23=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH23*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H23*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H23);

gH31=gH13;

gH32=gH23;

gH33=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH33*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H33*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H33);

% Free energy and its derivatives

fac_1=(fac_0*b+1.0);

fac_2=(1.0-field)^2/fac_1;

fac_3=fac_0/fac_1;

fl2=field^2;

helm=fl2-fac_2*(1.0-g/fac_1);

fac_2=fac_2/fac_1;

fac_4=fl2-helm;
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G1=fac_3*fac_4*bG1+fac_2*(gG1-fac_3*g*bG1);

G2=fac_3*fac_4*bG2+fac_2*(gG2-fac_3*g*bG2);

G3=fac_3*fac_4*bG3+fac_2*(gG3-fac_3*g*bG3);

H11=-fac_3*(G1*bG1+G1*bG1-fac_4*bH11)+fac_2*(gH11-fac_3*

(bG1*gG1+bG1*gG1+g*bH11)+2.0*g*fac_3*fac_3*bG1*bG1);

H12=-fac_3*(G1*bG2+G2*bG1-fac_4*bH12)+fac_2*(gH12-fac_3*

(bG1*gG2+bG2*gG1+g*bH12)+2.0*g*fac_3*fac_3*bG1*bG2);

H13=-fac_3*(G1*bG3+G3*bG1-fac_4*bH13)+fac_2*(gH13-fac_3*

(bG1*gG3+bG3*gG1+g*bH13)+2.0*g*fac_3*fac_3*bG1*bG3);

H21=H12;

H22=-fac_3*(G2*bG2+G2*bG2-fac_4*bH22)+fac_2*(gH22-fac_3*

(bG2*gG2+bG2*gG2+g*bH22)+2.0*g*fac_3*fac_3*bG2*bG2);

H23=-fac_3*(G2*bG3+G3*bG2-fac_4*bH23)+fac_2*(gH23-fac_3*

(bG2*gG3+bG3*gG2+g*bH23)+2.0*g*fac_3*fac_3*bG2*bG3);

H31=H13;

H32=H23;

H33=-fac_3*(G3*bG3+G3*bG3-fac_4*bH33)+fac_2*(gH33-fac_3*

(bG3*gG3+bG3*gG3+g*bH33)+2.0*g*fac_3*fac_3*bG3*bG3);

G=[G1,G2,G3];

H=[H11,H12,H13;H21,H22,H23;H31,H32,H33];

D.3 moduli.m

function [c_sq,c_x,c_y,c_r,b]=moduli(x)

N=5;

global kappa;

global aniso;

global field;

rho=x(1);

sigma=x(2);

phi=x(3);

pi2=pi*pi;

pi3=pi2*pi;

pi4=pi3*pi;
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aniso2=aniso*aniso;

sigma2=sigma*sigma;

sigma3=sigma2*sigma;

sigma4=sigma3*sigma;

ss=sqrt(sigma);

b_0_1=0.0; d_1_1=0.0;

b_0_2=0.0; d_1_2=0.0;

b_0_1_r=0.0; d_1_1_r=0.0; d_1_1_ss1=0.0;

b_0_2_r=0.0; d_1_2_r=0.0; d_1_2_ss1=0.0;

b_0_1_s=0.0; d_1_1_s1=0.0; d_1_1_ss2=0.0;

b_0_2_s=0.0; d_1_2_s1=0.0; d_1_2_ss2=0.0;

b_0_1_rr=0.0; d_1_1_s2=0.0; d_1_1_ss3=0.0;

b_0_2_rr=0.0; d_1_2_s2=0.0; d_1_2_ss3=0.0;

b_0_1_ss=0.0; d_1_1_rr=0.0; d_1_1_rs2=0.0;

b_0_2_ss=0.0; d_1_2_rr=0.0; d_1_2_rs2=0.0;

b_0_1_rs=0.0; d_1_1_rs1=0.0;

b_0_2_rs=0.0; d_1_2_rs1=0.0;

d_2_1=0.0;

d_2_2=0.0;

d_2_1_r=0.0; d_2_1_ss1=0.0;

d_2_2_r=0.0; d_2_2_ss1=0.0;

d_2_1_s1=0.0; d_2_1_ss2=0.0;

d_2_2_s1=0.0; d_2_2_ss2=0.0;

d_2_1_s2=0.0; d_2_1_ss3=0.0;

d_2_2_s2=0.0; d_2_2_ss3=0.0;

d_2_1_rr=0.0; d_2_1_rs2=0.0;

d_2_2_rr=0.0; d_2_2_rs2=0.0;

d_2_1_rs1=0.0;

d_2_2_rs1=0.0;

d_3_1=0.0;

d_3_2=0.0;

d_3_1_r=0.0; d_3_1_ss1=0.0;

d_3_2_r=0.0; d_3_2_ss1=0.0;

d_3_1_s1=0.0; d_3_1_ss2=0.0;

d_3_2_s1=0.0; d_3_2_ss2=0.0;

d_3_1_s2=0.0; d_3_1_ss3=0.0;

d_3_2_s2=0.0; d_3_2_ss3=0.0;

d_3_1_rr=0.0; d_3_1_rs2=0.0;

d_3_2_rr=0.0; d_3_2_rs2=0.0;

d_3_1_rs1=0.0;

d_3_2_rs1=0.0;
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for n=-N:N,

n2=n*n;

n4=n2*n2;

n6=n4*n2;

n8=n6*n2;

p2=(n+0.5)*(n+0.5);

p4=p2*p2;

p6=p4*p2;

p8=p6*p2;

f2=(8.0*pi2*sigma2*n4-6.0*pi*sigma*n2+3.0/8.0);

g2=(8.0*pi2*sigma2*p4-6.0*pi*sigma*p2+3.0/8.0);

f5=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*n8-56.0*pi3*sigma3*n6+105.0/2.0*pi2*sigma2*n4-

105.0/8.0*pi*sigma*n2+105.0/256.0);

g5=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*p8-56.0*pi3*sigma3*p6+105.0/2.0*pi2*sigma2*p4-

105.0/8.0*pi*sigma*p2+105.0/256.0);

f7=(16.0*pi2*sigma*n4-6.0*pi*n2);

g7=(16.0*pi2*sigma*p4-6.0*pi*p2);

f8=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*n8-168.0*pi3*sigma2*n6+105.0*pi2*sigma*n4-

105.0/8.0*pi*n2);

g8=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*p8-168.0*pi3*sigma2*p6+105.0*pi2*sigma*p4-

105.0/8.0*pi*p2);

f9=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*n8-336.0*pi3*sigma*n6+105.0*pi2*n4);

g9=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*p8-336.0*pi3*sigma*p6+105.0*pi2*p4);

for m=-N:N,

m2=m*m;

m4=m2*m2;

m6=m4*m2;

m8=m6*m2;

q2=(m+0.5)*(m+0.5);

q4=q2*q2;

q6=q4*q2;

q8=q6*q2;

f3=(n2-m2);

g3=(p2-q2);

f32=f3*f3;

g32=g3*g3;

f4=(n2+m2);
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g4=(p2+q2);

f42=f4*f4;

g42=g4*g4;

f1=exp(2.0*pi*i*f3*rho-2.0*pi*f4*sigma);

g1=exp(2.0*pi*i*g3*rho-2.0*pi*g4*sigma);

f6=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*n4*m4-12.0*pi3*sigma3*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+3.0/4.0*

pi2*sigma2*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2)-45.0/16.0*pi*sigma*(n2+m2)+

105.0/256.0);

g6=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*p4*q4-12.0*pi3*sigma3*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+3.0/4.0*

pi2*sigma2*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2)-45.0/16.0*pi*sigma*(p2+q2)+

105.0/256.0);

f10=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*n4*m4-36.0*pi3*sigma2*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+3.0/2.0*

pi2*sigma*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2)-45.0/16.0*pi*(n2+m2));

g10=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*p4*q4-36.0*pi3*sigma2*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+3.0/2.0*

pi2*sigma*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2)-45.0/16.0*pi*(p2+q2));

f11=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*n4*m4-72.0*pi3*sigma*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+3.0/2.0*

pi2*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2));

g11=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*p4*q4-72.0*pi3*sigma*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+3.0/2.0*

pi2*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2));

% beta_0

b_0_1=b_0_1+f1;

b_0_2=b_0_2+g1;

% beta_0_r

b_0_1_r=b_0_1_r+f1*f3;

b_0_2_r=b_0_2_r+g1*g3;

% beta_0_s

b_0_1_s=b_0_1_s+f1*f4;

b_0_2_s=b_0_2_s+g1*g4;

% beta_0_rr

b_0_1_rr=b_0_1_rr+f1*f32;

b_0_2_rr=b_0_2_rr+g1*g32;

% beta_0_ss

b_0_1_ss=b_0_1_ss+f1*f42;

b_0_2_ss=b_0_2_ss+g1*g42;

% beta_0_rs

b_0_1_rs=b_0_1_rs+f1*f3*f4;

b_0_2_rs=b_0_2_rs+g1*g3*g4;

% delta_1
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d_1_1=d_1_1+f1*f2;

d_1_2=d_1_2+g1*g2;

% delta_1_r

d_1_1_r=d_1_1_r+f1*f2*f3;

d_1_2_r=d_1_2_r+g1*g2*g3;

% delta_1_s

d_1_1_s1=d_1_1_s1+f1*f2*f4;

d_1_2_s1=d_1_2_s1+g1*g2*g4;

d_1_1_s2=d_1_1_s2+f1*f7;

d_1_2_s2=d_1_2_s2+g1*g7;

% delta_1_rr

d_1_1_rr=d_1_1_rr+f1*f2*f32;

d_1_2_rr=d_1_2_rr+g1*g2*g32;

% delta_1_ss

d_1_1_ss1=d_1_1_ss1+f1*f2*f42;

d_1_2_ss1=d_1_2_ss1+g1*g2*g42;

d_1_1_ss2=d_1_1_ss2+f1*f4*f7;

d_1_2_ss2=d_1_2_ss2+g1*g4*g7;

d_1_1_ss3=d_1_1_ss3+f1*n4;

d_1_2_ss3=d_1_2_ss3+g1*p4;

% delta_1_rs

d_1_1_rs1=d_1_1_rs1+f1*f2*f3*f4;

d_1_2_rs1=d_1_2_rs1+g1*g2*g3*g4;

d_1_1_rs2=d_1_1_rs2+f1*f3*f7;

d_1_2_rs2=d_1_2_rs2+g1*g3*g7;

% delta_2

d_2_1=d_2_1+f1*f5;

d_2_2=d_2_2+g1*g5;

% delta_2_r

d_2_1_r=d_2_1_r+f1*f3*f5;

d_2_2_r=d_2_2_r+g1*g3*g5;

% delta_2_s

d_2_1_s1=d_2_1_s1+f1*f4*f5;

d_2_2_s1=d_2_2_s1+g1*g4*g5;

d_2_1_s2=d_2_1_s2+f1*f8;

d_2_2_s2=d_2_2_s2+g1*g8;

% delta_2_rr

d_2_1_rr=d_2_1_rr+f1*f5*f32;

d_2_2_rr=d_2_2_rr+g1*g5*g32;

% delta_2_ss

d_2_1_ss1=d_2_1_ss1+f1*f5*f42;

d_2_2_ss1=d_2_2_ss1+g1*g5*g42;
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d_2_1_ss2=d_2_1_ss2+f1*f4*f8;

d_2_2_ss2=d_2_2_ss2+g1*g4*g8;

d_2_1_ss3=d_2_1_ss3+f1*f9;

d_2_2_ss3=d_2_2_ss3+g1*g9;

% delta_2_rs

d_2_1_rs1=d_2_1_rs1+f1*f5*f3*f4;

d_2_2_rs1=d_2_2_rs1+g1*g5*g3*g4;

d_2_1_rs2=d_2_1_rs2+f1*f3*f8;

d_2_2_rs2=d_2_2_rs2+g1*g3*g8;

% delta_3

d_3_1=d_3_1+f1*f6;

d_3_2=d_3_2+g1*g6;

% delta_3_r

d_3_1_r=d_3_1_r+f1*f3*f6;

d_3_2_r=d_3_2_r+g1*g3*g6;

% delta_3_s

d_3_1_s1=d_3_1_s1+f1*f4*f6;

d_3_2_s1=d_3_2_s1+g1*g4*g6;

d_3_1_s2=d_3_1_s2+f1*f10;

d_3_2_s2=d_3_2_s2+g1*g10;

% delta_3_rr

d_3_1_rr=d_3_1_rr+f1*f6*f32;

d_3_2_rr=d_3_2_rr+g1*g6*g32;

% delta_3_ss

d_3_1_ss1=d_3_1_ss1+f1*f6*f42;

d_3_2_ss1=d_3_2_ss1+g1*g6*g42;

d_3_1_ss2=d_3_1_ss2+f1*f4*f10;

d_3_2_ss2=d_3_2_ss2+g1*g4*g10;

d_3_1_ss3=d_3_1_ss3+f1*f11;

d_3_2_ss3=d_3_2_ss3+g1*g11;

% delta_3_rs

d_3_1_rs1=d_3_1_rs1+f1*f6*f3*f4;

d_3_2_rs1=d_3_2_rs1+g1*g6*g3*g4;

d_3_1_rs2=d_3_1_rs2+f1*f3*f10;

d_3_2_rs2=d_3_2_rs2+g1*g3*g10;

end

end

b_0=ss*real(b_0_1+b_0_2);

b_0_r=2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(b_0_1_r+b_0_2_r));

b_0_s=b_0*0.5/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*real(b_0_1_s+b_0_2_s);

b_0_rr=-4.0*ss*pi2*real(b_0_1_rr+b_0_2_rr);
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b_0_ss=-0.25*b_0/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*real(b_0_1_s+b_0_2_s)+4.0*ss*

pi2*real(b_0_1_ss+b_0_2_ss);

b_0_rs=pi/ss*real(i*(b_0_1_r+b_0_2_r))-4.0*ss*pi2*real(i*

(b_0_1_rs+b_0_2_rs));

d_1=ss*(d_1_1+d_1_2);

d_1_r=2.0*pi*ss*(i*(d_1_1_r+d_1_2_r));

d_1_s=0.5*d_1/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*(d_1_1_s1+d_1_2_s1)+ss*

(d_1_1_s2+d_1_2_s2);

d_1_rr=-4*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_rr+d_1_2_rr);

d_1_ss=-0.25*d_1/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*(d_1_1_s1+d_1_2_s1)+

(d_1_1_s2+d_1_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_ss1+

d_1_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*(d_1_1_ss2+d_1_2_ss2)+16.0*

ss*pi2*(d_1_1_ss3+d_1_2_ss3);

d_1_rs=pi/ss*i*(d_1_1_r+d_1_2_r)-4.0*i*pi2*ss*(d_1_1_rs1+

d_1_2_rs1)+2.0*i*pi*ss*(d_1_1_rs2+d_1_2_rs2);

d_2=ss*(d_2_1+d_2_2);

d_2_r=2.0*pi*ss*(i*(d_2_1_r+d_2_2_r));

d_2_s=0.5*d_2/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*(d_2_1_s1+d_2_2_s1)+ss*

(d_2_1_s2+d_2_2_s2);

d_2_rr=-4*ss*pi2*(d_2_1_rr+d_2_2_rr);

d_2_ss=-0.25*d_2/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*(d_2_1_s1+d_2_2_s1)+(d_2_1_s2+

d_2_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*(d_2_1_ss1+d_2_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*

(d_2_1_ss2+d_2_2_ss2)+ss*(d_2_1_ss3+d_2_2_ss3);

d_2_rs=pi/ss*i*(d_2_1_r+d_2_2_r)-4.0*i*pi2*ss*(d_2_1_rs1+

d_2_2_rs1)+2.0*i*pi*ss*(d_2_1_rs2+d_2_2_rs2);

d_3=ss*real(d_3_1+d_3_2);

d_3_r=2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(d_3_1_r+d_3_2_r));

d_3_s=0.5*d_3/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*real(d_3_1_s1+d_3_2_s1)+ss*

real(d_3_1_s2+d_3_2_s2);

d_3_rr=-4*ss*pi2*real(d_3_1_rr+d_3_2_rr);

d_3_ss=-0.25*d_3/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*real(d_3_1_s1+d_3_2_s1)+

real(d_3_1_s2+d_3_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*real(d_3_1_ss1+

d_3_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*real(d_3_1_ss2+d_3_2_ss2)+ss*

real(d_3_1_ss3+d_3_2_ss3);

d_3_rs=pi/ss*real(i*(d_3_1_r+d_3_2_r))-4.0*pi2*ss*real(i*

(d_3_1_rs1+d_3_2_rs1))+2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(d_3_1_rs2+

d_3_2_rs2));

c=cos(4.0*phi);

s=sin(4.0*phi);

d_1_p=-4.0*(s*real(d_1)+c*imag(d_1));
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d_1_pp=-16.0*(c*real(d_1)-s*imag(d_1));

d_1_rp=-4.0*(s*real(d_1_r)+c*imag(d_1_r));

d_1_sp=-4.0*(s*real(d_1_s)+c*imag(d_1_s));

ccc=cos(8.0*phi);

sss=sin(8.0*phi);

d_2_p=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2)+ccc*imag(d_2));

d_2_pp=-64.0*(ccc*real(d_2)-sss*imag(d_2));

d_2_rp=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2_r)+ccc*imag(d_2_r));

d_2_sp=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2_s)+ccc*imag(d_2_s));

% d_1

D_1=(c*real(d_1)-s*imag(d_1));

d_1G1=(c*real(d_1_r)-s*imag(d_1_r));

d_1G2=(c*real(d_1_s)-s*imag(d_1_s));

d_1G3=d_1_p;

d_1H11=(c*real(d_1_rr)-s*imag(d_1_rr));

d_1H12=(c*real(d_1_rs)-s*imag(d_1_rs));

d_1H13=d_1_rp;

d_1H21=d_1H12;

d_1H22=(c*real(d_1_ss)-s*imag(d_1_ss));

d_1H23=d_1_sp;

d_1H31=d_1H13;

d_1H32=d_1H23;

d_1H33=d_1_pp;

% d_2

D_2=(ccc*real(d_2)-sss*imag(d_2));

d_2G1=(ccc*real(d_2_r)-sss*imag(d_2_r));

d_2G2=(ccc*real(d_2_s)-sss*imag(d_2_s));

d_2G3=d_2_p;

d_2H11=(ccc*real(d_2_rr)-sss*imag(d_2_rr));

d_2H12=(ccc*real(d_2_rs)-sss*imag(d_2_rs));

d_2H13=d_2_rp;

d_2H21=d_2H12;
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d_2H22=(ccc*real(d_2_ss)-sss*imag(d_2_ss));

d_2H23=d_2_sp;

d_2H31=d_2H13;

d_2H32=d_2H23;

d_2H33=d_2_pp;

% d_3

D_3=d_3;

d_3G1=d_3_r;

d_3G2=d_3_s;

d_3G3=0.0;

d_3H11=d_3_rr;

d_3H12=d_3_rs;

d_3H13=0.0;

d_3H21=d_3H12;

d_3H22=d_3_ss;

d_3H23=0.0;

d_3H31=d_3H13;

d_3H32=d_3H23;

d_3H33=0.0;

% beta_A and its derivatives

b=b_0+aniso*D_1+aniso2*(D_3-3.0/4.0*b_0+D_2+5.0*D_1);

bG1=b_0_r+aniso*d_1G1+aniso2*(d_3G1-3.0/4.0*b_0_r+d_2G1+5.0*d_1G1);

bG2=b_0_s+aniso*d_1G2+aniso2*(d_3G2-3.0/4.0*b_0_s+d_2G2+5.0*d_1G2);

bG3=aniso*d_1G3+aniso2*(d_2G3+5.0*d_1G3);

bH11=b_0_rr+aniso*d_1H11+aniso2*(d_3H11-3.0/4.0*b_0_rr+d_2H11+

5.0*d_1H11);

bH12=b_0_rs+aniso*d_1H12+aniso2*(d_3H12-3.0/4.0*b_0_rs+d_2H12+

5.0*d_1H12);

bH13=aniso*d_1H13+aniso2*(d_2H13+5.0*d_1H13);

bH21=bH12;

bH22=b_0_ss+aniso*d_1H22+aniso2*(d_3H22-3.0/4.0*b_0_ss+d_2H22+

5.0*d_1H22);
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bH23=aniso*d_1H23+aniso2*(d_2H23+5.0*d_1H23);

bH31=bH13;

bH32=bH23;

bH33=aniso*d_1H33+aniso2*(d_2H33+5.0*d_1H33);

fac_0=(2.0*kappa^2-1.0);

% Gamma and its derivatives

g=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*b*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0*(1.0+3.0/2.0*aniso)+

D_1*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(D_3+D_2));

gG1=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG1*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_r*(1.0+3.0/2.0*

aniso)+d_1G1*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3G1+d_2G1));

gG2=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG2*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_s*(1.0+3.0/2.0*

aniso)+d_1G2*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3G2+d_2G2));

gG3=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG3*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1G3*(1.0+6.0*

aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2G3);

gH11=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH11*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_rr*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H11*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*

(d_3H11+d_2H11));

gH12=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH12*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_rs*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H12*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*

(d_3H12+d_2H12));

gH13=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH13*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H13*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H13);

gH21=gH12;

gH22=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH22*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_ss*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H22*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H22+

d_2H22));

gH23=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH23*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H23*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H23);

gH31=gH13;

gH32=gH23;

gH33=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH33*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H33*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H33);

% Free energy

fac_1=(fac_0*b+1.0);
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fac_2=(1.0-field)^2/fac_1;

fac_3=fac_0/fac_1;

fl2=field^2;

helm=fl2-fac_2*(1.0-g/fac_1);

fac_2=fac_2/fac_1;

fac_4=(fl2-helm)*fac_3;

% Squash modulus

c_sq=(fac_4*bH11+fac_2*(gH11-fac_3*(2.0*bG1*gG1+g*bH11-2.0*fac_3*

g*bG1^2)))*4.0*sigma2*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq+(fac_4*bH22+fac_2*(gH22-fac_3*(2.0*bG2*gG2+g*bH22-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG2^2)))*4.0*sigma2*(cos(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq+(fac_4*bH33+fac_2*(gH33-fac_3*(2.0*bG3*gG3+g*bH33-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG3^2)))*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq-4.0*(fac_4*bH12+fac_2*(gH12-fac_3*(bG1*gG2+bG2*gG1+g*

bH12-2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG2)))*sigma2*sin(4.0*phi);

c_sq=c_sq-4.0*(fac_4*bH13+fac_2*(gH13-fac_3*(bG1*gG3+bG3*gG1+g*

bH13-2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG3)))*sigma*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq+2.0*(fac_4*bH23+fac_2*(gH23-fac_3*(bG2*gG3+bG3*gG2+g*

bH23-2.0*fac_3*g*bG2*bG3)))*sigma*sin(4.0*phi);

% Shear along x

c_x=(fac_4*bH11+fac_2*(gH11-fac_3*(2.0*bG1*gG1+g*bH11-2.0*fac_3*g*

bG1^2)))*sigma2*(cos(2.0*phi))^2;

c_x=c_x+(fac_4*bH22+fac_2*(gH22-fac_3*(2.0*bG2*gG2+g*bH22-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG2^2)))*sigma2*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_x=c_x+(fac_4*bH33+fac_2*(gH33-fac_3*(2.0*bG3*gG3+g*bH33-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG3^2)))*(cos(phi))^4;

c_x=c_x+(fac_4*bH12+fac_2*(gH12-fac_3*(bG1*gG2+bG2*gG1+g*bH12-

2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG2)))*sigma2*sin(4.0*phi);

c_x=c_x-2.0*(fac_4*bH13+fac_2*(gH13-fac_3*(bG1*gG3+bG3*gG1+g*bH13-

2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG3)))*sigma*cos(2.0*phi)*(cos(phi))^2;

c_x=c_x-2.0*(fac_4*bH23+fac_2*(gH23-fac_3*(bG2*gG3+bG3*gG2+g*bH23-

2.0*fac_3*g*bG2*bG3)))*sigma*sin(2.0*phi)*(cos(phi))^2;

% Shear along y

c_y=(fac_4*bH11+fac_2*(gH11-fac_3*(2.0*bG1*gG1+g*bH11-2.0*fac_3*g*

bG1^2)))*sigma2*(cos(2.0*phi))^2;

c_y=c_y+(fac_4*bH22+fac_2*(gH22-fac_3*(2.0*bG2*gG2+g*bH22-2.0*
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fac_3*g*bG2^2)))*sigma2*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_y=c_y+(fac_4*bH33+fac_2*(gH33-fac_3*(2.0*bG3*gG3+g*bH33-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG3^2)))*(sin(phi))^4;

c_y=c_y+(fac_4*bH12+fac_2*(gH12-fac_3*(bG1*gG2+bG2*gG1+g*bH12-

2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG2)))*sigma2*sin(4.0*phi);

c_y=c_y+2.0*(fac_4*bH13+fac_2*(gH13-fac_3*(bG1*gG3+bG3*gG1+g*bH13-

2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG3)))*sigma*cos(2.0*phi)*(sin(phi))^2;

c_y=c_y+2.0*(fac_4*bH23+fac_2*(gH23-fac_3*(bG2*gG3+bG3*gG2+g*bH23-

2.0*fac_3*g*bG2*bG3)))*sigma*sin(2.0*phi)*(sin(phi))^2;

% Rotational modulus

c_r=(fac_4*bH33+fac_2*(gH33-fac_3*(2.0*bG3*gG3+g*bH33-2.0*fac_3*g*

bG3^2)));

D.4 driver2.m

clear all;

format long;

digits(64);

global kappa;

global bfield;

kappa=5.0;

gd=fopen(’phase.dat’,’w’);

options=optimset(’Display’,’iter’);

step=0.001;

% Initial guess for b

start_b=0.314256045;

% Temperature range

temp_1=0.0;

temp_2=sqrt(0.9-start_b);

for bfield=start_b:step:0.9,

% The call to the root finder

[zero_c_sq,fval,exitflag,output]=fzero(’csquash’,[temp_1 temp_2],
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options)

fprintf(gd,’%7.5f %12.10f\n’,zero_c_sq,bfield);

% This part of the code follows the root

% by adjusting the temperature range

temp_1=zero_c_sq-0.2;

if(temp_1<0.0), temp_1=0.0; end;

temp_2=zero_c_sq+0.1;

if(temp_2>sqrt(0.9-start_b)), temp_2=sqrt(0.9-start_b); end;

end;

fclose(gd);

D.5 csquash.m

function [c_sq]=csquash(x)

N=4;

global kappa;

global bfield;

temp=x(1);

field=bfield/(1.0-temp*temp);

% Consistency check

if(field >= 1.0), error(’Field out of bounds’), end

% Fluctuation

fluc=(0.0064*2.7)*sqrt(field)*temp/(sqrt(1.0-temp^2))/

sqrt((1-field)^3*log(2.0+1.0/sqrt(2.0*field)));

rho=0.0;

sigma=1.0-2.0*fluc;

phi=pi/4.0-fluc;

pi2=pi*pi;

pi3=pi2*pi;

pi4=pi3*pi;

aniso=(1.6/(1.0+temp^3))^2*bfield/12.0;

aniso2=aniso*aniso;
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sigma2=sigma*sigma;

sigma3=sigma2*sigma;

sigma4=sigma3*sigma;

ss=sqrt(sigma);

b_0_1=0.0; d_1_1=0.0;

b_0_2=0.0; d_1_2=0.0;

b_0_1_r=0.0; d_1_1_r=0.0; d_1_1_ss1=0.0;

b_0_2_r=0.0; d_1_2_r=0.0; d_1_2_ss1=0.0;

b_0_1_s=0.0; d_1_1_s1=0.0; d_1_1_ss2=0.0;

b_0_2_s=0.0; d_1_2_s1=0.0; d_1_2_ss2=0.0;

b_0_1_rr=0.0; d_1_1_s2=0.0; d_1_1_ss3=0.0;

b_0_2_rr=0.0; d_1_2_s2=0.0; d_1_2_ss3=0.0;

b_0_1_ss=0.0; d_1_1_rr=0.0; d_1_1_rs2=0.0;

b_0_2_ss=0.0; d_1_2_rr=0.0; d_1_2_rs2=0.0;

b_0_1_rs=0.0; d_1_1_rs1=0.0;

b_0_2_rs=0.0; d_1_2_rs1=0.0;

d_2_1=0.0;

d_2_2=0.0;

d_2_1_r=0.0; d_2_1_ss1=0.0;

d_2_2_r=0.0; d_2_2_ss1=0.0;

d_2_1_s1=0.0; d_2_1_ss2=0.0;

d_2_2_s1=0.0; d_2_2_ss2=0.0;

d_2_1_s2=0.0; d_2_1_ss3=0.0;

d_2_2_s2=0.0; d_2_2_ss3=0.0;

d_2_1_rr=0.0; d_2_1_rs2=0.0;

d_2_2_rr=0.0; d_2_2_rs2=0.0;

d_2_1_rs1=0.0;

d_2_2_rs1=0.0;

d_3_1=0.0;

d_3_2=0.0;

d_3_1_r=0.0; d_3_1_ss1=0.0;

d_3_2_r=0.0; d_3_2_ss1=0.0;

d_3_1_s1=0.0; d_3_1_ss2=0.0;

d_3_2_s1=0.0; d_3_2_ss2=0.0;

d_3_1_s2=0.0; d_3_1_ss3=0.0;

d_3_2_s2=0.0; d_3_2_ss3=0.0;

d_3_1_rr=0.0; d_3_1_rs2=0.0;

d_3_2_rr=0.0; d_3_2_rs2=0.0;

d_3_1_rs1=0.0;
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d_3_2_rs1=0.0;

for n=-N:N,

n2=n*n;

n4=n2*n2;

n6=n4*n2;

n8=n6*n2;

p2=(n+0.5)*(n+0.5);

p4=p2*p2;

p6=p4*p2;

p8=p6*p2;

f2=(8.0*pi2*sigma2*n4-6.0*pi*sigma*n2+3.0/8.0);

g2=(8.0*pi2*sigma2*p4-6.0*pi*sigma*p2+3.0/8.0);

f5=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*n8-56.0*pi3*sigma3*n6+105.0/2.0*pi2*sigma2*n4-

105.0/8.0*pi*sigma*n2+105.0/256.0);

g5=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*p8-56.0*pi3*sigma3*p6+105.0/2.0*pi2*sigma2*p4-

105.0/8.0*pi*sigma*p2+105.0/256.0);

f7=(16.0*pi2*sigma*n4-6.0*pi*n2);

g7=(16.0*pi2*sigma*p4-6.0*pi*p2);

f8=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*n8-168.0*pi3*sigma2*n6+105.0*pi2*sigma*n4-

105.0/8.0*pi*n2);

g8=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*p8-168.0*pi3*sigma2*p6+105.0*pi2*sigma*p4-

105.0/8.0*pi*p2);

f9=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*n8-336.0*pi3*sigma*n6+105.0*pi2*n4);

g9=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*p8-336.0*pi3*sigma*p6+105.0*pi2*p4);

for m=-N:N,

m2=m*m;

m4=m2*m2;

m6=m4*m2;

m8=m6*m2;

q2=(m+0.5)*(m+0.5);

q4=q2*q2;

q6=q4*q2;

q8=q6*q2;

f3=(n2-m2);

g3=(p2-q2);

f32=f3*f3;

g32=g3*g3;
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f4=(n2+m2);

g4=(p2+q2);

f42=f4*f4;

g42=g4*g4;

f1=exp(2.0*pi*i*f3*rho)*exp(-2.0*pi*f4*sigma);

g1=exp(2.0*pi*i*g3*rho)*exp(-2.0*pi*g4*sigma);

f6=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*n4*m4-12.0*pi3*sigma3*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+3.0/4.0*

pi2*sigma2*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2)-45.0/16.0*pi*sigma*(n2+m2)+

105.0/256.0);

g6=(16.0*pi4*sigma4*p4*q4-12.0*pi3*sigma3*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+3.0/4.0*

pi2*sigma2*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2)-45.0/16.0*pi*sigma*(p2+q2)+

105.0/256.0);

f10=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*n4*m4-36.0*pi3*sigma2*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*sigma*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2)-45.0/16.0*pi*(n2+m2));

g10=(64.0*pi4*sigma3*p4*q4-36.0*pi3*sigma2*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*sigma*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2)-45.0/16.0*pi*(p2+q2));

f11=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*n4*m4-72.0*pi3*sigma*n2*m2*(n2+m2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*(n4+m4+36.0*n2*m2));

g11=(192.0*pi4*sigma2*p4*q4-72.0*pi3*sigma*p2*q2*(p2+q2)+

3.0/2.0*pi2*(p4+q4+36.0*p2*q2));

% beta_0

b_0_1=b_0_1+f1;

b_0_2=b_0_2+g1;

% beta_0_r

b_0_1_r=b_0_1_r+f1*f3;

b_0_2_r=b_0_2_r+g1*g3;

% beta_0_s

b_0_1_s=b_0_1_s+f1*f4;

b_0_2_s=b_0_2_s+g1*g4;

% beta_0_rr

b_0_1_rr=b_0_1_rr+f1*f32;

b_0_2_rr=b_0_2_rr+g1*g32;

% beta_0_ss

b_0_1_ss=b_0_1_ss+f1*f42;

b_0_2_ss=b_0_2_ss+g1*g42;

% beta_0_rs

b_0_1_rs=b_0_1_rs+f1*f3*f4;

b_0_2_rs=b_0_2_rs+g1*g3*g4;
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% delta_1

d_1_1=d_1_1+f1*f2;

d_1_2=d_1_2+g1*g2;

% delta_1_r

d_1_1_r=d_1_1_r+f1*f2*f3;

d_1_2_r=d_1_2_r+g1*g2*g3;

% delta_1_s

d_1_1_s1=d_1_1_s1+f1*f2*f4;

d_1_2_s1=d_1_2_s1+g1*g2*g4;

d_1_1_s2=d_1_1_s2+f1*f7;

d_1_2_s2=d_1_2_s2+g1*g7;

% delta_1_rr

d_1_1_rr=d_1_1_rr+f1*f2*f32;

d_1_2_rr=d_1_2_rr+g1*g2*g32;

% delta_1_ss

d_1_1_ss1=d_1_1_ss1+f1*f2*f42;

d_1_2_ss1=d_1_2_ss1+g1*g2*g42;

d_1_1_ss2=d_1_1_ss2+f1*f4*f7;

d_1_2_ss2=d_1_2_ss2+g1*g4*g7;

d_1_1_ss3=d_1_1_ss3+f1*n4;

d_1_2_ss3=d_1_2_ss3+g1*p4;

% delta_1_rs

d_1_1_rs1=d_1_1_rs1+f1*f2*f3*f4;

d_1_2_rs1=d_1_2_rs1+g1*g2*g3*g4;

d_1_1_rs2=d_1_1_rs2+f1*f3*f7;

d_1_2_rs2=d_1_2_rs2+g1*g3*g7;

% delta_2

d_2_1=d_2_1+f1*f5;

d_2_2=d_2_2+g1*g5;

% delta_2_r

d_2_1_r=d_2_1_r+f1*f3*f5;

d_2_2_r=d_2_2_r+g1*g3*g5;

% delta_2_s

d_2_1_s1=d_2_1_s1+f1*f4*f5;

d_2_2_s1=d_2_2_s1+g1*g4*g5;

d_2_1_s2=d_2_1_s2+f1*f8;

d_2_2_s2=d_2_2_s2+g1*g8;

% delta_2_rr

d_2_1_rr=d_2_1_rr+f1*f5*f32;

d_2_2_rr=d_2_2_rr+g1*g5*g32;

% delta_2_ss

d_2_1_ss1=d_2_1_ss1+f1*f5*f42;
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d_2_2_ss1=d_2_2_ss1+g1*g5*g42;

d_2_1_ss2=d_2_1_ss2+f1*f4*f8;

d_2_2_ss2=d_2_2_ss2+g1*g4*g8;

d_2_1_ss3=d_2_1_ss3+f1*f9;

d_2_2_ss3=d_2_2_ss3+g1*g9;

% delta_2_rs

d_2_1_rs1=d_2_1_rs1+f1*f5*f3*f4;

d_2_2_rs1=d_2_2_rs1+g1*g5*g3*g4;

d_2_1_rs2=d_2_1_rs2+f1*f3*f8;

d_2_2_rs2=d_2_2_rs2+g1*g3*g8;

% delta_3

d_3_1=d_3_1+f1*f6;

d_3_2=d_3_2+g1*g6;

% delta_3_r

d_3_1_r=d_3_1_r+f1*f3*f6;

d_3_2_r=d_3_2_r+g1*g3*g6;

% delta_3_s

d_3_1_s1=d_3_1_s1+f1*f4*f6;

d_3_2_s1=d_3_2_s1+g1*g4*g6;

d_3_1_s2=d_3_1_s2+f1*f10;

d_3_2_s2=d_3_2_s2+g1*g10;

% delta_3_rr

d_3_1_rr=d_3_1_rr+f1*f6*f32;

d_3_2_rr=d_3_2_rr+g1*g6*g32;

% delta_3_ss

d_3_1_ss1=d_3_1_ss1+f1*f6*f42;

d_3_2_ss1=d_3_2_ss1+g1*g6*g42;

d_3_1_ss2=d_3_1_ss2+f1*f4*f10;

d_3_2_ss2=d_3_2_ss2+g1*g4*g10;

d_3_1_ss3=d_3_1_ss3+f1*f11;

d_3_2_ss3=d_3_2_ss3+g1*g11;

% delta_3_rs

d_3_1_rs1=d_3_1_rs1+f1*f6*f3*f4;

d_3_2_rs1=d_3_2_rs1+g1*g6*g3*g4;

d_3_1_rs2=d_3_1_rs2+f1*f3*f10;

d_3_2_rs2=d_3_2_rs2+g1*g3*g10;

end

end

b_0=ss*real(b_0_1+b_0_2);

b_0_r=2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(b_0_1_r+b_0_2_r));

b_0_s=b_0*0.5/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*real(b_0_1_s+b_0_2_s);
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b_0_rr=-4.0*ss*pi2*real(b_0_1_rr+b_0_2_rr);

b_0_ss=-0.25*b_0/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*real(b_0_1_s+b_0_2_s)+

4.0*ss*pi2*real(b_0_1_ss+b_0_2_ss);

b_0_rs=pi/ss*real(i*(b_0_1_r+b_0_2_r))-4.0*ss*pi2*

real(i*(b_0_1_rs+b_0_2_rs));

d_1=ss*(d_1_1+d_1_2);

d_1_r=2.0*pi*ss*(i*(d_1_1_r+d_1_2_r));

d_1_s=0.5*d_1/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*(d_1_1_s1+d_1_2_s1)+ss*

(d_1_1_s2+d_1_2_s2);

d_1_rr=-4*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_rr+d_1_2_rr);

d_1_ss=-0.25*d_1/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*(d_1_1_s1+d_1_2_s1)+

(d_1_1_s2+d_1_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*(d_1_1_ss1+d_1_2_ss1)-

4.0*ss*pi*(d_1_1_ss2+d_1_2_ss2)+16.0*ss*pi2*

(d_1_1_ss3+d_1_2_ss3);

d_1_rs=pi/ss*i*(d_1_1_r+d_1_2_r)-4.0*i*pi2*ss*(d_1_1_rs1+

d_1_2_rs1)+2.0*i*pi*ss*(d_1_1_rs2+d_1_2_rs2);

d_2=ss*(d_2_1+d_2_2);

d_2_r=2.0*pi*ss*(i*(d_2_1_r+d_2_2_r));

d_2_s=0.5*d_2/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*(d_2_1_s1+d_2_2_s1)+ss*(d_2_1_s2+

d_2_2_s2);

d_2_rr=-4*ss*pi2*(d_2_1_rr+d_2_2_rr);

d_2_ss=-0.25*d_2/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*(d_2_1_s1+d_2_2_s1)+(d_2_1_s2+

d_2_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*(d_2_1_ss1+d_2_2_ss1)-4.0*ss*pi*

(d_2_1_ss2+d_2_2_ss2)+ss*(d_2_1_ss3+d_2_2_ss3);

d_2_rs=pi/ss*i*(d_2_1_r+d_2_2_r)-4.0*i*pi2*ss*(d_2_1_rs1+

d_2_2_rs1)+2.0*i*pi*ss*(d_2_1_rs2+d_2_2_rs2);

d_3=ss*real(d_3_1+d_3_2);

d_3_r=2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(d_3_1_r+d_3_2_r));

d_3_s=0.5*d_3/sigma-2.0*ss*pi*real(d_3_1_s1+d_3_2_s1)+ss*

real(d_3_1_s2+d_3_2_s2);

d_3_rr=-4*ss*pi2*real(d_3_1_rr+d_3_2_rr);

d_3_ss=-0.25*d_3/sigma2-2.0/ss*pi*real(d_3_1_s1+d_3_2_s1)+

real(d_3_1_s2+d_3_2_s2)/ss+4.0*ss*pi2*real(d_3_1_ss1+

+d_3_2_s1)-4.0*ss*pi*real(d_3_1_ss2+d_3_2_ss2)+ss*

real(d_3_1_ss3+d_3_2_ss3);

d_3_rs=pi/ss*real(i*(d_3_1_r+d_3_2_r))-4.0*pi2*ss*real(i*

(d_3_1_rs1+d_3_2_rs1))+2.0*pi*ss*real(i*(d_3_1_rs2+

d_3_2_rs2));

c=cos(4.0*phi);

s=sin(4.0*phi);
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d_1_p=-4.0*(s*real(d_1)+c*imag(d_1));

d_1_pp=-16.0*(c*real(d_1)-s*imag(d_1));

d_1_rp=-4.0*(s*real(d_1_r)+c*imag(d_1_r));

d_1_sp=-4.0*(s*real(d_1_s)+c*imag(d_1_s));

ccc=cos(8.0*phi);

sss=sin(8.0*phi);

d_2_p=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2)+ccc*imag(d_2));

d_2_pp=-64.0*(ccc*real(d_2)-sss*imag(d_2));

d_2_rp=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2_r)+ccc*imag(d_2_r));

d_2_sp=-8.0*(sss*real(d_2_s)+ccc*imag(d_2_s));

% d_1

D_1=(c*real(d_1)-s*imag(d_1));

d_1G1=(c*real(d_1_r)-s*imag(d_1_r));

d_1G2=(c*real(d_1_s)-s*imag(d_1_s));

d_1G3=d_1_p;

d_1H11=(c*real(d_1_rr)-s*imag(d_1_rr));

d_1H12=(c*real(d_1_rs)-s*imag(d_1_rs));

d_1H13=d_1_rp;

d_1H21=d_1H12;

d_1H22=(c*real(d_1_ss)-s*imag(d_1_ss));

d_1H23=d_1_sp;

d_1H31=d_1H13;

d_1H32=d_1H23;

d_1H33=d_1_pp;

% d_2

D_2=(ccc*real(d_2)-sss*imag(d_2));

d_2G1=(ccc*real(d_2_r)-sss*imag(d_2_r));

d_2G2=(ccc*real(d_2_s)-sss*imag(d_2_s));

d_2G3=d_2_p;

d_2H11=(ccc*real(d_2_rr)-sss*imag(d_2_rr));

d_2H12=(ccc*real(d_2_rs)-sss*imag(d_2_rs));

d_2H13=d_2_rp;
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d_2H21=d_2H12;

d_2H22=(ccc*real(d_2_ss)-sss*imag(d_2_ss));

d_2H23=d_2_sp;

d_2H31=d_2H13;

d_2H32=d_2H23;

d_2H33=d_2_pp;

% d_3

D_3=d_3;

d_3G1=d_3_r;

d_3G2=d_3_s;

d_3G3=0.0;

d_3H11=d_3_rr;

d_3H12=d_3_rs;

d_3H13=0.0;

d_3H21=d_3H12;

d_3H22=d_3_ss;

d_3H23=0.0;

d_3H31=d_3H13;

d_3H32=d_3H23;

d_3H33=0.0;

% beta_A and its derivatives

b=b_0+aniso*D_1+aniso2*(D_3-3.0/4.0*b_0+D_2+5.0*D_1);

bG1=b_0_r+aniso*d_1G1+aniso2*(d_3G1-3.0/4.0*b_0_r+d_2G1+5.0*d_1G1);

bG2=b_0_s+aniso*d_1G2+aniso2*(d_3G2-3.0/4.0*b_0_s+d_2G2+5.0*d_1G2);

bG3=aniso*d_1G3+aniso2*(d_2G3+5.0*d_1G3);

bH11=b_0_rr+aniso*d_1H11+aniso2*(d_3H11-3.0/4.0*b_0_rr+d_2H11+

5.0*d_1H11);

bH12=b_0_rs+aniso*d_1H12+aniso2*(d_3H12-3.0/4.0*b_0_rs+d_2H12+

5.0*d_1H12);

bH13=aniso*d_1H13+aniso2*(d_2H13+5.0*d_1H13);

bH21=bH12;

bH22=b_0_ss+aniso*d_1H22+aniso2*(d_3H22-3.0/4.0*b_0_ss+d_2H22+
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5.0*d_1H22);

bH23=aniso*d_1H23+aniso2*(d_2H23+5.0*d_1H23);

bH31=bH13;

bH32=bH23;

bH33=aniso*d_1H33+aniso2*(d_2H33+5.0*d_1H33);

fac_0=(2.0*kappa^2-1.0);

fac_1=(fac_0*b+1.0);

% Gamma and its derivatives

g=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*b*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0*(1.0+3.0/2.0*aniso)+

D_1*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(D_3+D_2));

if((g/fac_1)>=0.5), gg=g/fac_1,error(’Gamma too large...’), end

gG1=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG1*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_r*(1.0+3.0/2.0*

aniso)+d_1G1*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3G1+d_2G1));

gG2=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG2*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_s*(1.0+3.0/2.0*

aniso)+d_1G2*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3G2+d_2G2));

gG3=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bG3*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1G3*(1.0+6.0*

aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2G3);

gH11=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH11*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_rr*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H11*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H11+

d_2H11));

gH12=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH12*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_rs*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H12*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H12+

d_2H12));

gH13=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH13*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H13*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H13);

gH21=gH12;

gH22=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH22*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+b_0_ss*(1.0+

3.0/2.0*aniso)+d_1H22*(1.0+6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*(d_3H22+

d_2H22));

gH23=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH23*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H23*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H23);

gH31=gH13;

gH32=gH23;

gH33=8.0*field*aniso*(fac_0*bH33*(1.0+3.0*aniso)+d_1H33*(1.0+

6.0*aniso)+2.0*aniso*d_2H33);
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field=bfield;

% Free energy and its derivatives

fac_2=(1.0-field)^2/fac_1;

fac_3=fac_0/fac_1;

fl2=field^2;

helm=fl2-fac_2*(1.0-g/fac_1);

fac_2=fac_2/fac_1;

fac_4=(fl2-helm)*fac_3;

% Squash modulus

c_sq=(fac_4*bH11+fac_2*(gH11-fac_3*(2.0*bG1*gG1+g*bH11-2.0*fac_3*

g*bG1^2)))*4.0*sigma2*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq+(fac_4*bH22+fac_2*(gH22-fac_3*(2.0*bG2*gG2+g*bH22-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG2^2)))*4.0*sigma2*(cos(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq+(fac_4*bH33+fac_2*(gH33-fac_3*(2.0*bG3*gG3+g*bH33-2.0*

fac_3*g*bG3^2)))*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq-4.0*(fac_4*bH12+fac_2*(gH12-fac_3*(bG1*gG2+bG2*gG1+g*

bH12-2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG2)))*sigma2*sin(4.0*phi);

c_sq=c_sq-4.0*(fac_4*bH13+fac_2*(gH13-fac_3*(bG1*gG3+bG3*gG1+g*

bH13-2.0*fac_3*g*bG1*bG3)))*sigma*(sin(2.0*phi))^2;

c_sq=c_sq+2.0*(fac_4*bH23+fac_2*(gH23-fac_3*(bG2*gG3+bG3*gG2+g*

bH23-2.0*fac_3*g*bG2*bG3)))*sigma*sin(4.0*phi);



APPENDIX E
MONTE CARLO CODE

In this Appendix I present the Monte Carlo code that was developed for the

study of the growth process of the QH electron droplet. It is an implementation of the

standard Metropolis algorithm. There are many switches that make the program quite

versatile, all are explained in comments in the program. The language of choice was C

and use was made of the optimization flags of the compiler for optimum performance.

Other optimizations implemented at the code level were textbook minimizations of

the number of operations (multiplications and especially divisions) performed. This

slightly obscures the code at places but the correspondence between the equations

from the theoretical treatment and the implementation is clear. The compiled code

is very fast, allowing the simulation of large droplets within reasonable time, of the

order of one day for 1000 electrons and 108 Monte Carlo steps.

I initially carried out experiments to check the predictions of the simulation

of a system without solenoids against theoretical results and to determine how the

equilibration time scales with the number of electrons. The quantity measured was

the energy of the droplet. Then the data taking process was automated to obtain

the shape of the droplet for a series of particle numbers. Typical numbers used were

3 × 104 equilibration sweeps and 4 × 104 measurement sweeps at which the density

distribution of the droplet was measured by binning the particles. For clarification,

by sweep I imply N Monte Carlo steps, with N the number of particles. In other

words in one sweep all the particles (on average) have moved once. All the statistical

analysis was performed at the end of each run.

I employed two tests to make sure that the system had reached an equilibrium

configuration. I did a few very long runs and also started the simulation from different
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initial distributions for the droplet. Both tests confirmed in each case that equilibrium

had been reached. When at the critical number of electrons, the breakup of the

droplet happened at finite time, with a distinct signature in the measured energy as

one particle was detached from the droplet.
The only routine the user must supply in the following code is a random number

generator: ran1.

/* Magnetic field B=1.0 and also magnetic length l_B=1.0 */

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<math.h>

/* Switches */

//#define BARE /* No solenoids (for testing purposes) */

//#define COLLISION_CHECK /* Check for collisions with solenoids */

//#define CHECK_BIN

//#define PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_EQUILIBRATING

#define PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

//#define INIT_FROM_SAVE /* Assumes that data for N_START -> N_MAX */

/* exist in current directory. Uses last */

/* state to continue taking measurements */

//#define INIT_SQUARE /* Disk is default */

/* Parameters */

#define N_START 100 /* Starting number of electrons */

#define N_MAX 500 /* Maximum number of electrons */

#define N_STEP 50 /* Increment step of electrons */

//#define N_RESTART 600/* Restart simulation from different N */

/* without changing the grid. N_START */

/* and N_MAX should be the same. */

#define N_AVG 30000L /* Measurement sweeps */

#define N_S 6 /* Number of solenoids */

#define MAX_STEP 0.5 /* Maximum step for movement (measured in */

/* units of magnetic length) */

#define PREFACTOR 0.25 /* Potential energy prefactor: 1/4l_B */

#define PI 3.1415926536

#define MAX_THETA 2.0*PI
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#define EPS 1.0e-8 /* Epsilon for collision check */

#define EPS2 EPS*EPS

#define BIN_OFFSET 20.0 /* Extra space after theoretical R_MAX */

#define BIN_STEP 0.5 /* Size of bins (units of magnetic lengths) */

int N; /* Number of particles */

long SWEEPS; /* Equilibration sweeps */

int SWEEP_FACTOR; /* N*SWEEP_FACTOR=total number of sweeps */

double R_T; /* Theoretical expectation for maximum radius */

/* after equilibration */

double R_INIT; /* Maximum radius used for the initialization */

/* of the particles */

double R_MAX; /* Theoretical radius for N_MAX */

unsigned int N_BINS; /* Number of bins in a single direction */

typedef struct e {

double x;

double y;

} electron;

#ifndef BARE

typedef struct s {

double x;

double y;

double flux;

} solenoid;

void Print_Solenoids(solenoid *);

void Init_Energy(electron *,solenoid *);

#ifdef INIT_FROM_SAVE

void Init_Ensemble_From_Save(electron *);

void Init_Solenoids_From_Save(solenoid *);

#else

void Init_Solenoids_Custom(solenoid *);

#endif

#else

void Init_Energy(electron *);

#endif

#ifdef INIT_SQUARE
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void Init_Square(electron *);

#else

void Init_Disk(electron *);

#endif

void Monte_Carlo(void);

void Print_Ensemble(electron *);

void Bin_Electrons(double **, electron *);

int Check_Coincidence_Init(electron *, int);

#ifdef COLLISION_CHECK

int Collision(solenoid *, double, double, unsigned int);

#endif

double Sum(electron *, unsigned int, double, double);

double ran1(long *);

double potential_energy,e_energy;

#ifndef BARE

double s_energy;

#endif

long collisions;

/* Seed */

long dum=-2;

int main(void) {

FILE *otf;

unsigned int i;

double x,r_max_temp;

/* Construct grid */

#ifndef BARE

otf=fopen("grid","w");

#else

otf=fopen("bare_grid","w");
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#endif

/* Choose convenient R_MAX */

R_MAX=sqrt(2.0*((double) N_MAX))+BIN_OFFSET;

r_max_temp=0.0;

for(i=0;i<1000000;i++) {

r_max_temp+=BIN_STEP;

if(r_max_temp > R_MAX) break;

}

if(i==1000000) {

printf("Error: too small BIN_STEP...");

exit(-1);

}

N_BINS=2*(i+1);

R_MAX=r_max_temp;

x=-R_MAX+BIN_STEP/2;

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++) {

fprintf(otf,"%f\n",x);

x+=BIN_STEP;

}

fclose(otf);

#ifdef N_RESTART

for(N=N_RESTART;N<=N_MAX;N+=N_STEP) {

printf("N=%d\n",N);

SWEEP_FACTOR=N/10;

SWEEPS=N*SWEEP_FACTOR;

R_T=sqrt(2.0*((double) N));

R_INIT=0.01*R_T;

Monte_Carlo();

}

#else

for(N=N_START;N<=N_MAX;N+=N_STEP) {
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printf("N=%d\n",N);

SWEEP_FACTOR=N/10;

SWEEPS=N*SWEEP_FACTOR;

R_T=sqrt(2.0*((double) N));

R_INIT=0.01*R_T;

Monte_Carlo();

}

#endif

return 0;

}

void Monte_Carlo(void) {

FILE *otf,*inf;

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

FILE *ef;

#endif

char string[80];

unsigned int i,iter,counter;

double x_try,y_try,x_temp,y_temp,temp_potential_energy;

double denergy,temp_energy,**bins,sum;

electron *ensemble;

#ifndef BARE

int j;

double solenoid_contribution,s_x,s_y;

double dx_try,dy_try,dx_temp,dy_temp;

solenoid *solenoids;

#endif

/* Memory Allocation */

ensemble=(electron *) malloc((size_t) (N*sizeof(electron)));

if(!ensemble) {

printf("Allocation error 1...\n");
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exit(-1);

}

#ifndef BARE

solenoids=(solenoid *) malloc((size_t) (N_S*sizeof(solenoid)));

if(!solenoids) {

printf("Allocation error 2...\n");

exit(-1);

}

#endif

bins=(double **) malloc((size_t) (N_BINS*sizeof(double *)));

if(!bins) {

printf("Allocations error 3...\n");

exit(-1);

}

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++) {

bins[i]=(double *) malloc((size_t) (N_BINS*sizeof(double)));

if(!bins[i]) {

printf("Allocation error 3...\n");

exit(-1);

}

}

#ifndef BARE

sprintf(string,"data_%d",N);

inf=fopen(string,"w");

#else

sprintf(string,"bare_data_%d",N);

inf=fopen(string,"w");

#endif

/* Initialization */

fprintf(inf,"\nInitialization...\n");

#ifndef BARE

#ifdef INIT_FROM_SAVE

Init_Solenoids_From_Save(solenoids);

#else

Init_Solenoids_Custom(solenoids);

#endif

#endif
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collisions=0;

#ifdef INIT_FROM_SAVE

Init_Ensemble_From_Save(ensemble);

fprintf(inf,"Initializing from saved data...\n");

#else

#ifdef INIT_SQUARE

Init_Square(ensemble);

fprintf(inf,"Initial distribution: square...\n");

#else

Init_Disk(ensemble);

fprintf(inf,"Initial distribution: disk...\n");

#endif

#endif

fprintf(inf,"# of collisions while initializing: %ld\n",collisions);

collisions=0;

/* Initialize bins */

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++)

for(counter=0;counter<N_BINS;counter++)

bins[i][counter]=0.0;

#ifndef BARE

Print_Solenoids(solenoids);

#endif

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_EQUILIBRATING

#ifndef BARE

sprintf(string,"equilibration_energy_%d",N);

otf=fopen(string,"w");

#else

sprintf(string,"bare_equilibration_energy_%d",N);

otf=fopen(string,"w");

#endif

#endif

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

#ifndef BARE

sprintf(string,"measured_energy_%d",N);

ef=fopen(string,"w");

#else

sprintf(string,"bare_measured_energy_%d",N);
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ef=fopen(string,"w");

#endif

#endif

#ifndef BARE

Init_Energy(ensemble,solenoids);

#else

Init_Energy(ensemble);

#endif

/* Main */

fprintf(inf,"\n# of electrons: %d\n",N);

#ifndef BARE

fprintf(inf,"# of solenoids: %d\n\n",N_S);

#endif

fprintf(inf,"Equilibration Sweeps: %ld\n",SWEEPS);

fprintf(inf,"Equilibration Steps: %ld\n",SWEEPS*N);

fprintf(inf,"Samples: %ld\n",N_AVG);

fprintf(inf,"Sampling Steps: %ld\n",N_AVG*N);

fprintf(inf,"\nExpected radius (theoretical): %3.1f\n",R_T);

fprintf(inf,"Droplet energy (theoretical): %g\n",-0.25*((double)

(N*N))*(log(2.0*((double) N))-1));

fprintf(inf,"\nNumber of bins: %d\n",N_BINS*N_BINS);

printf("Equilibrating system...\n");

/* Equilibration */

for(iter=0;iter<SWEEPS;++iter) {

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_EQUILIBRATING

#ifndef BARE

fprintf(otf,"%f\n",e_energy+s_energy+potential_energy);

#else

fprintf(otf,"%f\n",e_energy+potential_energy);

#endif

#endif

for(counter=0;counter<N;++counter) {

i=(unsigned int) (ran1(&dum)*N);
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x_temp=ensemble[i].x;

y_temp=ensemble[i].y;

x_try=MAX_STEP*ran1(&dum);

y_try=MAX_STEP*ran1(&dum);

if(ran1(&dum) >= 0.5) x_try*=-1.0;

if(ran1(&dum) >= 0.5) y_try*=-1.0;

x_try+=x_temp;

y_try+=y_temp;

#ifdef COLLISION_CHECK

/* Check for collision to avoid infinities in the energy */

/* If there is a collision try another move since the */

/* proposed one is not in the phase space of the problem */

if(Collision(solenoids,x_try,y_try,i)) {

++collisions;

--counter;

continue;

}

#endif

temp_potential_energy=PREFACTOR*(x_try*x_try+y_try*y_try-

x_temp*x_temp-y_temp*y_temp);

temp_energy=Sum(ensemble,i,x_try,y_try);

#ifndef BARE

solenoid_contribution=0.0;

for(j=0;j<N_S;j++) {

s_x=solenoids[j].x;

s_y=solenoids[j].y;

dx_try=x_try-s_x;

dy_try=y_try-s_y;

dx_temp=x_temp-s_x;

dy_temp=y_temp-s_y;

solenoid_contribution+=solenoids[j].flux*log((dx_temp*

dx_temp+dy_temp*dy_temp)/(dx_try*

dx_try+dy_try*dy_try));
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}

/* Divide solenoid contribution by 2 since we */

/* use |z_i-z_j|^2 instead of |z_i-z_j| */

solenoid_contribution*=0.5;

denergy=temp_energy+temp_potential_energy+

solenoid_contribution;

#else

denergy=temp_energy+temp_potential_energy;

#endif

/* Metropolis */

if(denergy <= 0.0) {

#ifndef BARE

s_energy+=solenoid_contribution;

#endif

potential_energy+=temp_potential_energy;

e_energy+=temp_energy;

ensemble[i].x=x_try;

ensemble[i].y=y_try;

continue;

}

if(ran1(&dum) < exp(-2.0*denergy)) {

#ifndef BARE

s_energy+=solenoid_contribution;

#endif

potential_energy+=temp_potential_energy;

e_energy+=temp_energy;

ensemble[i].x=x_try;

ensemble[i].y=y_try;

}

}

}

printf("Equilibration complete...\nTaking measurements...\n");

/* Measurements */
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for(iter=0;iter<N_AVG;++iter) {

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

#ifndef BARE

fprintf(ef,"%f\n",e_energy+s_energy+potential_energy);

#else

fprintf(ef,"%f\n",e_energy+potential_energy);

#endif

#endif

Bin_Electrons(bins,ensemble);

for(counter=0;counter<N;++counter) {

i=(unsigned int) (ran1(&dum)*N);

x_temp=ensemble[i].x;

y_temp=ensemble[i].y;

x_try=MAX_STEP*ran1(&dum);

y_try=MAX_STEP*ran1(&dum);

if(ran1(&dum) >= 0.5) x_try*=-1.0;

if(ran1(&dum) >= 0.5) y_try*=-1.0;

x_try+=x_temp;

y_try+=y_temp;

#ifdef COLLISION_CHECK

/* Check for collision to avoid infinities in the energy */

/* If there is a collision try another move since the */

/* proposed one is not in the phase space of the problem */

if(Collision(solenoids,x_try,y_try,i)) {

++collisions;

--counter;

continue;

}

#endif

temp_potential_energy=PREFACTOR*(x_try*x_try+y_try*y_try-

x_temp*x_temp-y_temp*y_temp);

temp_energy=Sum(ensemble,i,x_try,y_try);
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#ifndef BARE

solenoid_contribution=0.0;

for(j=0;j<N_S;j++) {

s_x=solenoids[j].x;

s_y=solenoids[j].y;

dx_try=x_try-s_x;

dy_try=y_try-s_y;

dx_temp=x_temp-s_x;

dy_temp=y_temp-s_y;

solenoid_contribution+=solenoids[j].flux*log((dx_temp*

dx_temp+dy_temp*dy_temp)/(dx_try

*dx_try+dy_try*dy_try));

}

/* Divide solenoid contribution by 2 since */

/* we use |z_i-z_j|^2 instead of |z_i-z_j| */

solenoid_contribution*=0.5;

denergy=temp_energy+temp_potential_energy+solenoid_contribution;

#else

denergy=temp_energy+temp_potential_energy;

#endif

/* Metropolis */

if(denergy <= 0.0) {

#ifndef BARE

s_energy+=solenoid_contribution;

#endif

potential_energy+=temp_potential_energy;

e_energy+=temp_energy;

ensemble[i].x=x_try;

ensemble[i].y=y_try;

continue;

}
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if(ran1(&dum) < exp(-2.0*denergy)) {

#ifndef BARE

s_energy+=solenoid_contribution;

#endif

potential_energy+=temp_potential_energy;

e_energy+=temp_energy;

ensemble[i].x=x_try;

ensemble[i].y=y_try;

}

}

}

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_EQUILIBRATING

fclose(otf);

#endif

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

fclose(ef);

#endif

#ifdef COLLISION_CHECK

fprintf(inf,"# of collisions: %ld\n\n",collisions);

#endif

Print_Ensemble(ensemble);

/* Normalize distribution */

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++)

for(counter=0;counter<N_BINS;counter++)

bins[i][counter]/=((double) N_AVG);

/* Print normalized distribution */

#ifndef BARE

sprintf(string,"distribution_%d",N);

otf=fopen(string,"w");

#else

sprintf(string,"bare_distribution_%d",N);

otf=fopen(string,"w");

#endif

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++) {

for(iter=0;iter<N_BINS;iter++)
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fprintf(otf,"%f\t",bins[N_BINS-1-i][iter]);

fprintf(otf,"\n");

}

fclose(otf);

/* Construct and print contour */

sum=0.0;

counter=0;

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++)

for(iter=0;iter<N_BINS;iter++)

if(bins[i][iter] != 0.0) {

sum+=bins[i][iter];

++counter;

}

sum/=(((double) counter)*BIN_STEP*BIN_STEP);

fprintf(inf,"Average density: %f\n",sum);

fclose(inf);

/* Free allocated memory */

free(ensemble);

#ifndef BARE

free(solenoids);

#endif

for(i=0;i<N_BINS;i++)

free(bins[i]);

free(bins);

return;

}

void Bin_Electrons(double **bins, electron *ensemble) {

unsigned int i,x_i,y_i;

double x,y,x_try,y_try;
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int sgn_x,sgn_y;

for(i=0;i<N;i++) {

x=ensemble[i].x;

y=ensemble[i].y;

sgn_x=(x>=0.0) ? 1 : -1;

sgn_y=(y>=0.0) ? 1 : -1;

x=fabs(x);

y=fabs(y);

for(x_try=R_MAX-BIN_STEP,x_i=N_BINS-1;x_try>=0.0;x_try-=BIN_STEP

,x_i--)

if(x >= x_try) break;

for(y_try=R_MAX-BIN_STEP,y_i=0;y_try>=0.0;y_try-=BIN_STEP,y_i++)

if(y >= y_try) break;

#ifdef CHECK_BIN

if(x_i < N_BINS/2 || y_i < N_BINS/2) {

printf("Error in Bin_Electrons... %f %d %f %d\n",x,x_i,y,y_i);

exit(-1);

}

#endif

if(sgn_x==1 && sgn_y==1) {

bins[y_i][x_i]+=1.0;

continue;

}

if(sgn_x==1 && sgn_y==-1) {

bins[N_BINS-1-y_i][x_i]+=1.0;

continue;

}

if(sgn_x==-1 && sgn_y==-1) {

bins[N_BINS-1-y_i][N_BINS-1-x_i]+=1.0;

continue;

}

if(sgn_x==-1 && sgn_y==1) {

bins[y_i][N_BINS-1-x_i]+=1.0;

continue;

}
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printf("Bin_Electrons: Should not have reached this point...\n");

exit(-1);

}

return;

}

#ifndef BARE

void Init_Solenoids_Custom(solenoid *s) {

double radius=sqrt(2.0*((double) N_MAX));

int i;

for(i=0;i<3;i++) {

s[i].x=(radius)*cos(2.0*PI/3.0*i);

s[i].y=(radius)*sin(2.0*PI/3.0*i);

s[i].flux=-50.0;

s[3+i].x=(radius)*cos(PI/3.0+2.0*PI/3.0*i);

s[3+i].y=(radius)*sin(PI/3.0+2.0*PI/3.0*i);

s[3+i].flux=50.0;

}

return;

}

#endif

#ifdef INIT_FROM_SAVE

void Init_Ensemble_From_Save(electron *e) {

FILE *inf;

char string[80];

unsigned int i;
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double x,y;

#ifndef BARE

sprintf(string,"final_state_%d",N);

#else

sprintf(string,"bare_final_state_%d",N);

#endif

inf=fopen(string,"r");

if(!inf) {

printf("Error: File %s not found...\n",string);

exit(-1);

}

i=0;

while(!feof(inf)) {

if(i==N) {

printf("Error: number of particles read exceeds N...\n");

exit(-1);

}

fscanf(inf,"%lf %lf\n",&x,&y);

e[i].x=x;

e[i].y=y;

++i;

}

if(i!=N) {

printf("Error: number of particles read exceeds N...\n");

exit(-1);

}

fclose(inf);

return;

}

void Init_Solenoids_From_Save(solenoid *s) {

FILE *inf;

double x,y,flux;
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int i;

inf=fopen("solenoids_pos","r");

if(!inf) {

printf("Error: could not find solenoids_pos...\n");

exit(-1);

}

i=0;

while(!feof(inf)) {

if(i==N_S) {

printf("Error: number of solenoids found exceeds N_S...\n");

exit(-1);

}

fscanf(inf,"%lf %lf %lf\n",&x,&y,&flux);

s[i].x=x;

s[i].y=y;

s[i].flux=flux;

++i;

}

fclose(inf);

inf=fopen("solenoids_neg","r");

if(!inf) {

printf("Error: could not find solenoids_neg...\n");

exit(-1);

}

while(!feof(inf)) {

if(i==N_S) {

printf("Error: number of solenoids found exceeds N_S...\n");

exit(-1);

}

fscanf(inf,"%lf %lf %lf\n",&x,&y,&flux);

s[i].x=x;

s[i].y=y;

s[i].flux=flux;

++i;

}
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fclose(inf);

if(i!=N_S) {

printf("Error: less solenoids found than expected in files...\n");

exit(-1);

}

printf("Solenoids read:\n");

for(i=0;i<N_S;i++)

printf("[%f, %f], flux=%f\n",s[i].x,s[i].y,s[i].flux);

return;

}

#else

#ifndef INIT_SQUARE

void Init_Disk(electron *ensemble) {

unsigned int i;

double r_temp,theta_temp;

for(i=0;i<N;i++)

do {

r_temp=R_INIT*ran1(&dum);

theta_temp=MAX_THETA*ran1(&dum);

ensemble[i].x=r_temp*cos(theta_temp);

ensemble[i].y=r_temp*sin(theta_temp);

} while(Check_Coincidence_Init(ensemble,i));

return;

}

#else

void Init_Square(electron *ensemble) {

unsigned int i;

for(i=0;i<N;i++)

do {

ensemble[i].x=R_INIT*ran1(&dum);

ensemble[i].y=R_INIT*ran1(&dum);

if(ran1(&dum) >= 0.5) ensemble[i].x*=-1.0;
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if(ran1(&dum) >= 0.5) ensemble[i].y*=-1.0;

} while(Check_Coincidence_Init(ensemble,i));

return;

}

#endif

#endif

double Sum(electron *ensemble, unsigned int k, double x_try

, double y_try) {

unsigned int i;

double sum,x_k,y_k,x_i,y_i,dx_k,dy_k,dx_try,dy_try;

sum=0.0;

x_k=ensemble[k].x;

y_k=ensemble[k].y;

for(i=0;i<k;i++) {

x_i=ensemble[i].x;

y_i=ensemble[i].y;

dx_k=x_i-x_k;

dy_k=y_i-y_k;

dx_try=x_i-x_try;

dy_try=y_i-y_try;

sum+=log((dx_k*dx_k+dy_k*dy_k)/(dx_try*dx_try+dy_try*dy_try));

}

for(i=k+1;i<N;i++) {

x_i=ensemble[i].x;

y_i=ensemble[i].y;

dx_k=x_i-x_k;

dy_k=y_i-y_k;

dx_try=x_i-x_try;

dy_try=y_i-y_try;

sum+=log((dx_k*dx_k+dy_k*dy_k)/(dx_try*dx_try+dy_try*dy_try));
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}

/* Divide by 2 since we use |z_i-z_j|^2 instead of |z_i-z_j| */

return 0.5*sum;

}

#ifdef COLLISION_CHECK

int Collision(solenoid *s, double x_try, double y_try, unsigned

int i) {

unsigned int j;

double x_j,y_j,dx,dy;

for(j=0;j<N_S;j++) {

x_j=s[j].x;

y_j=s[j].y;

dx=x_j-x_try;

dy=y_j-y_try;

if( (dx*dx+dy*dy) <= EPS2)

return 1;

}

return 0;

}

#endif

#ifndef BARE

void Init_Energy(electron *ensemble, solenoid *solenoids) {

unsigned int i,j;

int k;

double x_i,y_i,x_j,y_j,dx,dy,r2;
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potential_energy=0.0;

e_energy=0.0;

s_energy=0.0;

for(i=0;i<N;i++) {

x_i=ensemble[i].x;

y_i=ensemble[i].y;

r2=x_i*x_i+y_i*y_i;

for(k=0;k<N_S;k++) {

dx=solenoids[k].x-x_i;

dy=solenoids[k].y-y_i;

s_energy-=solenoids[k].flux*log(dx*dx+dy*dy);

}

potential_energy+=PREFACTOR*r2;

for(j=0;j<i;j++) {

x_j=ensemble[j].x;

y_j=ensemble[j].y;

dx=x_i-x_j;

dy=y_i-y_j;

e_energy-=log(dx*dx+dy*dy);

}

}

/* Divide by 2 since we use |z_i-z_j|^2 instead of |z_i-z_j| */

e_energy*=0.5;

s_energy*=0.5;

return;

}

#else

void Init_Energy(electron *ensemble) {

unsigned int i,j;

double x_i,y_i,x_j,y_j,dx,dy,r2;

potential_energy=0.0;

e_energy=0.0;
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for(i=0;i<N;i++) {

x_i=ensemble[i].x;

y_i=ensemble[i].y;

r2=x_i*x_i+y_i*y_i;

potential_energy+=PREFACTOR*r2;

for(j=0;j<i;j++) {

x_j=ensemble[j].x;

y_j=ensemble[j].y;

dx=x_i-x_j;

dy=y_i-y_j;

e_energy-=log(dx*dx+dy*dy);

}

}

/* Divide by 2 since we use |z_i-z_j|^2 instead of |z_i-z_j| */

e_energy*=0.5;

return;

}

#endif

void Print_Ensemble(electron *ensemble) {

FILE *otf;

char string[80];

unsigned int i;

#ifndef BARE

sprintf(string,"final_state_%d",N);

otf=fopen(string,"w");

#else

sprintf(string,"bare_final_state_%d",N);

otf=fopen(string,"w");

#endif
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for(i=0;i<N;i++)

fprintf(otf,"%f %f\n",ensemble[i].x,ensemble[i].y);

fclose(otf);

return;

}

#ifndef BARE

void Print_Solenoids(solenoid *s) {

FILE *otf,*ftf,*gtf;

static int flag=0;

char string[80];

int i;

if(flag) return;

sprintf(string,"solenoids_pos");

otf=fopen(string,"w");

sprintf(string,"s_p_x");

ftf=fopen(string,"w");

sprintf(string,"s_p_y");

gtf=fopen(string,"w");

for(i=0;i<N_S;i++)

if(s[i].flux > 0.0) {

fprintf(otf,"%f %f %f\n",s[i].x,s[i].y,s[i].flux);

fprintf(ftf,"%f\t",s[i].x);

fprintf(gtf,"%f\t",s[i].y);

}

fclose(otf);

fclose(ftf);

fclose(gtf);

sprintf(string,"solenoids_neg");
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otf=fopen(string,"w");

sprintf(string,"s_n_x");

ftf=fopen(string,"w");

sprintf(string,"s_n_y");

gtf=fopen(string,"w");

for(i=0;i<N_S;i++)

if(s[i].flux < 0.0) {

fprintf(otf,"%f %f %f\n",s[i].x,s[i].y,s[i].flux);

fprintf(ftf,"%f\t",s[i].x);

fprintf(gtf,"%f\t",s[i].y);

}

fclose(otf);

fclose(ftf);

fclose(gtf);

++flag;

return;

}

#endif

int Check_Coincidence_Init(electron *ensemble, int i) {

int j;

double temp_x,temp_y,dx,dy;

temp_x=ensemble[i].x;

temp_y=ensemble[i].y;

for(j=0;j<i;j++) {

dx=(ensemble[j].x-temp_x);

dy=(ensemble[j].y-temp_y);

if( (dx*dx+dy*dy) <= EPS2) {

++collisions;

return 1;
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}

}

return 0;

}

#undef N_START

#undef N_MAX

#undef N_STEP

#undef PI

#undef MAX_THETA

#undef EPS

#undef EPS2

#undef N_AVG

#undef MAX_STEP

#undef N_S

#undef BIN_OFFSET

#undef BIN_STEP

#undef PREFACTOR

#undef SWEEP_FACTOR

#ifdef COLLISION_CHECK

#undef COLLISION_CHECK

#endif

#ifdef BARE

#undef BARE

#endif

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_EQUILIBRATING

#undef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_EQUILIBRATING

#endif

#ifdef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

#undef PRINT_ENERGY_WHILE_MEASURING

#endif

#ifdef CHECK_BIN

#undef CHECK_BIN

#endif

#ifdef INIT_SQUARE

#undef INIT_SQUARE
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#endif

#ifdef INIT_FROM_SAVE

#undef INIT_FROM_SAVE

#endif

#ifdef N_RESTART

#undef N_RESTART

#endif
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